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DEPARTME4NT OF AGRICULTURE'
' OFFICE THE SECRE/ARY

WASHINGTON D C.20250

January 1i, 1977

O

To the President of the Senate a44:he Speaker ef the House:

Today I am transmitting the four annual report oh rural development progress,-
pursuant to Title,VI, Section 603(0, of the Rural Development Act of 1972.

This-report presents the status of rural employment, income, population,
housing and cothmuniey services and facilities; discusses examples of efforts-of
several Federal agencies to improve or expand the delivery of services in key
areas; and summarizes a sampling from the states of their rural concerns and,
de44elapmentairesponses.

-The report is comprehensive and reflective of Substantial progress in rural

elopment. The Congress should find at useful and responsive to the-
;requirements.expressed .in the Rural Development Act.

Sincerely,0

John A. Knebel

Secretary
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RURAL OEVELOPMENT PROGRESS -- FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT
c2"

OF THE SECRETARY OF. AGRICULTURE TO THE CONGRESS

4 ....

INTRODUCTION'

The Rural Developmetit'Act of 1972, in tit1TVI, section-603, directs the
Secretary of Agriculture to establish goal for rural development and to repor
annually on progress kin attaining the goa. This, report has been .prepared
in response to that directive.

In the Second Annual Report, goals derived from legislative story were
set forth in,the congressionally mandated categories of employmeht, income,
population, housing, and community services and facilities. Actions taken by
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) agencies relating to the five, goals were
reported on, -and considerations involved in setting meaningful goals were
discussed. The goals and the Federal role in their attainment are:

Employment: Assist:in the creation Of a climate conducive to growth in
the.employment base of.rull America, thereby providing a range of job
opportunities for those who wish 'to live in rural areas.

Inco0e: Contribute to the development of job opportunitie-in rural areas
which generate incomes equal in terms of effective purchasing power to those
in metropolitan areas.

Population: Support a `"balance" between rural and metropolitan popula-
. tions compatible with the overall national quality of life and/economic health.

Housing: Facilitate the attainment of access af standard quality housing
in rural areas equal to that in metropolitan areas.

Community Services and Facilities: A-i'd local governments and other enti-
ties to provide access to adeguate.community services and qcilities in rural

, areas.

, The Third Annual Report discussed some.of the considerations involved in
measuring and assessing rural developMent progress, and highlighted and.dis-
cussed the most recently available aata indicating whether there had been
progress in the mandated goals areas. It also discussed the rural development
coordination activities of the Department of Agriculture's Rural Development
Service and reported on Federal agencies' fiscal 1975 activities in rural
areas.

Part I of this report highlights and discusses.the most recently available
rural status data in the goal categories. Part II discusses eXamples.of efforts
of several Federal ageAles to improve expand, the delivery of services in
such key areas as rural health care, houTng, and manpower and employment
programs, and summarizes innovations in rural education around the country.
And Part III discusses"the rural concerns and developmental response from a.
sampling of the States.
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The Secretary of Agriculture's Rural Development Progress Report has each

year examined an increasing number.of community services and facilities in

addition to the legislatively identified categories of population, income,

housing, and employmet_ It has also been addressing an increasing number of

issues vital to rural development. At the same time; we are aware of omissions

in the report. Keeping 'n mincP.that it is one report, there are important

vit
subjects that have yet. be treated. For example, past teports have empha-_,

sized national trends th very little attention given to regions or to

special population.groups. While we have not yet.geen able to expand the
report to give regional analysis, this year for'the first time the report

\looks at the situation for. several populatioil)groups including they rural

elderly and the handicapped in rural areas:

An.omission that has not yet been met is the absence of any statement on
rural environmental policy in the reports issued thus far. The Department Of

Agriculture is concerned about thisoatterand is currently developing plans
for arrangifig for inclusion in the upcoming Fifth Report, a paper on the sub-
ject of rural environmental policy and progress in the context.of the dramatic
increase jn'ural gopulation growth and economic development since J970. The

papers in this Fourth Report which document that growth and development will

be reviewed by those responsible for preparing the environmental paper, and it

is plannedvthat their response will be tailored to the issue of the changing
face of meal America as a result of rural development; the implications that
the changes have for the rural physical environment; and the responses taken

thus' far and those still needed, on'the part of government, the private sector,

and individual citizens. It is planned that this paper will also give atten-
tion to the impact of the energy situation on the rural environment.

t
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Part I

PROr,RESS IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT

This section presents highlights of the most recently available data
indicating whetter there has been progress in tie stated rural development.
goals areas. In several gnis areas. it is not possible to giVe a true
proqrss report, becagse ofthe lack of comparable data'opvering a recent time
period. In such cases, the current. situation is described. In the community
facilities and services goal category, two types of subcatecibries are given
attention. In some instances there are activity areas such as education,
health'care, fire Prevention and control, and public transportation, while in
otq,er instances the subjects are target populations, such as the elderly and
th disabledifl,rural areas. The intent of this section is to show the'grea-t .

amount of progress and revitalization occurring in rural Americain the 19701s,,
while at the same,time focusing on the serious problems remaining for rural
development.
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EMPLOYMENT

8

The national rural development employment goal is to:

Assitt in the creation of a climate conducive to growth in
the employment base of rural America, thereby providing a
range of jbb opportunities to those who wish to live in
rural areas.

.

Status Indicators

*Total nonmetropolitan emp ment increased at a faster rate than,metro-
politan employment from the first quarter of 1975e'to the third quarter of
19764-an average of 11.2 percent vs. 5.7 percent. (Fourth quarter data not
available at time of publication.)

* Nonmetropolitan unemployment was less severe than metropolitan unemploy-,

matt during most of 1975 and in the first, second, and third quarters of 19'716.%4,,

*Nonmetrop*tan areas across the Nation had different rates of eMploy--
ment growth from March 1970 to March 1976.1/ -Nationally, nonmetropolitan non-
farm wage, and salary employment' grew at an average rate of 6.9 percent for
this 6-year period, compared with 7.5 percent in metropolitan areas. 'The
Northeast's nonmetropolitaii areas hadthe lowest average growth, 7 percent,

--and/the Western Region had'the highest, 29.6 percent. Comparable nonmetro-
politan employment in the Southern and North Central Regions increased
18%.7 percent and 11,1 percent, respectivelyi

*Employment in agriculture has remained fairly stable at around 3.5 mil-
,lion annually in the 1970's.

Discussion
'

The nonmetropolitan employment situation in the 1920's is in sharp con-
. trast to trends -in employment growth and structure of employment in many non-

metropolitan areas in prior years. During the 1950's and 1960's, two'of rural
America's tr'aditionalsindustries, agricultureand mining, experienced signif-
icant reductions in employment. Agriculture lost over 3.5 millibrijobs,-while
mininIrlost over one-quarter million jobs. During much of this period, employ-
ment increased in manufacturing, services, and other industries in many non-
metropolitan areas, but labor use in these growth industries was too small to

iemploy all the workers di6splaced in agriculture and mining and new workers
'r entering the labor force. As a result, large 'reductions in employment in

agriculture and mining overshadowed the gains', triggerin94the large population
migration to the cities.

,

NOTE:' This paper was prepared in the Economic Developmlit Division of the
Economic Re arch Service, USDA.

, 1/ At the ime of preparation of thfis'regional analysis, March 1976 data
were the lat tt available:. ..."

.,
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The case of employme decline in agriculture is well known. Widespread

applications of imprbved arieties of plants and animals', improved cultural

and management practices, and labor-reducing machines led to significant
increases in the supply 'of agricultural commodjtiel, while smaller amounts of

labor were 'required. The capacity of U.S. agriculture to produce was greater
than the demand for farm products. In the 1970's, the periods of declining)

'labor requirement in agriculture seems to have ended. Employment in agrr-

rtulture has remained fairly stable at around 3.5 million in recent years, as
the demand for U.S. farm OroductAn foreign market5 has increased,

'The number of mining Yobs lost was not a5-large as the losses. in agri-'
culture, nor were the losses as widespread across the Nation. .Neyertheless,
the decbines led'to serious economic adjustment problems in most mining
communities. Between 1950 and 1970, coal mining employment declined well over
50 percent, with the largest part of the decrease occurring in thej950's.
Coal mining accounted for Mut of the employmeD.L...declines in mining, but some
losses in oil and as extraction added to thf-unemployment problem. ,

The reduction in coal mining employMent was due largely to a decline in
tiemnd for coal by railroads' as they changed from steam to di4et power, and
by consumers as they switched from coal to oil and gas, for spAce heating.
The decline in these markets was only partially offset by an increase,in the
deman4 for coal by electric power utilities, and by GlIN'increase in exports.
Labor se in mining declined further asinine operators mae greater use of
labor-saving machines to extract coal. During tFie late 1 60's and 1970's,

the demarid ftr coal byelectnic utilities incrcaselificantly1 checking
the long-term decline-in employment. This increase in demand'was su f. t

to cause mining employment to increase in the 1970's.

. So far, the honmetropolitan employment situat in the 1970's has been

encouraging. The decline in agriculture seems,to hive ended, mining employ-
ment has increased after long-term declines, and employment.gains have occurred
in other nonfarm industries. However, there have been some dark spots. The

recent recession seriously checked overall employment gains and .caused large
cutbacks in some industrie's. Nevertheless, all nommetropolitan nonfarm wage
and salary employment in March 1976 was nearly 16 percent higher than the
March 1970 levels. Comparable data for,metropolitan areas show a growth.rate

for this 6-year period of about one -half 'the nonmetropolitan rate. 2/ This

larger growth rate in nonmetropolitan areas meant that these areas had a
larger &hare of total U.S. nonfarm wage and salary employment in March 19;76
(25.T percent) thin in March 1970 (24.3percent). Moreover, nonmetropolitan

,.areas gained a larger share of the Nation's wage and salary employment in all-
major nonfarm industry categories, except government. 3/ Manufacturing was hit

especially lThrd by the recession. Nonmetropolitan manufacturing had relatively
high employment growth rates during most of 1971, i972, and 1973, but these
gains were iost.as the recession deepened. However, the recovery during 1..975

2/ The employment data in this section showing changes from March 1970 to
March 1970are based on State Employment SecurityAgency estimates.

3/ The major nonfarm industry categories are: ,mining; construction; manu-
facturing; transportation, communication, and public utilities; wholesale and
retail trade; finance, insurance, and real estate; services; and government.
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and the first part of 1976_was sufficient to bring nonmetropolitan manufactur-
ing wage and salary employment levels in March 1976 to 2 percent above March
1970 level s. IQ comparison to manufacturing, n9nmetropolitdb rodkil'and
"wholesale ,trade; finance, insurance, and real estate; the services; mining;

and construction had growth rate ranging from 21 to 31 percen, for the 6 years
ending in March 1976. m,

During this 6' -year period, regional 'variations. in noftetropo litan nonfarm

wage and salary employment growth were .oteworthy. In each of the four major
regions, 4/ employment growth rates in nonmetropolitan areas were larger than
in metropolitan-areas. Wowever, nemmetropolitan areas in.the South and West
stand out as growth areas. Overall, employment in nonmetropolitan areas in
the SOutt and Wet-t,increased 18.7 percent and 9.6 percent duhng these '6
years, compared with 11.1 percent in the North Central Region and 7 percent in
the Northeast. In addition, employment increased in Bach of the major nonfarm
industry categories in the Western and S,04tern Regions. In contrast, manu-
facturing employment declined in the Northeastern and North Central nonmetro-
pdOtan-areas., and construction employment.declined in the Northeast

. Several factors apparently are responsible for the higher employment
growth rate. s in nonmetropalitan areas. For example, :improvements in trans- -

portation,,including highways and regional airports, have encouraged decentrali-
zation of manufacturing and other, kinds of economic activity. Lower labor and
land costs in many nonmetropolitan communities have also contributed to-the
decentralization. Construction employment, has increased as new firms have

. lacatecrin nonmetropolitan area's and older plants expanded. The construction
of transportation facilities, homes, and numerous electrical generation facil-

.,ities in nonmetropolitan areas has added to the employment growth. Also,

people's preferences regarding places to live have been a factor. Research

and surveys have shown that many people prefer less congested rural -like areas'
to more, congested urban'Places. so

As mentioned above, nommetropolitan employment growth was0.6eriously
'curtailed in the 1970's by several months of recession. However, in 1975,

the economy began to recover. The natioria.funemployment rate; seasonally
adjusted; peaked in May 1975 at 8.9 percent, ending a period'of rising unemploy-
ment starting in the last quarter of 1973, when,the unemployment rate was less
than 5 percent. From the high level in May 1975, the rate gradually dropped to
7.5 percent in June 1976, but increased slightly between June and September
1976 to 7.8 percent. '5/

.

. .

./ The four regions--Northeast, North Central,, South, and West--are comprised
of the'following States. Northeast: Gonnecticut, Maine, Massachu etts, New

cl..Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania,,Rhode Island, an ermont.

North Central:, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michig'an, Minneso a, Missouri,
Nebraska, North Dakdta, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wignsin, South: Alabama,

Arkansas,, Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, eorgi3, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maryland., Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia. West: Alaska, Arizona, California, Colo-
rado, Hawaii,. Idaho, Montana, Nevada,l'iew Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and
Wyoming. , / .

5/ The_employment and unemployment numbers reporting than, es from the first
quarter of 1975 to the thir,_ quarter of 1976 are from Employment and Earnings,
various months, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Elepartment of Labor.
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Although the,unemploythent.?at4 emains seriously high in both nonmetro '

politan and metropolitan areas, nonmetropolitan areas showed slightly greater

improvement.in the unemployment Situation from the first quarter of 1975.to

the third quarter of 1976 (table 1). Thrrionmetropolitan rate, not seasonally.

adjusted declined from 92 p*ent in the first quarter of 1975 to 8.1 per-

cent in the first quarter of 176: 6/ Further improvement in the nonmetro2

politan employment situation et,Used the rate to drop another IA' percentage

points to 6.7 percent in the third quartersof 197-6. In comparison, -the ,*

unemployment rate inqietropoltan areas dropped from 9.1 'pereht in the first

,quarter of 1975 to 8.0 percent in the tbird quarter of 197-6. In addition,

relative gains in the nonmetropollkan labor fuce and kbtal employment were

'greater than in etr8Politan areas for these-months.

'Table 1--Unempl ment rates for metr opolitan and nonmetropolitan areas, first

quarter 1975 -to third quaI'qer 1976 (notsednal)y adjusted)

.\

-Area

I II III IV P II III

Unemployment Tate (percent)

.1975 1976

Metropolitan : 9.1 8.8 8.7 8.1

Nonmetropolitan 9.2 8.3 7.5 7.0

8.7... 7.7 8.0

8.1 6.5 6.7

-Source-. Employment and Earnings, various months, 3,Jreau of L or StatistiCs,

U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C:c
..

,

The improvement in nonmetropolitan unemployment was pervasive across race,

sex, And' ge groups. Joblessness ahonog white men and women, men and women or

black and other races, and teenagers Of all races declined from the first'
quarter f 1975 to the third qyarter of 1976. -In. spite of these overall
imprOvemOnts, substaPtial differences remain in unemployment rates among cups.'
In the bird quarter of 1976, the nonmetropolitatunemployment rate for all .

white w rkers, at 6.1- percent, was only one-half the rate for black and other
worker (13.4 percent). As a group, white men had the lowest rate (5.0 per- '

cent) nd 'black Women had the highest (17.2 percent). The unemployment rate

for b ack.men was about twice the rate 'for white men. The third quarter rate

for 1 women was 8.8 percent,but race differences were significant. The

rato for white women was 7.9 percent,.compared to 17.2 percent for women of
bla' andither races.

....

/ the national unemployment rates, cited above, were adjusted to account
f r normal fluctuations in seasonal employment by thd,Bureau of Labor

atistics. Seeso4-61 adjustment factors are-nd\t,yet available from the

ureau of Labor Sttisticsfor.nonmetrof3olitan and metrOpolltan employment ,

nd.unemplOyment data. ...
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A comparison of the racial ant ale distributions of the nonmetropolitan
labor force and urremployed shows further the seriousness of unemployment for

c some groups. Blactk and ofher races. cOMprised about 17 percent of the non-
metropolitan unemployed, but only,18 percent of the ,labor force. Teenagers.
comprised almost one-fourth of the unemployed, but only 11 percent of the
labor force. White workers, who had' the lowest rates of unemployment, corn-

prised about 83 percent -of the unemployed and 92 percent 'of the labor rce.

.\
Many of the numbers proeented in 'this review of employment changes in

the 1970's show that nonliletrOpoli tan areas are doing at leastas 1'1 1 as ,metro-
i tan a ?eas, and OvIter 14han meteopbl i tan art,as 'according to some irrdiators.

-However, there are some important Jemployment and employment-related indicators
that show nonmetropolitan areas still 1 agging' behimd metropolitan areas. Wage.
r.1,4es, discussed, in another section of this report, are general lytipwer -in .

nonmetroroli tan areas. In addition, labor 'force participation rates--that is,
the percentage ,of the-working age population either working or looking for
work-are lower in nonmetropolitan areas (table 2). The combined effect of
lower wage rates and lower labor force participation resultsaq, qwer family
income i in nOnmetropo 1 i tan comMuni ti es compared to me tropo l i tzln areas.

Table.2--Labor force pqrticipation rate's foi-metropol i tan and nonmetropolitan
areas, first tluarter of 1975 to the third quarter' of 1976, (not'' .

ti
seasonal ly 401jOsted)

Labor' force _participation ,rate (percent-)

Item
7195

I : I j : I I I , IV

, 1976

II 2 TII.

Metropolitan : 61.8 62.2., 62.7 61:8 61.19 62.5 63.2
Men . ._78.4 9.1 79,9 7).6 7(713. 78.6 '79.7.
Women : 47-.1 47:2. 47.5 4'7.9 48.2 48.2. 48.5

. '

Nonme tropo 1 1 tan
I'

: 58.2 59.2 60.4 59.2j 58.2 59.2, 60.
Men '. : 74.9 .7 5' 77.9 75.1D 74.5 75.8 77.3
Women , ' ! 43,. 0 '43.'5 4445 44.5 43.3. ', 44.1 45.9

. ,

Source:. Em.Oloyment and tarnincjs, various issues, aqd unpublished data,
Bureau of-Labor Statistics, U..S. Departmeht 'of , Labor , 'Washington, D.C.

.
_ . .

.
;

1 . .. .

Furthermore, there was 1 i ttle ,vvidence to flow any ng irk the
metropolitan -non wtropol i tan g4'in7l'abor for OarticiNrion from the.first
quarter of 1975 t-o' the thirt quarter. of 1976N Overall, L)4 metropki rate.

i n the third' qbarter of 1976, 'at( 63,2 percent, was 2.4 percentage pdtnts
'

higher than the nonmetrooi i tarp rate-.' A year' earlier, in the thirequarter o
19.75, the gap was 2.3 .percentage p'oint's. Al though sUbstahtial improverlierits
,have been made, employment opportuni ties Jorg6oth men 'and women are generally .

less in nonmetropolitan areas, tho in Aitropol i tan areas. Not Only are fewer
total jobs avai lable foe the working -49e population: in nonmetropolitan 'areas; but
more of the.,avallable jotr-, a y low wages and recjUNice lower level skills thari do f,.'

.)f
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jobs in metropolitan areas. 4n.the second quarter of 1976, for example,

almost 10 percent of the *metropinlitansempla40'were in jobs classified as
"laborers," compared to 5.3 percent in metropolitan areas. In contrast, only

21 percent of the employed ih nonmetropolitan areas were in the higher skilled
,professional, technical, and managerial occupations, compared to almost 28

percent .in metropolitan-areas. A major challenge facing many nonmetrapolitan
communities is to increase the employment Opportunities for all wanting to
work and to upgrade wagerates.'.

I

I
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Goal

INCOME

The national rural development, income goal is to:

Contributeto the developmeht of job opportunities in rural areas
which generate incomes equal' in terms of effective purchasing

power to those in metropolitan areas.

Status Indicatl;r\_

Analysis of.the most recently available income data shows that:

*Median family income rose faster in nonmetropolitan than in metropolitan
areas from 1970 through 175 (38.9 percent vs. 38.1 percervi over the entire
6-year period, when measured in current dollars). Although thhis trend is en-
couraging for nonmetropolitan residents, their income continues to lag behind
metropolitan residents' income by a substantial margin, $11,600 vs. $14,909 as
of 1975.

*The number Of nonmetropolitan families with incomes below the official
poverty level dropped 12.7 percent over the 1970-75 period. The number of poor
metropoljtan families increased 21.1 percent, for a 4.5 percent rise in poverty
for the country as a whole. (As discussed below, this 21.1 percent rise reflects
the fact that the 1971 recession's impact was felt more heavily in metropolitan
areas because it affected urban-oriented industries in the North.)

Di?U.Ission

The improvement in nonmetropolitan median income is partially related to
employment progress (discussed in the previous paper)' that has resulted in
increases in earnings in nonmetropolitan areas. By 1973, the last year for
which earnings data are available, the profile of mean earnings in nonmetropoli-
tan areas had become very similar tb. that found in metropolitan areas. The
metropolitan/nonmetropolitan mean earnings difference-for males by industry
declined during 1969-73. In 1969, the difference in mean earnings in all
major industry groupings for metropolitan males compared with nonmetropolitan
males was $2,625, and by 1973 this difference had fallen to $2,252, a decline
of 14.2 percent.

Significant gains have been made in eliminating differences in mean earnings
in mining, wholesale trade, personal services, professional services, and enter-
tainment and recreation. The greatest advances were made in the last three
industry groupings. These phenomena cahbe attributed to greater rates of
change in nonmetropolitan incomes 'relative to metropolitan incomes in the time

NOTE: This paper was prepared in the Economic Development Division of the
'Economic Research Service, USDA.
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e.

period under consideration. (Mean earnings differences declined 79 percent inthe personAl services areas, 33'percent in the entertainment and recreationgroup, and 55 percent in professional services (table 1)).

Metropolitan /nonmetropolitan mean earnings differences for females are notas encouraging as the figures for males. The 1970 difference for females was$1,039, and it increased to 51,082 in 1974. This'divergence in female earningsdifferences can .be attributed, to more numerous employment potsibilities andhigher labor force participation rates for females in metropolitan areas.In 1974, the percent of metropolitan females in the civilian labor force was46.3, compared with 42.8 percent for nonmetropolitan females.

Regional analysis of income data for 1975 indicates that nonmetropolitanmedian family income in the North and West increased by 0.9 percent in the1969-75 period, while metropolitan median income fell by'6.3 percent. In theSouthern region, changes in nonmetropolitan and metropolitan median incomes,respectively, were +7.8 and -7.8 percent.

Most of the relative gains made in nonmetropolitan inFomes were in theNorth and West (taken together), where there was a significant narrowing in thedifference between
metropolitaninontetropolitan median income over the 1969-75period (table 2). In 1969, the metropolitan /nonmetropolitan median incomedifference for the North and West was $2,580, and it fell to $1,595 in 1975.The decline in the metropolitan/nonmetropolitan income difference for the Southwas also significant, changing from $3,137 in 1969 to 51,641 in 1975.

,Other evidence of gains made in eliminating
metropolitan/nonmetropolitanincome differences is found when comparing total personal incomes is1970 and1974. Total personal income in metropolitan areas grew by 40.7 percent in thispehod, compared with-49.6 percent in nonmetropolitan areasd The faster growthin nonmetropolitan

areas occurred in all four Census regions. In both metropol-itan and nonmetropolitan
areas and in all four regions (Northeast, Porth Central,South, and,West), the proportion of total personal income from wages and salariesdecreased during 1970-.74 while the proportion from transfer payments iiicreased.The transfer payments/personal income ratio is also' higher for nonmetropolitanareas.

Although the evidence uesented above indi6tes that the relative incomesituation in nonmetropolit'-eS areas has improve in recent years, there 'stillexists a large gap in metropolitan/nonmetropoli
an- median income ($3,309. in1975). However, because of the lower cost of living in nonmetropolitan areas,the real median famPily income gap between nonmetropolitan

and metropolitariareas is smaller than it appears to be in current dollar data.

Contributirp'to the metropolitan /,nonmetropolitan income gap is the dif-fering manufAturing industry mix in the. two types of areas, with nonmetropoli-tan areas continuing to have a disproportionate share of lower.wage industries(textile mill products manufacturing, for example).

Another factor contributing to the income gap is lower labor force partici-pation in nonmetropolitan areas. In 1974, 77.6 percent of metrop'dlitan males16 an over were in the civilian labor force, compared with 74.9 percent of

I
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Table 1--Mean earnings by industry, males, 1973 and 1969, and
metropolitan/nonmetropoliCan differences

industry
group

1973

Metro. Nonmetro :MetroJnonmetro:u.s.:

difference ,

1969 _

Metro. :Nonmetro:ME±m"111°n-.: :metro. cliff.

lotal M ,:.10,459 S11,164 'S 8,192 +S2,252 $10;395 ,S11,183 S 8,558 +S2,625
Agriculture, etc 6,997 -7,064 6,977 + 87 6,458 6,933 6,283 + 650Mining 10,789 12,313 9,887 + 2,Z26 10,707 12,732 9,468 + 3,264Construction 10,199 11,045 ` 8,720 + 2,365 10,057 10,940 8,388 + 2,552Manufacturing, total 10,839 11,553 '9,191 + 2,362 10,697 11,449 8,787 -1- 2,662Durables 10,886 11,561 9,200 + 2,361. 10,843 11,510 .8,941 + 2,569Nondurables 10,755 11,536 9,172 + 2,364 10,420 11,319 8,561 + 2,758',Transportation, etc 11,272 11,864 9,680 + 2,184 10,571 11,008 9,33 + 1,673N.) Wholesale trade 11,738 12,r92 9,929 + 2,263 11,709 12,309 9,441 + 2,868Retail trade 8,052 8,295 7,511. + 784 8,292 8,606 7,548 + 1,058ins., real estate..: 13,238 13, 490 12,183 + 1,307 13,716 13,972 12,560 + 1,412Business & repair services -9,026 9,517, 7,380 + 2,137 10,059 10,620 8,D52 + 2,588Personal services 7,863 '7:929' 7,677 ''+ 252 7,494 7,821 6,622 + 1,199Entertainment & recreation 7,902 8,439 6,014- + 2425

--\,+
9,108 9,873 6,274 + 3,599Professional services 12,194 12,551 11,143 1,408 12,808 13,627 10,492 + 3,135,Public administration 11,970 12,623 10,084 + 2,539 11,150 11,602 9,715 +'1,887

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. "Social and Economic Characteristics of the Metropolitanand Nonmetropolitan Population: 1974 and 1970," Current PopulatiOn Reports, Series P-23, No. 55.U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1975. Table 16, pp.'92-95.
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Table 2--Median family income in metropolit n and non(lieIropolitan areas,

/1969, 1975, and 196945 chaige by reg-r6n,''

(Constant 1973 dollars)' k
A

'Item 1969

LI

1975

,

d--------1--

Percent

change
1969-75

United States
Metropolitan
-Nonmetropolitan

North and West
Metr9iolitan
Ninmetropolitan

South
Metropolitan
Nonmetropolitan

..
44

: 11,518
12528
9,314

12,318
12,919

10,339

9,593
11,101

7,964,

1L471'
12,466

. 9,699

12,075
12,09.4

10,4991

104231

10,231

8,590

70.4,

-0.4
+4.1

,J.-1.5
-6.3 i

-+0.9

+6:6

-T.8

+7.8

4 I

, Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. "Social and Economic Characteristic; of

the Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Population; 1974 and 1970," Current

Population ReportASeries r.23, No. 55. U.S._ Government Printing Office,

Washington, D.C., 1975. Table 18, pp. 106-107, and unpublished Census data.

nonmetropolitan males. For females in 1974, metropolitan and nonmetr, 2litan

participation was 46.3 and 42.8 percent, respectiVely.

A third factor influencing the size of the income gap is the percentage of
the population 65 years of age or older, becaUse families headed by a person in
this age group tend to have lower incomes than their younger, counterparts. In

1974, 11.4 percent of the nonmetropolitan population was 65 or older, compared
with 9:2 percent in metropolitan areas.

As indicated earlier, nonmetropolitan.areas have experienced a significant
decline in poverty. The number of nonmetropolitan'families living below the
poverty line fell from 2.5 million in 1970 to appraimately 2.2 million in 1975.
The number 'of poor metropolitan families showed the opposite trend,. increasing
from 2.7 million to 3.2 million over the period. This translates to 12.1 per-
cent of nonmetropolitan families being in poverty in 197.5, compared with 8.5
percent metropolitan.

Further analysis of .the available data reveals that the percentage of the
Nation's poor families who reside in nonmetropolitan arcs declined substan-
tially during 1970-75. In 1970, 49.1 percent of,poorfamilies lived in non-
metropolitan areas, while by 1975 the proportion had declined to 40.9 percent.

Regional analysis of'pe4erty data reeals that, for the North and West
(taken toget!ler), the number of metropolfban poor familiesincreased by 12.5
percent from 1970 to 1974, while the number of nonmetropolitan poor families

13



fell by 26.8 percent (table3 ). The dramatic rise in the number of poor among
metropolitan residents in this area ca.2...be basically attributed to the 1971
recession. The impact of this recession was felt more heavily in metropolitan
areas because it affected urban-oriented industries in Northern regions and was
not a Southern pherfomeAon. The de6rease in nonmetropolitan poor families, then,
is caused by the relative stability of the Southern economy during the recession
and by a statistical component which indicates that the South is dominant in the
nonmetropOlitan population.

Inothe Southern region, the number of poor families in metropolitan areas
declined slightly--2.4 percent--during 1970-74, while the number of nonmetropo-
litan poor families declined by 16.7 percent.

Twenty-three percent of the Nation's black and other minOritY families

lived in nonmetropolitan areas in 1974, and, they are more likely to be poor than'
are tNe comparable families in metropolitan areas. For example, in 1974, 37.4
perCent of nonmetronolitan minority families were poor, compared with 25.0
Percent in metropolitan areas. However, minorities who are poor account for a

oiler percentage of the total poor population in nonmetropolitan areas than
metropolitan areas. In 1974, 23.1'percenlof the nonmetropolitan poor were

'minority families vs. 34.5 percent-in metropolitan areas.

Each year from 1970 to 1974 the Bureau of the Census reported that families
beaded by women became an increasing pronortion of all poor families so that by
1975, 44.5 percent of all Poor families were headed_bg a female, compared with
37 percent in 1978'. This proportional increase was caused by a decline in the
.number of poor families headed by men along with an increase in the number of
poor families.heilded by women, Although the number of poor, female-headed
families rose between 1970 and 1975, their Poverty rate remained relatively
unchanged.

4e
Realized net farm income, which includes all forms of government payments,' f

rose fron$14.2 billion in 1970 to S29.9 billion in 1973, the highest level ,

on record. However, by 1975, net farm income had fallen 24.1 percent, to $22.7
billion. An analysis of the components ,indicates the reasons for the 1975
slide in farm income. Realized gross farm income increased by 4.8 percent,
from $92.9 billion in 1973 to $97.4 billion in 1975, while production expefises
increased by 15.5 percent over the period, and government payments fell by
69.2 nercent,'from S2.6 bi\llion in 1973 to S018 billion in 1975.

rt

Off-farm income perNform has been steadily increasing since 1970, almost
doublinn by 197.. Thus, the improvement in economic status among farm families
during the 1970-75 period apnears to be a function of gains in both farm and
off-farm incomes. (See .table 4.).

1
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Zp. Tab Le and tesidenceof families 1:N low-income status, 1970 and 1974

:-No. below :Percent
low- : below

income : low-

level income

(000) : level

All races

All families

United StaCei
1etropol4tan

metropolitan-'

No th and Uest,..! :

teopoliian
Nonmetropnlitan.....

South

Nonmetropolitan, :

Families ith male
heads

Unftyd States
tit.r000liran..

Yonmetropolitar :

North and Wes.

South..

5,109 9.2

.'3,073 . 8.1

2,036 11.3

2,790 7.4

2,014 7.1',

766 7.7 .

2,319 41).8

1,058 10.4

1,261 15.9

:2;557 er

1,362

'1,395

1:369

5.7

4.2

8.7 .

4.2

8.7

19 74
19 70

White Black All races White ! Black

:No. below :Pertinf

: low- ;

income r: low-

: level : ipeome

: (000) Ovel

;No. below

: low-

: income
: level

: (000)

:Percent

: below
law-

: income

: level

:No. below

low-
: income

: level '

: (000)

:Percent

; below

low-

income
: level

No. below

low-
: income

: level

(000)

:Percent

: below

: low-
: income

level

No. below :Percent
low- : below

income low-

: level : income

' (000) level

3,48\ , 7.0 1,530 27.8 5,214 10.0 3,701 8.0 1,445 29.3

14942 '4( 5.9 1,059 25.0 2,654 7.9 1,790 6.1 828 23.1

11.54, 9.3 470 37.4 2,561 13.8 1,911 11.2! 612 45.9

2,106 6.1 607 22.7 2,837 7.9 2,295 6.3 492 20.6

1,364 5.6 584 22.9 1,791 7.1 (NA) (NA) (NA) (NA)

742 7.5 23 18.7 1,046 9.6 (NA) (NA) (NA) (NA)

1,376 9.1 92.2 32.6 2,376 .8 1,44 10.5 953 37.5

577 6.9 476 28.1 862 10.6 (NA) (NA) (NA) (NA)

799 11.9 447 39.4 1,514 19%2 (NA) (NA) (NA) (NA)

2,185 4.9 506 14.2 3,280 7.1 2,604 6.2 625 18.3

,1,044 3.6 268 10.0 1,420 4.8 1,115 4.2 272 11.1

x,141 7.5 238 27.0 1,862 11.2 1,489 9.5 " 356 36.5

1,189 3.9 ,4148 8.8 1,714 5.4 1,529 X5.1 -150 ' 9.3

996, 7.3 358 19.1 1,566 11.1 1,075 8.8 475 26.5

Continued
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!wile,?-7R,00" and residoilce of families by low-ipcomo. status, 1970 and 1Q74 -- Continued

.

.,
.' 1974 :

l0 /0

All r ,ices 1 White
:

Black 'i, All races : i. Wlily' lack
i . . .

Re.,idence : N,. below .Percent :No. below :Percent ,No. below :Percent :go. beloi, :Percent ,No. beloy :Percent ,No. b low :Percent
- : low- . below : low- : below : low- : belciw : low- , belOW . low- ' . helcp . low

L

. income low- income. low- income low- : income . low.: income low- into ,

below
i ko.

. level : more : level income: : live! ,: income level : income . Mieri income level : Income
' (000) - level (000) level (000) : 'dye) ! (000) ...level . (000) . . lbvel : (000) level

°

FOliJAr.: ?'411'
fe emf . ,

,

k . ' ''' .
United Sta s 051 31.5' 1,297 ' 24.9 1,024 52.8 109344 32.5 1 697 25.0 820 54.4

Pet Cop° i 1 t. 1 1,710 31.9 898. 24.1 . 792 50.6 1',216 ' 29.8 ' 675 22.7

,

556 _48.9
Nonmetr000litan :

.

641 34.2 400, 27.0 -231 61.8 ' 64k, 38.4
. .

422 29.3 261 70.5

jnd West 29.2 917 24.5

6

459

,......4 .

- 461h, 1,126 28.2 76? 24.1 342, 44.s

565 7,59.2 ,,. 808 ,41.4 930 4027.3South 910 38.t) 380 25.8 478 64.9
l'r',

.

Sources 1970.0ata--U.s. Burcau of the CenS.us.' Characteristic etf the Low-fbconie Populasilork, 19,70," clOnt Population Reports, Series
P-60, No. A31. U.S. G,olrne7ent Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1971. Table 0, p. 5 and M -ies 11 and 1t, pp. 61-64.

1974 Data--U.S Kireau of the Census. "Characteristics of the Population Below the Poverty Level: 1974," Current Population
Reports, Series P-60, No. 102. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 0.p., 1976. Table 18, p. 81.
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Table 4--Income per farm operator family by mdjor source,'197Q=75
'-')

1 .

Year
Realized : Off-farm : Total .

net income - income : ;income ..:

Off-farm income
as a percent of,

total incdr4e)

Dollars Percent

1970 4,788 ' ',874 . 10,662

1971 4,550 '6,456 11,006

1972
,..

6,204 4 7,160 13,364

1973 10,529 8,435 18,864

1974 .,.9,826 9,329' 19,155.

1975 8;079 10,129 18,208

55.1.
58.7

53.6
44.2.

48.7

55.6,

V
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Goal

POPULATION V

The national rural development population goal is to:

Support a "balance" between rural and Metropolitan populations
compatible with the'bverall national quality of life and
economic health. +

'Status Indicat6-rs

*From.1970 to 1975, 1.8 million more people moved into nonmetropolitan +
countiesof the United States than moyed out.- By contrast, there was a 3.0
million net loss by migration from thse counties during 1960-70.

L
*The nonmetropolitan population increased from 54.4 million in 1970 to

.58.0 million in 1975, a gain of 6.6 percent. Metropolitan areas increased in
population by 4.1 percent.

Discussion r

In'athe.last or 3 years it has become widely understood that there h
been a reversal in the former trend Of rapid growth of metropolitan populati
and decline or stagnation of rural and small town areas. The Third Annual
Report cited 11,ta on this subject for 1970-74. As 'the states indicators above
show, it is now possible to state that the trend continued through 1 75.

Augmented by tiet inmigration of 1.8 million people, the nonmetr Witan(
population continued to grow more rapidly than the metropolitan -Population ,

(table 1). The 58.0 million nonmetropolitan population, which is the main
focUs of rural development efforts, now amounts to 27 percent of the total

o poPlation.

As a class, metropolitan areas are not zones of population exodasecause
they still receiVe some net immigration from abroad, but this is' minor compared
with the large streams of rural migrants that they receivgein the past\

Something ever half of the increase 'innbnmetropolitan people went into
counties that are adjacent to a metropolitan area. Certiin of these counties
will gradually become metropolitan in-character and economic dependence as
people move in and commuting to the urbanized,drea increases. --But the reversal -

of growth is particularly impressive in the nonmetropolitan'counties that are
not-adjautirt tqa metropolitan area. Here, too, in more remote locations,
there is net inmovemept of people after several decades of rapid outmigration.

kV,

/
.

4 .

NOTE: Thits paper was prepared in the Economic Development Division of the
Economic Research Service, USDA.
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Table'l--U.S. population change by residence, 1970-75

Population - : A Net
,

4 . migration .

Residence ' Pct. :

: 1975 :1970 1/

'Thou.

: change,:
:s1g70-75:

Pct.

1970-75

Thou.

:1960-70

Thou.

Total

Metropolitan 2/

Noaetropolitan
c

Adjacent counties 3/

Nonadjacent counties

: Thou

:21 53

;155, 37

: 58,016
.

: 30,156

: 27,810

203,305

148,881

54;424

28,070.

26,354

4.8

4.1

-.61.6
.

7.4

5.7

2,466

625

1,8.41

1,127

713

3,001

5,997

-2,996

-724

-2,273

tensReflects officially recognized changes to censu S counts through 1976.

2/ Metropolitan status,as of 1974. .

3/ Nonmetropolitan counties adjacent to Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Areas.
,

Source: Current Noulation Reports,_U.S. Bureau of the Census.

The estimates.ai"e not precise enough to sa...definitively wheth'eri.the pace

of the reversal is changing as the decade progresses. There is a'suggestion in

the 1975 figures that the nonwetropolitan populalion did not outgrow the metro-
politan population from 1974 to 1975 at quite the same pace that prevailed from
1970o 1974, but thjs cannot be said with assurance. One unusual aspect orthe

period from July 1974 to' July 1975 was the sharp ecanom4ozession during tjtei

---w0Ser and spring. Unemployment Pose more in the nonme titan counties than

it did in the more urban areas, as certain rural 'and small town industries` proved

vulnerable--such as lumber, manufactured housing, mobile homes, recreational

vehiclesoand automotive textiles. Conceivably] this could have retarded that

part of the flow of people into nonmetr9politan areas that is associated with

employment opportunities. Subsequently, in the summer of 1975, employment
recovered more quickly in the rural and small town ,communities than it did in

metropolitan areas.

It has been noted in earlier reports that retirement is a strong element

of nonmetropolitan population growth. This trend.has continued. Most people

do not move when they retire. but those who do so go disproportionately to
rural and small town,settings, especially those associated with lakes, sea
coasts, or warm climates. It is expected that-the future growth of the number

of people who have good retirement incomq and who retire at an early a9e will-

continue to add to the number of late middle-aged and older people who move to
small communities.

CI 4
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Retirement was also a factor in nonmetropolitanigrowth in the 196p's; the

i, trend in the 1970> is merely a heightening of an earlier development. But two

other factors that 1,,,i.re a)socil*ted with nonmetropolitan population, growth 0 the'
c

1960'5 have essentially ceased tip operate since then. During that decade, non-

metroiSolitan population growth was closely linked to density Of population and
income. Counties with some density of peopleusually those that already had
d small cityacudirr %o re people, whereas those that were sparsely'settled-
experienced Outmig ion and populati6n decline. Since 197,0,,there has been

almost no conne'etion betwen the density of,,people in a nonmetropolitan county
and its growth/rate. In fact, the most sparsely settled countiesthOse with
fewer.than 10 people per square miler-have had a somewhat fi4her growth rate

, than any other clash'.
.r.o.

Similarly, migrant) gravitated toward higher income counties in the 1960's.

The low and moderate fhcome nonmetropolitan counties had outm-fgrationas a ,

class!' 'Since 1970, this association has weakened to the point of insignjficancel
_Although everyone needs a sourc? of income, nonpecuntary considerations seem to.
have loomed muLh 1(1,ger since 1970 in the choice of a place in which to live.

Ba -ally, three types' of areas can be id ntified in which outmigration is, N

---)

greater: than inmiqration. These are (1) ighly agricultural counties that still
do not have many other sources of emplo ent, 2) counties with a comparatively

high percentage of blaLkpopulatian,,fr%iii wOch outmigration is still occ-urripg,
and _(3) counties heavily dependent on military bases. But these types of

counties do not have a mapr part of the nonmetropolitan populaticin today,
and--except for.the military countiesae having much less outMovement than
Was true in the recent past. ..

/ , A further point that is imf3ortant to an understanding of the new demo- ,

graph/c trend is the fact' that it is basically-a revival of open country and
Mllage.settlement. Although statistical data are limit it appears that

nonmetropolitan cities are not having increased popula growth. (Such

places can ,ange in size from 2,500 people up to 49,999 p pulation.) As a
class the nonmetropolitan cities are still vowing, 6ut without-acceleration.

' Increasingly, the Sopulation is dispersing out into the countryside or into
the sillall viliagenthat have lost some of their busjness functions bit are

--having:renewed residcntial vitality: This countryside and village population

may relate o the nonmetropolitan cities for employment or goods and services
but,,,is' 1 i beyond the ability of the cities to rdtover through annexatia
In a sense some of the nonmetropolitan cities are'expei&iencing the',same loss
8f middle- and upper-income leVel citizens from their municipal limits. as are

.

the great metropolises.
.,

Ada Even in areas whe,re no net gopulation growth is occuring, a dispersal

7111,1rend into the cointrysie is 'reported. One 'enabling factor is the widespread

construction of rural water sytems in the last 10 years. Where piped water.

of good quality and reliabre'availabiity is present, roplotion is attracted,
even if there was no intention to have such an'effect when the system was
planned. Thus a pattern of 5ettlemenis evolving which seems toadd to the
degree of satisfaction thalOthe pub,J1I has with its places of residence. But

' the trend clearly has ultimate ramifications forituCh matters as fuel consump-
tion, land prices, rural zoning, and the nonagriultural use of agricultural-
qualify-land.
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/iewed in the context of the heavy'outmigration.that took place from many.
4)mmunities from 1940 o 19,0, the trend since,f97b.would have to be

'considered as generally beneficial. Thse process of partial rum] depopulation
occurred from very compelling reasons and was a rational respOnse to rural.
'poverty, declining rural ,lob opportunit2es, and the supertur-living ark working
conditions available in the'cities. but it badly distorted the age composition
of the remaining rural population- -being selective of young adults- -and often

disrupted by the, decline in population and the ta,x.loa8 for put ic. services 1-1 c1

syphonid Off the better educated. .Many social and business iniitutions were ' _-

to be distributed'Rver a.smaller number of people. Furthermore, althlogh the
cities received millions of Nod workers from, the rural' areas who fitted'easily
into the urba'6 econem17, they also receivAd millions who were poorly equipped by
any standard and-who added to the dominant urban problems of welfare dependence',,'

unemploigment, and crime. .

. T-he renewed gppwth,of nonmetropolitan popnationisince 1970. is uneven in .

locationliAnd extent. Arhumber oaf cunties are increking so rapidly that' they
are experiencing problems "Qf excessive growth. This is. quite common an the.

Florida Perinsula;Ae Ozarks, Northern Michigan, or the Pacific Southwest.

From -b470 to 1974, 'there were 300 nonmetropolitan counties that increased
in population by 15 percen or more This is more than 3 percent annually

compounded. Such a rate s essentially impossible for a cowarlity to sustain
efficiently and'esthe ic ly'over a period 'years. It results in'protAems

of grofh that Ore to rapid for the local overnments to cope with. or that

impair the very attributes of chart small-scale setting, scenicness, safety,
low-keyed pace, or a and water quaqty that attracted people in the first

PlAce. Comm nhies 4peri ncing such "grdwth often feel ,as friistrated.in,
efforts to cope pith it.or etard it as declining communities do In the*
'Attempts to halt decline-.

V Despite. he overall, growth of nonmeirapolil population, about 630
k

counties declined in population from 1970 to 11975, because ofoutmigration:
4_10joYity of casets% the loss was a colpinulltion o proce$s that had been

goin4-bn for one, two, or even three(decades. In .o i-n- Stances it resulted

from a newer economic problem,-such'asthe,c1)0s,im f a military base or the

loss of 'a k4fAtory.

Thus .the overall pattefn.of rend w41 retention And growth of 42pulatiorl in
nonmetropolitan areas conceals agreat deal of internal variat n. Growth of

a moderate, -aborbable,iand beneficial.nature has come fo hu ds of rural

and small town commonitteS. But,large numbers of others have ether yet to
see their depopul4tion reversed or else have swung to /equally t ou lesome
excesses of growth.. Much has been*lachivedto0,ird a goal-of eati g living

and working conditions in rural,anP'sma lc"tawn areas that permit them to
abSorb the equivplent of their natural' increase of population and to play.a
larger role in the setgement pattern .of the Unit States. But the events

of the last 5 years do, not mean that all populatiulv-related problems,of such
areas are s.olveror thatthe new growth is entirely 6e0eficial and free of

unintended consequences.,

1 -
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'Goal.

.

HOUSING

.d
04Th",bational development housing goal is to:

4
I Facilitate the attainment of access to standard quality

housing 'in rural areas equal to that in metropolitan areas.

'

Status Indicators
/

The most recently available national data onhousing in nonmetropolitan
areas" shoW,that:

* Homeownership increased more rapidly in nonmetropolitan areas than in
lmetropolitan areas during 1970-74, according to'Annual Housing Suryey data.
The percentage of occupied units that were owned by the occupants rose from
7Q.4 percent to 72.6 percent'in nonmetropolitan areas, compared with 59.5 per-
cent to 61.0 percent in metropolitan areas.

,* Thee more rapid', increase in homeownership in nonmetropolitan areas is due
to-a,greaterrincrease.in mobile homes in these areas. Data, from the 1973 Annual-

Housing.Survey,now that suchhomes, which are almost exclusiVely owner occupied,
area being purchaseChby a wider range of income groups than in the past; 55 per-
ce .nonmetropolitan Opole buying mobile homes in 1972 had incomes over
$9,000: 4

e ember of:occupied substandard homes in nonmetropolitan areas declined
fr'om 2.9 millIonauvgiatt in*1970.,to 2..1 million in 1974, about equal to the decline

in metropolitan 5, 1/ While.about 33 Percent of the Nation's housing stock
is in nonmetropolitan areas, appnoxiniately 56 percent of the substandard housing

located there7about,h'e same share that has prevailed since 1960:
4 . .'

* In 1974,'10 peroeh of occupied nonmetropolitan housing was, substandard,
ompIred with, 15 percent, '1910., In metropolitan areas, comparable figures are

3 ercent for 1974 and 5 percenf for1970. 'Nationwide, 5:percent of occupied
hodsiM'was; substandard An 1974,, compared with 8 percent in' 1970. 2/

L
, /' .

I
1

4 . .
j' Discussion ,,-i

(1_ , ' .

. i /
Prior to 1971 the percentage of the Nation'S housing stock located in ?

metrApol'taila areas was, continually rising. Since 1970, ,there-has been a slight.
1r

N ^

NOTE:. This paper was prepared by the Economic-Development Division,of the
. Economic Research Service, USDA.

l /.ERS estimate based on Census Bureau's Annual HouSing Survey data. Reviged
from estimate in Third-4re Development coals Report.
2/ ERS estimates based on Censys Bureau's Annual Housing Survey data.

. .
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shift favoring nonmetropolitan areas. About
//
32.6 p4cent of ne housing stock

was in nonmetropolitan areas in 1970 and by 1974 about 33 percent was loca,ted

there. The percentage shift in occupied units-or hoOseholds--was more pro-

nounced. The number of households in nonmetropolitan areas rose 14.1 percent
over the 5 years, compared with 12.5 percent in metropolitan areas.

Each year from 1970 through 1975 there were more housing units built (in-'
cludes mobile home shipments) per 1,000 households in nonmetropolitan than in
metropolitan areas. The average for: the 5-year period was 32.9 per 1,000 house-
holds in nonmetropolitan areas, compared with 29.2 in metropolitan areas. Since

1970, annual new housing construction has exceeded net household formations by
about 50,000 units a year in nonmetropolitan areas. In these areas, about
665,000 units were built annually from 1970 to 1975. And even for the year
1975, which was regarded as a poor housing year, about 501;000 units were built.
For the year 1976, a projected 600,000 units were to be built in nonmetropolitan
areas.

The increased nonmetropolitan use of mobile homes is.one of the major
reasons the data show nore nousing units per 1,000 households built in nonmetro-
politan than metropolitan areas from 1970 to 1975. More than 60 percent of the
mobile homes manufactured in the United States during this 5-year period are
located in nonmetropolitan areas. About 32 percent of the new homes built in
nonmetropolitan areas during the period were mobile homes.

At the same time nonmetropolitan housing growth was occurring, lousing
conditions were improving rapidly in nonmetropolitan areas. The number of
occupied substandard homes declined by 800,000 from 1970 to 1974, according to
ERS estimates. Crowding as a measure of inadequate housing also declined
dramatically in nonmetropolitan areas. Annual Housing Survey data show that
moderate crowding (1.01 to 1.53 persons per room) *lined over 28 percent,
while severe crowding (1.51 persons or more) dropped nearly 38 percent. Crowding
in metropolitan areas declined at a slightly lower. rate.

The rapid improvement in nonmetropolitan housing conditions has been
brought.about,by improvement in existing units as well as rapid expansion in
the number of new units, especially mobile homes.. These homes have been largely
responsible for the improvement in the housing conditions of young haiseholds--
those headed by a person under 35 years of age.

A

Despit t e improvement in nonmetropolitan tousing, there were more than
2 million ho eholds.ln substandard housing in late 1974. Certain groups occupy
a'dispropor .-onate share of the bad housing--mainly blacks, the aged, and the
poor..

Annual Housi Survey data show that blacks occupied ?7 percent of the bad
housing in 1974 b t. represented only 7 percent of the total households in non-
metropolitan .are s. About 35 percent of their housing lacked complete plumbing,

_ Compared with 7 percent of the housing occupied by the whites. Blacks occupied
about the same 'percentage of bad housing in nonmetropolitan areas in 1974 as
they did in 1970. Therefore, it appears housing occuoied by blacks.is improving
about as rapidly as it is for whites.



The aged are continuing to occupy a disproportionate share of the bad

housing in nonmetropolitan areas. In 1973, as in 1970, households with heads

over 64 years of age occupied 33 percent of the hOusing that lacked complete

plumbing, but they resided in only 23 percent of the units. 'Low income rather

than age by itself is a major reason for this situation tIc6urring. When incomes.

were held constant, it was found that nearly the same proportions of old and

. young households vel-e in bad housing. But, since olderhouseholds have rela-

tively lower incomes, they occupy more bad housing.

In 1974 as in 1970, the poor were the major occupants of bad housing in.

nonmetropolitan areas. After adjustMents are made for changes in the purchasing

power of the ,ollar since 1970, data show that, households with incomes of less

than $5,000 a year occupied two-thirds of the housing lackjng complete plumbing

in 1974, the same share as in 1970. During this same time period, the proportion

of the total households with incomes this low declined from 29 to 26 percent.
Since the proportion of substandard housing occupied by the poor in nonmetropoli:
tan areas remained fairly constant, it agars housing for the poor is improving
about as rapidly as it is for the higher income groups.

As indicated earlier, an increasingly larger percentage of the American
-41ple are owning the homes they occupy. In 1974, 64.6 percent of the Nation's

eholds were in this group, compared with 55.D percent in 1950:61:9 percent .

in 1960, and 62.9 percent in 1970. The increase in homeownership was more rapid
in nonmetropolitan areas than .in metropolitan areas.

The 1970-74 rise in homeownership--which is considered an indicator of
economic well-being in this country--came at a time when changes in'income-price
relationships suggested that homeownership should have become less attractive,
in nonmetropolitan areasfas well as nationally. Based upon data for conventional
single-family homes (excludes condominiums and mobile homes), housing prices
increased about twice as fast as htmsehold incomes in both nonmetropo itan and
metropolitan areas. Rents, on the other hand, increased only at about t rate

of increase for household incomes. Despite these income -price relationship
which should have priced more buyers-for-occupancy out of the Market, more
buyers entered the market and the proportion of hobseholds that became owner-
occupants continued to rise.

Several factors most likely explain this apparently inconsistent market
.behavior. The primary factor may be the growing popularity of mobile homes and
condominiums, both of which provided'ownership alternatives to buying conven-
tional single unit homes. As stated previously, the census price data that are
normally pointed to for changes in housing values reflect only the changes in
the value of the conventional units. However, the data on ownership increases
included data for mobile homes and condominiums. If the value of condominiums
and, especially, mobile home Ap4is were included in the price data, the rise in
the median price of all house would be lower, particularly in nonmetropolitan
areas. The income-price relationships would thus 'be more in line, and housing
market behavior would appear less inconsistent.

A second factor partly explaining the rise in homeownership at a time of
apparently unfavorable income -price relationships is the rapidly inflating
housing vaques since 1970 whiCh are causing many°families to benefit.from

I
4%.
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appreciation in the value of their homes. This makes possible sequential home
ownership even for units priced well above what otherwise would have been the

affordable income of movers se ling one unit and buying another. The growing
number of retired persons are an important' component of this group.

Housing construotion in the nited States is mainly a private sector
activity. Governmental help has teen mainly in the form of making credit more
readily available through insured or guaranteed loans to private citizens or
groups to improve their housing. The extent of this credit help has varied
from decade tb decade. During the 1950's, the Government helped in theitonstruc-
tion of about 30 percent of the units built in nonmetropolitan areas, during the
1960's about 19 percent, and during the-early part of the 1970's ab9ut 26 per-

. tent. 3/ The vast majority of housing has been built or improved by private
citizens without direct governmental assistance. Hence, the availability of
private credit plays a vital role in determining how many homes are built DT
improved in the United States.

Housing loans -ade ti nanks and other lending institutions and insured or
juaranteed by tne Federal Housing Administration or the Veterans Administration
Nere the -ost common type oc Federal help to nonmetropolitan households during
tne'1950's and 1960's. USDA's Farmers Fqome Administration (FmHA) became the
major insurer of loans-in nonmetropolitan areas during the 1970r,s.

The role of the Farmers Home Administration has changed markedly in the
past 25 years. During the 1950's, when FmHA could make loans only to farmers
to improve their housing, the agency helped in the construction of about 2,000
units 'annually. During the 1960's, their program was expanded to include rural _

nonfarm households in open country and places and towns of less than 5,500 popu-
lation, and they helped in the construction of about 16,000 homes annually. In

197, the agency was authorized.to make loans to-rural nonfarm households in
communities of up to 10,000 population. Later, under agreement with HUD, the
agency began to make loans in communities of 10,000 to 20,000 population in'
areas with mortgage credit shortages ou;side of metropolitan areas. During the
1970's, with this increased lendin autnority and with the adoption of the
interest subsidy program, FmHA is elping in the construction of about 75,000
homes annually. Current programs include many types of loan's, such as ownership
loans, loans to construct re housing, 4rm labor housing loans, and home
improvement and repair loarisr. o

3/ Based on data crom FmHA, 'Housing Completions" reports, annual surveys of

the Census Bureau, and Department q' Commerce and Housing and Urban Development

construction reports.



COMMUNITY SERVICES AND FACILITIES

Goal

The national rural development goal for community services and facil4ies -cm

is to: .in

Aid local aovernments and other entities to provide access to
.,. -,

adequate community services and facilitieS in rural areas. .

Status Indicators

It is not appropriate or feasible to present one or two quantitative
status Indicators -t? illustrate whether there has been progress in the overall

community services and facilities goal area because of the variety of services
and facilities involved in meetina essential needs of rural residents. Eight

categories of service--health care, education, water and sewer services, solid

waste management, public passenger transportation, transportation infrastructure,

fire prevention and control-, and law enforcement--plus four community service

target populations--the handicapped, the elderly, social security beneficiaries,

.fbmilies receiving, Aid to families With Dependent Children--are discussed, with

national data given wherever possible.

It should be noted here that in one of the subcategories of community
services-- health care--a national rural goal has been developed by the Depart-

ment of Hgalth, Education, and Welfare in consultation with the Department of

Agricultide. This goal appears in e Health Care section'beginnina on the

follbwing 'page.
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HEALTH CARE

The following national rural health goal was developed by the Department
of Health,. Education, and Welfare in consultation with the Department of
Agriculture: 1/

To promote the improvement of and equal accessto quality compre-
hensive health care services (primaf'y, preventive, and emerg ncy
medical services) for the population residing in all ru reas
of the United States and its territories.

The intent of the health section of the report this year is to provide a
current profile of factors affecting health care, organized in such a manner
that relevant questions may be formulated, or policy issues discerned more
readily. As HEW has demonstrated in its Rural Health Initiative (see p.71 of
this teport) and in 4s Forward Plan for Health, FY 1977-81, it is necessary
for decisionmakers, analysts, and others to move beyond the stereotyped
response that maldistribution of physicians and the high cost of health care are
the greatest rural health problems. These are important symptoms of the real
problems. Various groups of health analysts have formulated these basic problems.
They may be categorized as follows':

Problems adversely affecting use of the health care system by the rural
population:

1. Less access--relative to urban areas--to health care due to
maldistribution of health manpower, facilities, and services.

2. Defects in benefit and reimbursement formulas.

3. Barriers' to health care, including geographic and
transportation barriers.

Problems adversely affecting health status of the rural population:

4. Environmental ,conditions, including inadequate treatment of
household was,te, water and water runoff from feedlots and fields
which contain heavy -applications of chemicals. Another factor
is persistent; occupational hazards.

. .

NOTE: This paper was preparsed in the Economit Development D
Economic Research Service, USDA.

sion of ti

' 1/ This goal was developed in late 1976 by HEW's Rural Health Coordinating
Committee, whose membership includes( USDA representation. The goal was
developed in response to requirements of the National Health Planning and
Resources Development Act of 1974 and the National Consumer Health Information
and Health Promotion Act of 1976, and in response to the intent of the Rural
Development Act of 1972.
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5. As in urban areas, lack of acceptance of th relatioriship

between life style and level of health. Fac ors affecting

health include quality of diet; exercise lev 1, intake of

alcohol, and smoking.

Problems adversely affecting implementation of xisting programs, and

innovative approaches to health care delivery:

6. Deterrents to rural participation in healtt,care planning do to time

and transportation probTeds, lackfof interest, and lack of knowledge

health options available. .

7. Proliferation of projects at all levels of government and in the

private sector with little coordination or cooperation between
them accompanied by frequent changes in procedures and objectives.

00
Discussion

There are many existing health programs, such as the National Health

Service Corps, which address problems 1, 3, and 4 and some significant efforts

are being 'made tvovercome parts of problem 7, including the work of HEW's

Rural Health Coordinating Cbthmittee. Thes'e programs have resulted from

Congressional and Executive Branch actions over the past few years, covering

medical personnel, health planning and delivery, environmental and occupational

hazards, and transportation deficiencies. The individual projects will require

time to be implemented and evaluated. And they will not be able to do the

whole job. Others community grobps, foundations; b siness, and labor - -will

have:to continue to work on these problem!'

Problems 2, 5, and 6 are the ones on which attention now needs to be

concentrated. These are discussed below.

Problem 2: Defects'i'n benefit and reimbiirsemept formulas resulting in counter-

productive utilization, cost, and manpower patterns., 2/

The benefit and reimbursement formulas characteristic of medicare and most'

private insurance plans are producing unfortundte. results. Often the more

economical forms of treatment are no covered by a-program or insurance policy,

so that more expensive treatment such as hospitaliiWon is selected. In many

cases, services performed in certain facilities or by certain personnel are not

covered so that the-new more efficient methods of health care delivery are not.

used. Van/rural ?eimbursement.differentials currently in force are another,
aspect of the,oroblem.

.
.

2/ References numbered 1 through 5 cited on p. 3 ere used in preparation of

this discussion. -,
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There is no simple, universal way to solve all these problems. ?me *ill
need Congressional action. Others can be corrected by changgs in Execuki've

\I
Branch regulations and 4uidelines. Still others will r.-,q0iriee..eaetion.by State

legislatures or health licensing and inspecting departments. HEW is
Nnsoring6 number ofs)rojects to determine the best way to solve some of thes 'fficul-

ties. A great deal can be done and is already being done by industry, labor, )
and the insurdnce.companies by rewriting existing group .and individual insurance
policies to change benefits covered and reimbursement formulas for hospitals
and other'health delivery facilities.

In accordance with the terms of authorizing legislation, many projects are
funded for a limited number of years, at the end of which time they art expected
to have become self-sustaining or have developed other sources of funding.

Problem 5: Lack of knowledge about relation of life style to health. 3/

In the judgment of most experts, adjustment, in life style -k/ the.var,i-able
that offers the greatest potential for improving the health status of the
population. Advocates emphasize that the leading causes of death in the United
States are heart disease, cancer, stroke, and accidents. Together they account
for nearly three-fourths of all deaths. Many instances of these diseases could
be avoided or delayed if people accepted the,health-related consequences of
their life style or could be 'motivated,to take the proper action when symptoms
first appeared. The National Consumer Health Information and Promotion Act
(P.L. 94-31747was passed in mid-1976, and the Office of Healt44Jnformation and
Health Prom6tion is being established in HEW to provide services and technical
assistance in this,field. ,

In addition, this phase of comprehensive health planning needs to be
emphasized in the Health Systems Plans (5-yea'r plaps) and the Annual Implementa-
tion Plans that the New Health Services Agencies are required by P.L. 93,641 to
prepare. For 1977, HEW guidelines for these plans require that,while all phases
of health must be considered, emphasis should be placed not only 'on health care,
but more specifically on diagnosis and treatment Services. HEW in its guidelines
has made 'plain that.prevention is of gereat importance. USDA's view is that.as
soon ias possible emphasis should be shifted to the educational and. preventive
phase of health planning. For a long time, health fOlindations for special'
diseases, such as cancer, have conducted educational prograMs. Recently, TV
programs have been taking an interest both in documentaries and in short spots
during.newsbroadcasts. In addition, new telecommunication-techniques using
cassettes and other devices have made it much easier and cheaper to prov/ide this
information to wider audiences. Much can and should be done by concerned
citizens, foundations, and government officials working together to disseminate
information to rural areas aq,d to provide them with the technical assistance they
need to reach and inform rural residents.

.111,

3/ References numbered 6 through 10 cited on p. 30 were usedIn'preparation
of-this discussion.
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Problem,6: Deterrents to rural 'pa'rticiPation in planning.

Community participation is an important ingredient for success of a rural

health project. But, if citizens are to get involved, tney need orientation
as to their role, encouragement so that they believe their partiCipation really
matters, an understandino of the options available to them in mabjng decisions,
.and a process of decisiomaking thatssnot only permits their participation but
makes their input meaningful.

-** One area where rural participation can be vital to the solution of rural
health probleMs is in the formulation of the Health Systems Pla SP) and

Annual Implementation Plans (AIP) and in the execution of the.otne duties of
Health Systems AgehCies mandated by P.L. 93-641. Currently theASA s are in

the formative stage and are tackling the problems or potential problems'tiscussed
bel6w, a process that HEW is monitoring.

The act provides for rural .participation by xeqUiring the governing body
to be representative of the populStion, by providing for subarea cou@clls,
and by requiring State agencies to defend their decisions when they overturn
an HSA recommendation. Thus, the mechanisms for rural planning are available.
In practice, meaningful rural participation may be difficult. to achieve, even
though out-of-pocket expenses are to be reimbursed, since there is a lengthy
time factor involved in driving to meetings in many regions of the country.
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EDUCATIORI'

,--Status Indicators

*No matter what indices, testing systems, or assessment programs are
empVbyed, researchers have found that rural 5chool4ildrenconsistently rank

lower than their urban counterparts. While there_has been some absolute

improvement in recent years, the performance gap between urban and rural

students has not significantly narrowed. 1/

*In 1970, Census data show that there were 500,005 rural adults who had

had no schooling whatsoever. 2/

*In 1974, a Census Bureau survey found that over 2 million tiural adults,

8 percent of the rural adult populdtiorhad had less than 5 years of school-

ing and thus were considered to be functionally illiterate. Nationally, 5.3.,

percent pf adults are in this category.
6,-

*At least 5.3 percent of all rural school-aged children -are not enrolled

in any school. Thi, represents a nodenrollment rate nearly twice that of

urban areas. 3/

*In 1970, 24.1 perCent of all Black adults and 30.7 perKent of all
Hispanic adults in rural areas had,dropped out of schdol by the fifth grade

according to Census reports. 4

*In X1970.71, 4er pupil expenditures in nonmetropolitan areas were

$702.72, compared with $851.97 in the central cities of'metropolitan areas,

according to /he National Center for Education Statistics (HEW).

7

NOTE: This paper wasprepared Joriathan P. Sher, consultant to HEW's

National-institute of Education afib Office of Rural Development.

4$1/See fof example: -James S. Coleman, et al., Equality of Educational

Opportunity (Wash., D.C.: U.S. Dept. Health, Educ., and Welfare,, U.S". Off.

Educ., 0E-38001, 1966); W. Vance Grant and C. George Und, Digest of'Educational

'Statistics: 1974 Ediktiin (Wash'., D.C.: Nat. Ctr. for Educ. Stat., U.S.

Dept. Health, Educ.,rand Welfare, 1975); Lewis R. Tamplyn, A.

Portrait of Rural America (Wash., D.C.: Rural.Education Assoc. 1973).

2/Rural here and in the following three status indicators is defined as open

countryside and places of less than 2,500 population. This is.the Census -

Bureau definition of rural. Hereafter in this discussion on education, this

definition is intended unless the word nonmetropolitarl is used.

3/Marian Wright Edelman, Marylee Allen, Cindy Brown, Ann Rosewater, et al,

Children Out of School if America (Cambridge, .Mass.: Children's Defense Fund,

1974), p. 37.
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Discussion

Introduction. In an era when urban problems by their very concentration
capture the bulk of the public eye, the size and diversity of rural education
may surprise maw. More than 14 million students are dispersed among over
10,000 independeklt rural school districts. And this range and diversity
exists after nearly a century of deliberate policies to consolidate rural
schools into units which were large enough to adopt- Urban educAtional standards
urban innovations, urban curricula, and urban-trained teachers. Since thre
are physical limits to consolidation which have nearly been reached, and the
limitations of the urban schooling model are becoming more apparent, numerous
professionals are reconsidering the value of small schools, particularly the
noncognitive benefits long associated with them (for example, sense of belong- '

in'g, ability to participate, and tk,close relationship possible among students
and facujty, or between the school and the community). As these values are
pursued by the 'larger, more bureaucratic urban schools, there may well be a
reversal of the historic policies affecting rural schools.

,Professional Concern. At 'present the educational profession ge9erally
does not distinguish between rural andtnonrural educational concerns and as a
whole devotes little attention to this matter. There is no Bureau or Division
,of\Rural Education in the U.S. Office of Education, the National Institute of
Edkation, Or the greatmajority.of StateqEducation Agencies. The National
Education Association devotes only one-eig th of one individual's time to
rural educationall'concerns. The National C ter or Education Statistics
doesn't issue reports or compile data on the current status oflfrural education
And a recent study 4/ indicates that there are, only six institutions of higher
education in the country which provide teacher training of even marginal rele-
vance to the unique strengths and weaknesses of rural education.

Educational_ Attainment. While the statistics cited initially are true,
it is inaccurate to portray.rural schools strictly in negative terms. Among
the very diverse rural sy5tems are Ilany rural schools which compare favorably
in terms of educational quality with their larger and wealthier urban and
suburban counterparts. The broad statistics mask these successes, and tend-to
divert researchers from studying the characterisIics of outstanding small
schools. In addition, lower levels of educational attainment among rural
children are only partially determined by the effectiveness a--rural schools.
Lower educational attainment' among rural parents has also been shown to be a

factor affecting the achievement of rural children.

Financial esources. Rural communities tend to be quite pocir in terms of
both proper= vealth and income compared to urban and suburban ones, and are
often unable o finance schools adequately from local sources. A recent study 5/
of school finance in 11,Stat4s across the country indicates the extreme
financial disadvantage of rural are4. In all 13 States, rural areas had the
lowest amount of per pupil expenditures proportionate to their State and loyal

4/Ivan Muse, Robert Parson, and Edwa.rd Hoppe, Rural Teachers (Salt Lake City,
Utah: Brigham.Young,Univ., 1975).

5/Jdel S. Berke, Answers to Inequity (Berkeley, Calif.: McCutchan Pub.
Co.. 1974), 0..95.
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revue' efforts.
9

9
Howeveii,,generating revenue is not the only difficulty. Census-defined

rural areas, because of their inherent sparSity of population, often have

additional financial burdens in transportation and high pupil costs for

specialized educational programs. State-level school finance reforms and

expanded State aid programs havg tended to benefit rural school districts.

However, Federal assistance Was remained disproportionately low. HEW

testimony Wore the Senate Subcommittee on Rural, Development revealed that,

'thethough nearly one-third of the Nation's school ftildren and one-half of

'the Nation's poor 'families live in nonmetropolitan areas, onlyoll percent of

library and materials funds, 13 percent of basic vocational aid, 14 percent

of guaranteed student,loan monies, 8 percent of migrant education aid, 13

percent of dropout prevention funds, and 20 percent of bilingual education

monies went to nonmetropolitan areas. 6/

Vocational Resources. Vocational ining Is provided in rural high

schools and also in junior colleges, which increasingly are locating in rural

areas. And, the vocational'curricula of these institutions is becoming more

suited to the demands of.modern society. For example, many junior colleges

offer extensive training in various allied health fields such as nuring-and

dental hygiene. 7/ More traditional training in mechanics and busjhess are

also widely offered. Moreover, opportunities to apply these skills in,

gainful employment are also expanding in rural communities so that graduates

have a great r opportunity than in the past toxemain in rural areas.-''''However,

it should noted that vocational agriculture remains the tocuS'of training

in many s ller rural high schools (while not a growing'fjelq, employment in

agricultue has stabilized in the 1970's ).

4-ma

Promising Development. The past decade has witnessed the advent of

several educational trends and'reforms which-impart a sense of hope for the

future. Among these promising developme are the creation of multidistrict

educational service agencies, which allow small rural schools te:logain specia-

lized programs, servicps, and materials without consolidation; the growth of

the community collegetPovement in rural areas, which has given a broad cross-

section of rural citizens their first ready access to higher education; and

the emergence of several rural school improvement projects which directly

confront the great diversity of educational needs, goals, and conditions

foubd in America's broad spectrum of rural communities.

Whether these new developments will retain a uniquely rural orientation

instead of trying to imitate urban models, is still an.open ques'tion. powever,

if they are successful, their potential for being of genuine,assfftance to

rural &chools 'and rural communities is enormous. Some of the new initiatives

and trends in rural education are discussed in Part II, beginning'on.page7P.

6/U.S./Congress (Senate); Subcommittee on Rural Development, HEW Programs

for Rural Americb, Committee...Print (Wash., D.C.: U.S. Gov. Print. Off., 1.975),

pp. 36-61.
7/Appalachia, A Journal of the Appalachian Regional Commission, Vol. 9,'

N.. 4, Feb. - Mar. 1976; pp. 10-19.
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WATE AND SEWER SERVICES
1,*

Status Indicator

In October 1974, 63.di percent of all year-rougdhouVkg units in non-
metropolitan areas were on public water systems and 48.0 percent were served by
public sewer systems., Similar figures for metropolitan areas show 91.8 percent 1 ,

of all year=round hodnb units served by public water systems, and 83.8 Rgrcent
shouldpublic sewers. 1/ This statement, however, sibuld not be interpreted as

implying that, the goal for public water and sewer systems fn rural areas is 100
percent. This point is explored below. .

Discussion

For centuries, men have generally believed that public wat r and sewer
systems deliveced better services than private (individual) sys ems. But few
people have'taken the time to determi whether this assumptio is correct.
Thus, many people still equate public v e s with quality, an knowledgeable
people frequently argue ;that communities m t be served by publi entral)
water and-seweir systems to have safe and adequat$,servi:ces.

0

This assertion, of course, maypr'm4 not be true. mertypresence/of
centralized water or'sAier services guarantees nothing. Wa er sys-tgis are
adequate only if the water entering the mains is clean and p ble. The mains '
must also have adequate capacity, among other things: Similarly, central5ewer,
systems are considered adequate 010Y i.f the lines wirragicept anditrahsporI all ./
the sewage people wish to discharge into them. Some people go evio further and
assume that the treatment plants at -the end of the lines must a15,0 beotdequate.
Furthermqvt, a central system can be considered superior to a set of 'indivsidual
systems only if a superior Te-V-e-1-) of Service is d4livered at or below, the cost
of the private systems commonly found in the immediate area.

,

In some rural aretis where, homes and businesses aPe widely dispersed; a

centralized water or sewer facility may not do a be, ter job at a10iNter prices:
Therefore', there is no reasontto assume, per se,rthat the whole countr!, should

NOTE: This papei- was prepared by the, Economic Development Division of the
Economic Researi,h Service, USDA.

1/ A "public water system" (Census Bureau definition)is a public or private
company supplying water from a common source 4o 6 or more housing units. The'
water may be supplied by a city, county, water district, or private water com-
pany, or it may be obtained from a well which supplies6 or more 'housNg units.
If a well provides water for 5 or fewer housing units; it is claified as an
"individual well."

A "public sewer" is a city, county, ,zanitary district,-neighborhood, or
subdivision *sewer system. It may be operated by a government body or private
organfzation.

, A "septic tank or cesspool" is an underground tank or pit used
for sewage collection and disposal. Small sewage treatment plants, which in
some localities are called neighborhood septic tanks, are classified public
sewers.

4
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be served by public water or' sewer lines. In areas with polluted water supplies,

or poor drainage, alternatiies to the traditional rural well and septic tank must

be used to provide "adequate" water and sewer services. This might mean a cen-

tral /system is needed. But again it may not. Thus, the rational way to approach

the problem is to determine what level of service is needed and then let the
engineers design the least-cost facility that will provide the quantity and
quality of service desired or considered necessary.

Given this introduction to the problem, what do the available census figures
suggest is happening in rural America today? In 1960, the Census Bureau collected

a partial set of water and sewer statistics nationwide. This census was repeated

with total'coverage in 1970. In 1973, the Census Bureau started a new series,

based on a special annual sampling of households. This. is part of an expanded

effort to attempt to document changing conditions in the existing inventory of
all housing units, and to determine what facilities are being installed in new
housing.e This new series is called the Annual Housing Survey, The survey was

repeated in 1974 and 1975, but only the 1973 and 1974 data are currently avail-
able.. The 1975 results may not be published until some time in 1977.

An analysis of the figures for 1970 and 1974 shows some expected, and some
unexpected, variations in the proportions of nonmetropolitan homes served by

public systems. For example, the proportions of homes (in both metropolitan
and nonmetropolitan areas) served by either central water or central sewer
systems, or both, increased slightly (see table 1). This is not surprising
because many communities without central systems still have a need for impu.amad.
services. As long as this condition exists, the total stock of housing with
central water and sewer facilities can be expected to increase Federal con-

struction assistance is available to help communities deyelop better systems.

Some unexpected changes, however, have already occurred in two nonmetropol-
itan regions--the Northeast and the South. In the Northeast, the proportion of
homes served by public water system was down veu slightly in 1974, as was
the proportion served by public sewer systems.'''SImilarly, the proportion of
homes served by public sewers was also very slightly, lower in the nonmetropolitan
areas of the South in 1974, as is shown below:

All Year-Round Nonmetropolitan Housing Units Having:

Census regions Public water supplies Public sewer systems

1974 1970 1974 1970

Percent

United States 63.7 61.7, 48.0 47.9

Northeast, 64.3 65.3 47.3 48.5
North Central' 61.6 59.8 53.6 52.5

South 61.7 58.5 41!.9 42.1

West 74.$ 73.7 57.4 56.3

The reasons for the lower proportions in the Northeast and South are un-
. known. At first it appeared that they might be caused by,the significant
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:) Tab/e 'f l.ater and teuer 7ac11lt1es in 'Sjar-rct.nd Pouring rnirs. 1970 a'd 1974

Total 'nits Housing with public or private water systen1/: Housing wkth public sewer 2/

1970-74

1970 . 1974 Otis 1974 19Z0` . Change . 1974 1970 . Change

Pct. Thou. Pct. Thou. Ih2H. Pct. Thou. Pct. Thou.

U.S

All year round
Metro. 46.079 51,642 5,563 47,409 91.8 41,948 91.0 5.'461 43,257 83.8 37,834 82.1 5,423

,eon -et ro. 21.615 24,244 2,629 15.434 63.7 13,345 61.7 2,069 11,637 480, 10,354 47.9 1,283

I.
Mesa con-

,struettlon 3/

Metro. . 574 6,561 1,223 6,004 91.5 4,828 91.3 1,176 5,523 84.2 4,430 83.8 1,093

Sonnetro. 2,600 3.316 426 2.075 62.6 1,621 60.3 452 1,363 41.1 1,079 40.1 284

Northeast

All year round

Metro. 12.942 13,570 628 12,534 92 4 11,935 92.2 599 11,130 82.0 10,457 80.8 673

Monzetro. 4 1.2c5 3.608 443 2,378 64.3 2,127 65.3 251 1,748 47.3 1,578 48.5 170

Mew car

Siruction 3!

Metro. 6o. 95i 158 752 88.0 614 88.1 138 670 78.6 536 76.9 134

Nonmetro. 311 375 64 215 57.3 158 50.8 57 132 35.2 112 36.0 20

Korth Central-------

All /ear round Or r..0...-4--C.4b
5 .

Merro. 12.V,2 I t%7 1.005 11,643 88.4 10,629 87.4 1,014 11,280 85.7 '-*" '171 83.6 1,109

Nonserro. 6.51: 1,051 540 4,343 61.6 3.894 59,? 449 3,779 53.6 20 52.5 359

Neu con-

struction 3/

Morro 1.15' 1.359 2C2 1,176 86.5 991 85.7 185 1,138 83.7 943 81.5

Nonnerro '213 166 432 59.3 304 54.1 128 325 44.6 231 41.1 04

See footnotes At end of table
Continued--
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143.2-1'11\

ro.md

Motu.
Nonce; ro

Nev con-

struction 3/

Ketro-
Nonmetro.

West,

All rear round

P'etrn

Moometro.

Sew con-
struction ' 3/

Metro.

Nonmetro.

0

1 -Ayas 1,101,111y of Water and Sewer Facil'iles I- Telr-round liousing Unin, 197? and 1974 -Cent iow'd

a

t.4 's Hout,ing with public or private enter system'', nouniog with put4te bower 21

: 197n-74 : :
,

1910 1474 1974 1970 1974 1470
change :

Change Change

- 1 -

.

- thou. - - - Thou. Pct. Thou. Pct.

757Wile

1.,601 13.48 7./4S 1,.c24 ar,.s in.197 au s

0.279 1...66' ',2A1 6.6IQ 61:- 5,4111 $11 S

.

1,921 2,517 501, 7,1n2' 91.5 1,754 01.4

1,.^4 . 1.724 324 1.11e9 61.9 880 62.7

9.372 11.11' 1,745 111.709 96.3 8,987 95.9
2.031 , 361 '2.195 74.8 1,895 73.7

1,511 1.429 31A 1.775 97.0 1,466 97.0

a '.11 +SS 72 358 73.R. 281 68.0.

IL A ',public water vate-x" tadertned in text footnote 1 of this paper

2/ A "public sewer' tt defined in text fd,trwte 1 of this parer

3/ Units built 1970-73

Ina. Thou. Pc:. Thou. Pct. Thou.

$
2.1': 10.918 79 2 0.041 ., 77 9 . I y7-

1,HAP 4,425 41.9 3,908 ss 42 1 511

, .

544 '2.037 60.9 10970 81.6 467

184 666 38.5 570 40.6 96

1,722 9,92D 69.3 3,165 67.1 1,764

300 1,685 57.4 1,448 -56.3 231

304 1,677 93.7 1,180 97.1 747

77 240 49.3 167 40.4 73

1

Res.rce" Burc.t,i of Censor, Annu.,l tiousinr Survey 1974, inited
States and Regions, Part A, General housing Characteristics. Scrics H-150-74A. Bureau of

Ireens"s, Non u.01 Housing curvev 1973. cnitcd States and Regioni, Part A. General Housing Cherseeerisces, Series 11-250-73.4
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expansion.of metropolitan boundaries between 1970 and 1974that is, that the

decreases might be caused by definitional changes. But the source documents

specifically state t \at thfr area coverage is based on 1970 metropolitan defini-
tions, not 1973 or 197-4 definitions. 2/

Ruling out definitional causes, the unexpectedv iations in the propor-

tions with public systems reflect eitheg_random samplfing errors or actual
yoriations in the types of facilities found in new housing, or in old housing

that is about to be removed. At any rate, some unexpected forces appear to be
affecting the proportions of housing served by public facilities in different

-parts of the country. =

A review of the figures reported for new construction, for both 1970 and
1974, presents an even more confusing picture. First of all, in new unitlin
both 1970 and 1974 there was slightly aTlower frequency 6f public facilities
than in the existing stock of housing: Furthermore, the proportion of new
housing being equipped with public water facilities was lower in the South in
1974 tnan in 1973, and the proportion equipped with public sewers was-lower in
the nonmetro.7;017tan areas of both the Northeast and South in 1974:

Newl/_Constructed Noometropolitan Housing_ Units Having:

Census regions Public water.supolies Public sewer systems

1974

United states /752.6

Northeast 57.3

North Central . 59.3

South . 61.9
West 73.8

1970 1.94 1970

60.3

Percent

41.1 40.1

50.8 35.2 6.0

54.1 44.6 1.1

62.7 8 5 40.6

68.0 .5 40.4

These data suggest that either the numbers have significant errors in them
or that new -homes are frequently built without public systems and-then, as the
water mains or sewer lines are extended into the new subdivisions, the conver-
sions to public, facilities are made soon thereafter. Another plaus'ile hypothe-

. sis might be that a trend toward fewer public facilities is already showing up
in the sample statistics. If this is the case, the proportions for the total
inventory of housing may begin to decline over the next few,years, which could
mean that the inventory of noametropolitan housing served by public water
systems could very well remain near 60 percent for the next few years. The

comparable proportipn served by public sewers would prbbably remain in the 40'
to 50 percent range for nonmetropolttan housing over the next feW years.

There are two other changes that appear to be occurring simultaneously
that are more definite and more clearly positive. The number and proportion of

. 2/ U.S. Census Bureau, Current 'Housing Reports,'Annual Housing Survey, 1973
and 1974.
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oonmetropolttan housing units served by facilities other than public Or private

water and sewer systems are definitely decreasing. In other words the number

orpeople depending directly on lakes, springs, rivers, and streams for water
supplies, and the number depending on outdoor privies for sewage disposal, are

decliding. And this appears to be a good sign, because both public and private
systems are generally considered to be more sanitary,than most of the alterna-
tives. Similarly, it appears to be easier to monitor controlled systems, whether
public or private, than the more primitive facilities so widely used in-the past.

Data analyzed for this paper do not say-anything about sewer and water
system conditions or need for upgrading. This situation should be corrected

soon as a result of data gathered by the Environmental Protection Agency.
Specifically, by February 1977, data from the 1976 Sewer Needs Survey will be
available. This information can be used to develop national estimates of rural
needs for sewer facilities. In addition, EPA estimates that it will have com-
pleted its national rural water study by December 1977. This study will analyze
the quality and availability of water to persons living in unincorporated places
or in communities of 2,500 or less. .
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4.

SOLID. WASTE MANAGEMENT

Status Indicators

The MOV recently available national data On solid waste collection and
disposal operations are from a county-level survey. 1/ These data show that:

*Twice as men4 metropolitan counties as nonmetropolitan couRties-777.0
percent vs. 44.3 percent of counties surveyed2-controlled solid waste activities
within their municipality. A 4'

*Nonmetropolitan counties burned refuse at a gate of incidence more than
twice as high as for metropolitan counties--18.3 percent for nonmetropolitan
respondents vs. 8.8 percent for metropolitan counties. This situation primarily
occurred in the Western States, where air'pollution is relatively less of a
problem.

*As would be expected, nonmetropolitan counties had a greater4lancif,D1

expectancy than metropolitan counties.

*Of all counties with responsibility for sludge disposalignificantly
fewer nonmetropolitan counties disposed of their sludge through.land applicatipn,
using instead traditional landfill methods (14.7 percent of nonmetropolitan
counties applied sludge to land vs. 20.6 percent of metropolitan respondents).

*Under section 208 of the Federal ,Water Pollution Control Act, sludge--
the'major residual from wastewater treatment plants - -was being considered in .

the water quality management plans f.or'r6rly 22.7 percent of nonmetropolitan
counties surveyed, vs. a5.3 percent for metropolitan county respondents.

*Fewbr nonmetropolitan counties reported using leachate (water contaminant)
lk controls at their landfill sites--37.0 percent of nonmetropolitan counties vs.

46.5 percent metropolitan.

*While low proportions of,both delropglitan and nonmetropolitan counties
are Tnvolyed in resource recovery, thelproportion is much lower for nonmetro-
politan counties.

*Only 20.9 percent of the nonmetropolitan counties surveyed reportedthat
they plan to become involved.in resource recovery programs yin the future, vs.

36.7 perCIrt of metropolitan cooties.,

1/ This paper was prepared by the Rural DeveMoment Service, USDA, and Thomas
Bulger and Patricia Johnson), National Association of Counties (NACO). It

presents data from,'snd conClusions based on, a county-level survey conducted by
NACO in mid-1976 in cooperati6n with the Erivironmental Protection Agency's Office
of Solid Waste flanagempifIragrams. Surveyed were 17.4 percept of the Nation's
counties. In the metropolitan, or SMSA, category, 177 counties--or 27:3 percent
of all metropolitan counties- -were surveyed. In the nonmetropolitan category,
362 counties were surveyed,, or 14.7 percent of all nonmetropolitan counties.
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seuss i on

Based on the NACO survey, there are' indications that nonmetropolitan
counties lag ,behind metropolitan counties in general solid waste disposal

operations., In additiod to the stati, ical findings given above, interviews
with the respondents produced support for is statement. For e/ample, respond-
ents in nonmetropolitan counties exhibited a eecided lack of awareness of
potential leachate 'problems and associated nec.ssary leachate controlfs. Many

respondents did not know the meaning of the ter leachate and, when it was '

explained, they then did not know wgat methods o control are available to

combat the problem. Most respondents who said th y did not use any controls
voiCed a'feeling that since no instances of conta ination had come to their
attention, they must not have any leachate problems. Moreover, the 37.0 percent
nonmetropolitan proportion that did employ leachate controls pay be an over-
s tement% since nonmetropolitan counties' interpretations oi controls were
oo ly defined,, and respondents indicated less awareness of available control

technology than the percentage of affirmative responses might. indicate. In

most instances, control was limited to periodid\soil testing as opposed to ,4
employment of adequately engineered monitoring-wells at landfill sites.

Another area for concern relates to resource recovery. As indicated
earlier, resource recovery activity was minimal in both metropolitan and non-
metropolitan counties, but in nonmetropolitan n counties current activity in .thi s

area as well 'as concern about it e future was bar'ely present. In each

_ categogy of resource recovery technique explored (such as separate collections,
compo§1114,ng, and methane gas recover,,), nonmetropolitan counties had bareh
considered resource recovery as an alternative to their disposal of solid
w s t e . Nonmetropolitan respondents attributed their lack of interest in resource
rT covery to a lack of economic incentives required to justify implementation of
resource yecovery, programs. Included in this overall reasop are a general lack
of stable markets fOr recovered products, the fact that resource recovery
programs require extensive startup capital as well as fess i onal experti se

beyond the present resources of most nonmetropolitan c ties, and the fact

that the lower population besity 2 lus thp relative abun ance of land or-
landfill in nonmetropolitan counties removes pressure for finding alt rnatives

to traditional disposal methods.
/ )

,--/ ,

'Oa
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These same factors most likelia4dunt as well for the fact that,not only

are fewer nonmetropolitan counties presently involved in resource recovery, but

fewer alsoplan'to become involved in it,is is shown below:

Resource ReE'overy
Technique

, .

Performing Now ,

Nat'l Avg. Metro. Nonmetro.
Plans to Implement in 5 Years
Nat'l Avg. Metro. Nonmetro.

,.t

Percent

Separate Collections. '8.7 12,4 6.9 10.8 15.8 8.3
, .

Composting 3.0 6.2 1.4 3.3 1.7 6.3

Methane Gas Recovery -2 .6* .0 2.0 5.6 .3*

E

Shredding 3.3 6.8 1.7 7.8 19:8 1.9

Incineration for Res.
Recovery from Incin- .

erator Residue 1.1 2.8 .3* 4.5 9.6 1.9

/

Supplemental Fuel

'Generation .7 , 2.3 . .0 8.7 '23.2 1.7

*One respondent only.

The rural -setting also accounts for the lower use ofsludge on land within

inonmetropolitan counties. In many instances, stludge can be.applied to farmland,
but nonmetropolitan counties- -with their lower population density and greater
availability of landfill sites--do not yet seem pressed to use sludge this way
as an alternative disposal method. Instead, they are opting for the sippler
and cheaper traditional disposal method of landtilling. 'Although the niEnmetro-
politan population is now growing more rapidly than the metropolitan population,
it,is interesting to note that"When nonmetropqlitan counties were asked whether,

,their disposal methpds will remain the same in the future, 57 percent envisioned
no change (vs. 58.3 percent nationally and 60 percent fo'r the metropolitan
counties surveyed). ,

. A potentially serious problem area explored in the survey-is hazardous
wastes. Nonmetropolitan county, responses indicate that hazardous wastes is the
least understood area Of solid waste disposal. The majority of nonmetrop6litan
respondents .(and metropolcitan respondents also) indicated they wouldn't know
how to identify hazardous waste.or know how to deal with it if it were
ide ified. In nonmetropolita co es, this awareness situation is further)

ampll led by the generdl fe tha Since-no hazardous waste problem had

come to their attentiom as re must not be any: \\
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The greater landfill life expectancy in nonmetropolitan countiesis a
positive factor that contributes.to the current nonmetropolitan solid waste
disposal situation. The county landfill life expectancy picture as based on

survey findings, is as follows:

4

Less than .
0 Mor4e than

1 year 1-5 yrs 6- 1 Lyr.s... 16-25 iy_r 26-50_y_rs 50-100_y_rs_ 100 yrs. -----.

4.1-,
at County Av 6.0" 17 2 31 4 22 3 13.8,,

Mgtropolitan
County Av. 8 3,, 23 7, 31 4. 17.8-, 12.4% 3.0%

Nonmetr000litan

County Av 4.91 14 1', . 31 4
o
24.5% 14.4% 4.6%

Within the area of solid waste financing, the survey found that signifi-
cantly more nonmetropolitan counties than metro counties had used general
revenue sharing funds.(GRSF) for their solid waste systems--61.3 percent of
the nonmetropolitan counties surveyed vs. 40.7 percent,of the:Metropolitan

counties. The higher dependence of nonmetropolitan counties on GRSF most
likely resptts from the lower tax base in such counties and competing needs

antrig dgmehus county programs.

Two positive findings were related to the use of GRSF by nonmetropolitan

counties. First, those nonmetropolitan counties that have used GRSF for their
solid waste programs generally operated better solid waste systems than non-
metropolitan counties that had not used such funds for these programs. This

finding is based on longer life expectancies at GRSF-using counties' landfill
sites, lower incidence of planned burning of r e (as opposed to accidental
fires), and greater-leachate and other enviro mental controlsin their

programs.

Second, nonmetropolitan counties that used GRSF for solid waste programs

were more involved in intergovernmental arrangements for solid waste disposal,

Such arrangements are believed by many people concerned with solid waste
programs to hold promise for rural areas that can't afford to rurioinnovative or

even' adequate programs on their own. Intergovernmental'participation in

dispdsal activities is generally seen as a means to increase volume, and could
also spur lower cost, more economically feasible resource Atovery programs in

low population/volume areas. In fact, many of the nonmetropojitan and metro-
politancounties in 'the survey, whin commenting on the lack of involvement in
resource recovery, voiced a feeling Oat if tntergovernmental disposal agree-
ments could be achieved and sufficient volume generated, more resource
recovery efforts would be likely.

. -

It should be noted that with the passage of the Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act pf 1976, States and municipalities must amend existing legislation
if, necessary to.allow municipalities to enter into longvterm solid waste agree-

ments Legislative changes should be forthcoming within.a number of States,

which will allow for the .development of 20- to 30-year intergovernmental
contract's-that will facilitate resource recovery programs.
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The foregoing presents a picture for one point during mid:1,976, since

the absence of national time series data on solid waste disposal in nonmetro-
politan areas precludes any reporting on progress or lack of prbgress over a

he said that with the Solid Waste Disposal Act 1965 as amended by the
recent in terms that can be statistically supported. ,However, it

can
Resource Recovery Act of 1970,and the Resource Conservattokand Recovery Act
of 1976, solid waste problems in this country are receiving.Nderal attention
heretofore primarily given to other environmental problems such as waterer and

air pollution. And under this legislation, State solid waste agencies ha

. been created with the result that State and, gradually, loca1 laws and regula-
tions are being put into effect to prohibit unsound solid waste practicTs.Wide-',)
,spread in the past. .

4

Results from the 1976 county survey repgrted on here Point up,trou soMe

areas in the nonmetropolitan sector that the new a.ct will be *portant
addressing. For example, survey results and inteftiewing of respondents lead_
to the conclusion that nonmetropolitan counties are unaware of some'of the
serious implications surrounding inadquate solid-waste disposal (such as
ground water contamination). Many of the nonmetropolitan'respondents viewed
changes to their solid waste programs as being too costly and too difficult
to justify, since environmental problems have not yet surfaced. This'orienta-

tion to the present--while not surprising in-qny governmental unit eXpertgncing
rising costs and increased service demands--May prove costly to.tgose nonmetro-
politan communities experienCing or facing the renewed pooulation'growthsthat
is occurring in numerous rural areas in theta970's, and has negatjve
tions for energy-related problems in this co try.

alt
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PUBLIC PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION

Status Indicators

Detaile4 national statistics on rural passenger public transportation
systems continue to be unavailable. However, the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration (UMTA) of the Department of Transportation has contracted for
the conduct.of.surveys of local public transportation in small cities and rural'

areas. "This is the first attempt ever made even to determine the number or -

vehicle andoseparate systems presently in operation. Because public transpor-

tation n small cities and rural areas is often either quite informal or Dart
of some ether public service operation, information is extremely difficulk-rto
collect." / With this in mind, the following material is presented as a brief
overview o the status of rural public transit, with focus on some important
issues to be c nsidered in,any discussion of this_subject.

despread automobile ow ership by Tural Americans is facilitated by an
ensiv network of highway . The automobile and road system have been instru-

m ntal in reducing the iso tion of rural families. However, the 1974 Annual
using Survey showed t 15 percent of occupied housing units in tonmetropoli-

t,n as had no cess to an automobile (although somehad access to a lightw
truck), and thu are almost totally "transportation deprived." The elderly,
pfor, an ed are particularly asadv antaged. Numerous small, specialized
and general use public transit services-V'e being established to address this
situation. Many of these services and systems have been aided by various pro-
grams of the Federal Government.

*Intercity bus service--the most common form of public'tran'sit in rural
a as-- s inaccessible to many rural residents. In a sample of 25 cities of
2,500-3, population, 24 had some level of intercity seviceiNbut even in
areas where such service is relatively extensive, the majority of households
are too far from the route stops to make convenie t use o the bus. Although
most ci with a population over 2,500 are still ery by intercity bus, the
number of rodutes serviced continues to decline and the bus service does not
provide thefrequency of service needed by rural residents to reach critical
services and places of employment. 2/

NOTE: This paper Was prepared by the Rural Development Service and the Eco-
nomic Development Division of the Economic Research Service, USDA.
.1/ Assistant Secretary for Policy, Plans, an I

ment of Transportation, in letter to Assistant Secretary for-RUr-al-DevelopMent,
USDA, Oct..26, 1976.

J Rural Passenger Transportation--State-o -the-Art Overview, U.S. Department
of Transportation, Oct. 1976, p. 4. Availab e from Chief, Office of Technology
Sharing, U.S. Department of Transportation, ansportation Systems Center,
Kendall SqUare, Code 151, Cambridge, Mass. 02142.

national Affairs, Depart-
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*Rail passenger service in rural areas is oriented toward traffic between
major cities and towns. Reliance on railroads for local transportation declined

dramatically during the first half of this century with the introduction of all:

weather roads, cars, and,buses. Hence, .few rural residents today rely upon

railroads for their public transportation needs. When the National Railroad
Passenger Corporation (AMTRAK) assumed control over most of the intercity
passenger service in 1970, most of which was no longer economic, there were
significant cutbacks in rail passenger service. Only the corridors connecting

22 large urb4n areas are now serviced-by AMTRAK: Most rural residents

live in these corridors and therefore do not. have use orthe service. 3/

Discussion

"The transportation needs of our rural citizens have not recently had the
visible political attention of urban areas, perhaps in part because some of the
Federal concerns, such as air'pollution and congestion, are not as prevalent'in
rural areas. Consequently, less has been done at the Federal level to formulate.
a coordinated rural transportation' policy to meet today's needs." 4/ However`
governmental and nongovernmental concern about rural public transportatioK is
increasing. A sampling of evidence of this includes: the Senate Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry's 1976 hearings on Legislation'to Solve the Growing
Crisis in Rural Transportation (partly devoted to public passenger transporta-
tion); the Department of Transportation's October 1976 publishing of the impor-
tant resource book "Rural Passenger Transportation--State of-the Art Overview";
The National Mass Transportation Act of 1974, which authorized $500 million for
a non-urbanized area capital assistance, program; the Rural Highway'PubliG Trans-
portation Demonsthtion Program; the November 1976 National Symposium on Trans-
portation for Agriculture and Rural America; the UMTA survey of local transpor-
tation mentioned above; and the rapidly increasing number of special rural
public transportation projects in localities across the Nation.

In much of the attention being given to rural' passenger transportation and
to other rural issues as well, transportation inadequacies are seen as central
to the quality-of-life problems of certain population grgpps. For example,
transportation difficulties may cause some elderly rural persons to ignore
early warning signals of medical problems. Other deprivations include,diffi-
culty in taking advantage of job opportunities or participating in-manpower
services; such as job training programs.

In addition to these practical problem.s, many rural people are not able to
easily move around to actities; people, and places. A sense of personal
independence.is especially important to the elderly and the handicapped, yet
these are two of the groups most'affectedby the rural passenger transportation _

gap

The i§sue of(public transit for the transportation-deprived popOlation is
one that makes appeals on the taxpayers' purse, thei feelings about helping

[
s"-- 3/ Ibid.

4/ A Statement of, National Transportation Policy by the Secretary of Trans-__
portation; Sept. 17, 1975, p. 28.

I
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others, and their faits the community at large will benefit directly when

more people have ace4ss to transportation: In many communities, residents are

viewing transit as a public -rvice and are absorbing the higher costs after
expiration of any Federal or State funding of demonstration projects. However,

in other communities, taxpayers asked to weigh the community benefits of public
transit against an increased financial responsibility have been reluctant-to
take on the higher, costs. 5/

Increasingly, passenger transportan is being c011idered as an element

in national policy on rural and urban development. Thus, it should be planned
in coordination with other Federal 1-uval and urban development programs. 6/
Clearly, the recent demographic revival insmall town and rural America has
been affected by the increased ability of most rural people to get to jobs and
other essential activities without changing their places of residence. Moreover,
it is not an exaggeration to suggest tha assenger transportation is a key
element in the social and economic structure of the rural community andffects
its place in the .economy and society of the Nation as a whole.

5/ The experiences of a number of communities-trying to solve their public
transportation problems are documented in "Small City Transit Characteristic
An Overview" andother, companion reports issued by UMTA on case studies.o
transit service in 13 small.communities and rural areas of t,- In -4 S es.
The Overiew is Report No.w0MTA-MA-06-0049-76-l. The 13 sparate Peps s are
numbered UMTA-MA-06-0044-76-2 through -14, respectively,'for Amherst, klks.,;

Ann Arbor, Mich.; Bremerton, Wash.; Chapel Hill, N.C.; East Chicago, InPR.
El Cajon, Calif.; Ekgene/Springfield, Oreg:;,Evansville, Ind.; Merced, Calif.;

__ Merrill, kis_c,i Sudbury, M45$.,;_WestPrtl, Conn and XeniaOhlo...._The docu-
ments are available through the National Techni al Information Service,\
Springfield, Va. 22161. 4

6/ This position is similar to that expressed Secretary William'T. Coleman,
Jr., inhis 1975 statement of National Transportation Policy.
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III

TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE

.0/

Status Indicators

.

*Between fiscal years 1960 and 1975, the Interstate Commerce Comm4sion
granted,permission for abandonment of 22,833 miles of 'railroad, most of which
connected nonmetropolitan areas to the intercity-interstate rail network. Thl

reduced available miles of linehaul railroad from 218,000 miles in 1960 to tes
than 200,000 in 1976. 1/

*Rural areas "-916,000 miles of unsurfaced roads in 1962 had declined to
740,000 by 1972 and the 2,229,000 miles of surfaced roads in 1962 had risen to
2,433,000 by 1972. Nonetheless, 30 percent of the 692,000 miles of .colle"ctor
(feeder-type) roads in rural areas stilt were gravel or uhpay.ed in 1970 and
another 28 percent had low-type pavemdtit. 2/

o
*More than three-fifths:of all rural arterial and collector roads were

identified by the States as deficient in-some respect in 1970, but in terms of
1967 dollar values, capital spending on rural Nods by State and local govern-.
ments (includinl°allotment,pd Federal funds) declined.steadily from $6,239
million in 1970 to $3,978 millioun 1975; and for maintenance, from $2,709
million in 1970 to 52,539 million 1975. Speuling on rural roads os a per-
cent of total highway spending decreased slightly over the period, going ?f? t

63 percent in 1970 to 60,percent in 1975. \The increasing economies of large
trucks for rural transportati and the increasing abandonment of rural rail-
roads are likely to cause str rally deficient bridges on rural roads to
become more noticeable. in the ext several years,. 3/

- *Of the 231,908 bridges inventoried and clossified On the Federal-aid
highway system as of December 1975, 7,629 were considered structurally deficient
and 27,067 functionally obsolete, by the Federal Highway Administrat.ioge Soule

32,874 bridges were considered

;

to be i such condition thatthey should be load
posted. 4/ Little is known a ut the Condition and safety of the more,than

200,000 bridges not on or crossing the Federal-aid highway .stem.,

NOTE: This paper was prepared by the National Economic Analysts Division of
the Economic Research Service, USDA.

1/ Interstate Commerce Commission Annual Reports, various years; and Yearboo
of:Railro4d Facts, tssoc. Am. Railroads, Wash., D.C., 1976,

2/ Reral areas here and in the following paragraph are defin*ed as'open 'country
_

and pla-ce-s- of 5,000-45op-ulation or less. -SkYurce--. Highway StatIstics Dept.
Trans., Wash., D.C., 1962 and 1972. 1

3/ Highway Statistics, and 1974 National Highway Needs Report, O.S. Dept.*
Trails. , Wash., D.C.,- r-

4/ Unpublished data obtained from State Highway Planning DUisioft, Bur6u of,
Public Roads, Office of Highway Planning, U.S. Department of Transportation (data
colletted for 1972 National Highway Needs Report).

0
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*Airports increased in number from 1961'to 1973; both those with runway

lights and those with paved runways, but authorized service4existed at fewer

points-in 1973:
1 ,

. .

Total airports on Authorized for Certified air caner

Year record with FAA service service (actual)

1963 8,814 570 551

1973 12,700 4 505 505

Source: FAA Statistical Handbook of Aviation, U.S. Dept. Trans.,

Wash.. D.C., 1974.

1
The recent rapid growth of the so-called commuter a.trlines implies that

there will be further reduction of airports ser'vedby Certified carriers. This

does not necessarily mean less satisfactory service for rural areas.

*Inland rivers are important arteries for agricultural and other bulky low-
valued.products moving from rural areas. Navigation on some sections of rivers .

requires dams and locks, and some of these are.old and becoming hazardous to

transit. Conditions of.the 29 locks and dams on the upper Hississippi and the
seven locks on the Illinois River are of special concern to agriculture.

.%

.
Discussion

,The bankruptcy of the Penn Central and several smaller railroads in the
Midwest and Northeast regions in the early 1970's ushered in concern for the
financial wellIbeing of,raiiroads to a position of high national priority.
Among other adverse factOrs, low-density, uneconomic mileage i4as identified as

a drain on the viability of railroads. Studies in the Midwest-Northeast
identified the rural mileage cohsidered to be uneconomical, and impact analyses
conducted.py numerous organizations found that AdVerse'impacts from abandonment
uf low-density rur) lines were, in aggregate, limited. In many instances, those

agricultural shippers using rail service appeared Likely to have to absorb
increased transportation costs occasioned by abandonment; for others, increased
transportation costs appeared likely to be borne by farmers or the local

communities.

The Rail Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 (P.L. '94-210)
modified conditions to be considered by the Interstate Commerce Commission in
deciding whether to authorize line abandonment, and provided for some Federal
assistance in subsidizing nonviable but essential lines. This Act required the

Secretary of Transportation to submit a comprehensive report on the anticipated
effect, including the environmental impact, of any abandonments of lines of
railroad and any discontinuances of rail service outside the Midwest and .

Northeast.; :
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The analysis for that report resulted in an estimate that some 18 percent
of the mileage in the remaining 31 States consists of potentially uneconomic

light density lines, accounting for 2.4 percent of total carloads 'in the 31

States. 'Although 10 percent of agricultural carload:originations and temina-
tions occurred on these potentially uneconomic lines, several other studies have
indicated some ,gains in efficiency from consolidating shipments onto feWer lines.
It thus seems unlikely that rural development in communities other than farm
trading centers would suffer serious-adverse effects from abandonments of low-
density rail lines outside the Midwest-Northeast. Nonetheless, specIfic study

for communitie faced with abandonment proposals could identify exceptions to
the patterns f nd in the Midwest and Northeast.k

A5 mentioned earlier, slightly reduced resources went into rural. road
construction and maintenance tetween 1970 and 1975. In part, this is tied to
the method of financing highway expenditures, particularly at State levels.
Funds generated primarily by fixed taxes per gallon of fuel did not grow in the
1970's at the same rate as in earlier decades,.and inflation in construction and
maintenance costs was =aster than the growth in trust fund receipts. Another

part of the explanation May lie in tne completidn of smajor rural projects on the
Interstate Highway SysteT. The lower traffic densities on rural roads may make
it more feasible to defer rural construction and maintenance projects than it \ .
is for the high-density, .urban system.

..

.The importance of adequate transportation access to agricultural and other
\

rural development is not easily assessed. Transportation is a rtecessary con-

dition of development, but its Presence is not enpugh to insure1ervelopment.
r The post-1970 growth of population. and jobs in rural areas, the improvement in .

housing, and other indicators discussed in this report signify the adequacy of
rura) transportatior to support these levels. Nonetheless, the^trends found in
railroad mileages, spending on rural highwaYs, numbers of airports with certified
service, an`d waterway efficiency are causes for concern by those directing .

efforts aimed at furthering rural development. The strong roles of highways in .

both agricultural marketing and in manufacturing plant iodation make it especially
important that rural nighways-recei,,e adequate resources for Serving these roles.
The heavy use of locks and dams on the Mississippi River by agriculture also 46
implies a substantial stake in decisions on the maintenance of this water

transportation system. .

-N)
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FIRE PREVENTION. AND CONTROL

Status Indicator

Adequate nationa,1 statistical data to define the rural fire problem and
to indicate areas of progress or lack of progress are not yet available.'
However, there are many indications of a continuing, serious rural fire prob-
lem and of thcreasiog efforts -to improve the situation. The rural fire

problem is discussed below, and Federal initiatives to help rural communities
in meeting this problem are discussed in Part II, beginning on'page 34 .

Discussion

Accordirig to studies by the National Me 'Prevention and Control Admini-
stration (U.S. Department of Comrerce) and others, the United Stares has the
nignest per capita rates of fires, fire losses, and fire deaths. 1/ A dis-

prctortionatelf large part of this problem falls on the rural resident. Wor

example, as recrteC; Ir the Third Annual Report, noniwtropolitan residents
nave si,Iniicantly creater.:ire.fatality rates than metropolitan residents,
according to data from "En's Center for Health Statistics. 2/ Other ,evidence

of the relatively areater fire prpblem in rural areas includes the Oregon State
Fire Marshal's 1975 report showing that average fire losses in Unprotected
rural areas averaged alr"ost 510,000 per fire, compared with $1,700 to 52,800
in cities and towns with recognized fire departments. Average loss as a

Percent of total value was 20.9 percent in unprotected areas vs. only 5.9
percentrstatewide. insurance pay-outs were 17.8 percent of policKy.alues,

compared witn,5h2 percent_ statewide. 3/

Tnej)regon data furtner snow that properties in the farming sector of the

State's rural areas had much more severe losses th.an all properties statewide.-
While the ratio of sound loss to value for all properties was only 5.9,percent
in 1975, it was 44.7 percent for Darns and stables, 41.5 percent for farm

equipment, and as nigh as 99.3 percent and 100 Percent for potato storage and

0. agricultural storage. 4'

NOTE: This paper was prepared in cooperation with the National Fire Safety
and Research Office and tne National Fire Data Center, both in the National
Fire Prevention and Control Administration,,and the Forest .ervice, USDA.

1/ David:W. Harlow. International Fire Losses 1974, Fire Journal, Nov. 1975,

Vol. 69, No. 6, NFPA, Boston, Mass., p. 43.
2/ Cited in America Burning, Report of, the National Commission on Fire Pre-

vention and Control, Govt. Print. Off., Wash., 1973, p. 93.

3/ Annual Statistical Report for Calenda"r Year 1975, Oregon State Fire

IlWarshal, Salem: Ore.., 1976, DD. 70-74.

4i Ibid, pp. 70 et sec. Last 3 percentages based'on limited number of cases.



"Najibiamff lifaimrNEW?

A lack of manpower,' equipment, tPaining, and 'communicationSapparatus is
among aspects of theural fire problem particularly noted by applicants for
fire protection grants unde'r a pilot program 'authorized by the Rural Develop-
ment Act. 'Published surveys indicate that rural fire departments have less
hose, smaller pumping engines, and less breathing apparatus than recognized
national standards require. 5/ In some communities, firefighters must buy
their own protective equipnt out af their own pockets. Many rely on dona-
tions from the Public for Capital expenditures for stations and apparatus.
Most rural firefi hters are volunteers, and few of them can afford. to take
time off froni the jobs to attend needed comprehensive training v.ograms 6/
or to make needed f re safety inspections. All of these problems are rbost
acute in areas wher poverty is a factor.

Even worse off are, the rural areas that have no fire protection beyond
the individual family's own good sense and the implements they may have for
fighting a fire. Beyond the fact that such areas have no trained forces for
rescuing innabitaints from afire and fignting the fire, the absence of a local
fire department means they also lack access to one of the primary means of
learning about prevention and one fire safety.

Fire in forestS and wildlands is another part of the rural fire problem
ana one that tnreatens to become worse as more homesites .are built \on wild-
lands and as the use of forests for recrgation increases.

A number of rural. areas also have no fire safety codes or ordinances, or
where tney do exist, there ray,,.be inadequate means for inspection angenforce-
ment.

Some rural areas are able to contract) for fire protection from nearby
communities or county or regional organiza(tions. However, the'rural popula-
tion is often so thinly distributed that for many the nearest firefighting
unit may be 5, 10, or more miles away. Research has shown that after a fire
ignites, 5 or fewer minutes are often. sufficient for deadly conditions to
develop in remote bedrooms. 7; Standard fire development,curves indicate that
a smoldering fire, left to itself, often will develop':into a major.fire in
20 minutes. 8/ Firefighters coming agreat distanLe will arrive too late to
rescue anyone from the 'ire, and too late to- keep a serious property loss from
occurring. Similarly, seriously injured fire,cpsualties must be transported

5/ Statistician's ReDort, South Carolina-State Firemen's AssociatiOn,
Orangeburg, S.C., 1976; Respiratory Protective Equipment for Firefighter$,
Standard =19B, NFPA, Boston, Mass., 1976; Standard Schedule for Grading cities.
and Towns of the United:States with Respect taTheir,Fire DefenseS and
Physical Conditions, National Board of Fire Underwriters, New York, 1964,
po. 44-48, 64.

6/ Standard for Flirefighters, Standard =1001, NFPA, Boston, Mass. (in press).
7/ The-Saint Lam'ence Burns Fire Quarterly, Apr. 1960, Vol. 53. No. 2,

4FPA, Boston, Mass., pp. 307-308.
8/ Fire Protection Handbook, 14th Edition, NFPA, Boston, Mass., 1969,

pp. 6-0, 6-81. .
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long distances to reach competent trauma- treating facilities, and even greater'

distances to reach specialized burn care centers.

As mentioned earlier, new Federal initiatives to help meet some of the
problems outlined,above arediscussed in Part II of this report. A major part

of the discussion is on the work of the recently established National Fire \

Prevention and Control AdminIstratipn.

Pers'ons opencerned with the rural fire problem should also note the

following: Of the various topics in this report--ranging from deficiencies
in ruralthealth care to needs in public transportation--the fire problem is

perhaps unique. First of all, the majdr cause of fire is human carelessness

and neglect. And second, individuals and families can make a considerable

contributiOn to their own fire safety without,highly specialized technical
skills or major expenditures. This low-cost, "self-help" aspect applies much
less to other problem areas discussed in the report, with tOe exceptions of
preventive medicine aspects of the rural health care probTgii, and some
innovative transportation solutions. ,Because, as noted above, a dispropop:-

tionately.large share of the Nation's :fire losses and fire deaths occur in-

rural areas, rural residents and communities must assume a special,respon-
sibiiity for greatly increased efforts in fire safety.and fire prevention.
With help in basic fire safety, rural residents can go a long Ay toward
safeguarding themselves, their families, and. their property from fire.

4

.4)
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Status Indicators

LAW ENFORCEMENT

*The level of crime per 100,000 persons remains substantially lower in non-
metropolitan areas compared with metropolitan areas. But the rate of crime per,
100,000 persons in nonmetropolitan areas increased at a rate slightly above the
national and metropolitan averages-from 1974 to 1975 (table 1).

Table 1- -Crime Rate and Percentage Change-by Area, 1974-75

Area and Type of Crime

'

Crime rates per
100,000 nhOitants

Percentage

. change
1974-1975 2/

1974 1975 1/
:

Total U.S. , 4,821 5,281 9.5
L Violent 3/ 458 481 5.0

,Property 3/ 4,362 4,800 10.0 e

Metropolitan Areas 4/ .

-
5,621 6,110 8.7

Violent 558 580 3.9
Property 5,063 5,529 9:2

Rural 5/ 1,746 1,997 14.4
Violent 151 167 10.6
Property 1,595 1,829 14.7

....., /

Small Cities 5/ : 4,027 4,1,37 10.2
Violent 249° 269 8.0
Property 3,777 4,168. 10.4,

1/ Source: Un--;.'m Crime Reports for the United States, for the years 1970-
-'1975, Federal Bureau. of Investigation, U.S.'Dept. of Justice, Washington,.D.C.
Crime rates for 1975,are from preliminary tables notjet published ip the 197,5

._
treport. ,,

2/ Absolute change in the rate as a percentage of the 1974 rate.'
3/ Crime of murder, forcibl ,rape, and aggravated assault. Property crimes

f
include robbery,,burglary, la ceny-theft, and motor vehicle theft.rgla

4/ Metropolitan areas refer to Standard MetroWitan Statistical Areas, eich
are made up of a city with 50,000 or more inhabitants and the surrounding county
or counties wtlich-have certain metropolitan characteristics.
5/ Together rural areas and small cities as defined Here approximate nonmetro-
Tipo tan America.

..

.

NOTE: This paper was prepared by the Economic Development Division of the
Economic Research Service; nSDA.
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*Victimization rates. or crimes of theft and personal larceny_without con-

tact had a greater incrtase in nonmetropolitan areas ithan metropolitan areas

from 1973 to 19,74. The percentage change for all other crimes for metropolitan

.and nonmetropolitan °areas was not statistically signi'fi'cant (table 2).

Discussion

./

The absolute crime and victimization rates a ower in nonmetropolitan

areas compared with metropolitan areas. Thu he probability of being a victim

during this time period was less in nonmetr politan areas. wever, the crime

rate and selected victimization rates A increasing at.a fas er"pace in non-

metropolitan areas compiared with me4ropoli n 4reas. Because the rates are

lowerin nonmetropolitan areas, hoWe'ver, fe er crimes are required to cause a

one percent change in the nonmetropolitan v rsus metropolitan crime rates.

No one knows exactly what is causing crime rates to increase in rural

areas. From a suelvey of rural crime in Ohio, citizens felt that the rising

crime rate was caused by the laxity of the courts, lowlevel of law enforcement,

breakdown of the family, and growth fn rural pOpulation. 1/ One can add to

this partial list the following: an improved highway system facilitating the

spillover of some.metropolitpi crime into rural areas; an increase in the amount

and value of slealable.wealth (for-example, CB radio' and farm machinery); and

the reluctance of many rural residents to take extra precaution in protecting

their belongings.

1

The growing criMt rate along with a swelling of noncriminal calls for ser-

vice is.oeustng an increase in the demand for local police service. Rural local

officials can expect total costs for local police services to increase because

of this rising demind and because --

* Higher salaries may be required to recruit and retain

9

. ; quality thw officials,

''''
N * Polite equipment is becoming more sophisticated anti'

expensive, and

* Police depaftments with fewer tha\n la persons may meet,
diffi,c4lty in obtaining Federal grants to finance some'

police 'equipment needs.

Rural local officials can follow one of several strategies when providing

police ser'tces to their 'communities:

4
Strategy I--Rural officials can choose not to have a police dep rtment4

reling instead upon the state police and county sheriff to provide/ /police ser-

vice. While this strategy is very inexpensive, local officials have little ."

control. over the level and quality of service received by their community.

si

11,)1

1/ G. Howard Phillips, Cr e in Rural Ohio, prepared for the Ohio Farm Bureau

Federation, 1975, pp, iii. /
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ZTable 2--Change in personal crime victimization rates for persons age 12
and over, by place of residence and type of crime, 1973 and 1974

(Rate per, 1,000 persons age 12 and over)

Place of
residence

Number of
persons in

group
. "

CriMes of Violence

Crimes 9f Theft

Total

91.0
94.9

*+4.2

,

100.4'
102.9
+2.4

100.0
103.7103.7

**+3.7

71.1

76.4

*+7.4

Personal larceny

v.

.Total
1

I Rape

L____,

32.3 0.9
32.8 1.0
+1.5 +4.3

43.7 1.5
44.7 1,-.5

+2.3 -1.9 .
.

31.2 0.8

'3

0.9
+4.040 0-15.2

22.6 0.S
21.9 0.6
-3.4

1.
, Robbery.

*

6.7

7%1

+6.4 '

V-'

12.1

12.5
+3.6

517.-

.6.1

+7.7

, 2.7
3.2

+18.8

Assault.

24.7
24.7
+0.1

30.1

30.7

+2.0

24.7
25.25

+2.

19.4
18.1

-6.7

With
Contact

3.1

3.1

+1.6
.--,

5.6

5.3

-4.3

2.5
2.8

-4-11.0

1.2

'1.3

+8:1

Without
Contact

88.0
91.8

,*+4.3

94.9

97.5
+2.S

97.5

100.9
+3.5

69.9
75.0

*+7.4

All places of residence

1973 rate -162,183,000

1974 rate 164,562,000

Perce'nt,change

Total in metropolitan areas
Inside central cities
1913 rate 49,477,000

,71
1974 rate ]

Percent change

Outside central cities
1973 rate 61,541,000
1974 rate 63,321,000
Percent change

Total in nOnmetropolitan areas
'1973 ratg 51,129,000
1974 rate , 511,1'63,0G0

Percent changer.

*Percent change is significant at the 2 standard error or 95 percent confidence level.
**Percent change is significant at the 1.6 standard error or 90 percent confidence level:

.14



Strategy II--Local officials can start and maintain their, wn police depart-
ment. The community will incur expense as it purchases its own communication,
vehicle, and personnel equipment and hires and trains qua-lified personnel. Local
officials may also find that maintaining local control can be very time consuming.

Strategy III - -Local officials can contract for police service with anotherunit of government. Under contract, lotal officials purchase a set number of
patrol hours and related police ,service from another police agency for some,
negotiated sum of money. The contracting community can stipulate to'the seller
the type and level of service, can achieve lower costs by sharing overhead ex-
penseOith the seller (for example, communication` equipment and police adminis-
trator"s salary/! and cancel the contract if the service*is not satisfactory.
Contracting.for polici service .is becoming a nationwide trend.

Strategy IV--Local officials can jointly staTtadd maintain a-police deliart-ment wit a neighboring community. Again, some overhead expense can be shared.'A joi police operation requires a,compatible neighboring community and somemecha for the joint community control of the operation.

6

4
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ro.
RUFby.. HANDICAPPED IDIVIDUALS

Stalus,Indicators

Relevant data not available; there is no current ongoing system for data
'collection on the charActeristics or number of handicapped individualq in
urban and.rural areas for vocAtional rehabilitation purposes, the pdrOise most
related to the concernifof the'Rural Deve.lopment Act, under which this report
is prepared. 6

Discussion

The extent'of disability in the population varies, depending on -both the
definition of disability and the age,groups included. The following taidle for
the United States lists the results/of differ'nt surveys by organization, age
group, and number and prcent of the population. These surveys used different
measures in assessing the disabled--some in terms of impairment and others in

terms of capacity for full- and part-time work or functional limitations for
various types of work or personal care. The extent of disability is as
fo]lowi:

No. in Pct. of U.S.
Agency Age group millions . population

U.S..Census (197b) 14-64 12.1 9.9

.11.

SSA 1966 Survey 18 -64 , . 17.8 17.2

National 'Cente r -18-64 7.6. 8.9

, for Health Sta-
tistics 1969-70 - Q .

:4 ./0 "' Not
Current Populatidn , 14+ - ,10.6,

. avail.
Survey ., ,

qv. ,

Su\rvey of Economic '14-64' 15.4
Not

. Opportunity (1966), .

.

(
avail.

The estimates' of disability among the working age population s presented above
*vary from 7.6 million to over A7 million persons age 18-64, apendingon the
definition of disability used by'the agency conducting the census or survey.

P
Most data files do not cont6'in-informatipn on handicapping conditions at

NOTE: This paper was prepared by'the Office of Handicapped Individuals Jana * .

theigphAbllitation Services Administration, both in the Office of Human De:/el:
, opmelt, HEW. Significant contributiolis were^also made by the President's
-,Commqtee,on Employment of the Handicapped and,theArchitectural and Tran's-
portation Barriers Board.
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all; a few focus on disability. The priMary data sources useful for estimates

of the disabled populationmeasure inability to work attributed to some health

condition or disability. However,there is no ongoing systet,for data collec-
tion on handicapped individuals in urban and rural areas for\ocational raha-
bilitationopurposes.

Although rehabilitation,and,placement services are available in nonmetro-
politan communities, it is difficult to say how Many handicapped rural resi-
dents at;e'placed ip employment since State emptryment service agencies do not
break down theirfigure? reported to the U.S. Department of Labor's Empent
and Training Administration on,a nonmetropolitan/metropolitai bas)s or.any
other rural/urban basis.

Although many State employment service agencies report a variety as well

as a good supply of jobs n'a.ilable, the President's Committee'on the Employ-

ment of the Handicapped has observed that placement o handicapped persons in

rural areas varievin every State,accordin to a nurnbe of factors. Here are

some of them:

*In areas where nOnmetrop litan communities have inclustry and local com-
mittees on erployment of the h ndicapped, handicapped people receive their
snare of the placements. These committees make employers aware of the capa-

bilities of handicapped persons. ,

*In veas that depend on seasonal activity, ,such as summer vacation or
tourism trNe, or on farm-related activities, placement opportunities May not
be available. Consequently, handicapped eople would find themselves in

competition with nonhandicapped job seekers for those jobs that exist; and

would have some difficulty in obtaining work.

*In, high unemployment areas, handicapped people have employment difficul-

ties. This is true in some areas of New England, for example, where unemploy-

ment is high a a result of plant closings and relocations.
401

*The advent of Federal Affirmative ACtion regulations and State anti=

discrimination laws relating to employment of handicapped people,has had an

impact or placement of qualified Handicapped people in nonmetropaitan areas.
Employers in communities covered by those laws have shown interest in the
problem as witnessed by the number of seminars on employment Of the handicapped

that have been held in many small communities. This concern and the willing-

ness to comply with regulations voluntarily indicate handicapped people are

receiving careful consideration insuch communities.

---

Although State divisions of vocational rehabilitation State employ-

ment service agencies carry on extensive outreach efforts to inform handicapped

people of available services, there are many han/icapped persons living in
rural areas who have yet to be touched by these services. Service delivery

agencies indicate that the key problems ill serving rural handicapped people

are

*Lac k of transportation,

C.
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*Lack of accessible housing in instances where persons 'in need of services
must be put up for one or more nights in order to receive services,

*Shortage of staff, and

*Great distanc6s that must be traveled in some States in order for,,someone
. to receive services.

New Federal initiatives in assisting t1e handicapped, inlluding responses
to some of the problems discussed above, are described in if of th'
report, beginhing on page 87.

4)
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THE RURAL ELDERLY,

Status Indicators

*About 7.7 million people 65 years old and over resided in nonmetropolitan--

areas 1/ in 1975, and 13,4 resided in,metropo'litan areas'. The elderly

(65+) constituted 11.5 percent ofthe nonmetropolitan ptpulation4 compared with

9.4 percent in metropolitan acias.

*For both the under 65 and 65+ populations,.there has been a decrease,ion

recent ears )n the number of oersoms who move from nonmetwpblitan td,metro-'

politan reas, and an increase in the number who move away from metrOblitan

areas to nonmetropolitan areas. Considering the net-difference between these

two opposing migration flows for elderly persons,4here was a net differedc, in

1970 of about 90,000 in favor of those moving from metropolitan to nonmetropdl-

itan areas during the orueous 5 years. By 1975, this net difference had more,'

than tripled, increasingro almost 300,000,

*In-1971, as in previous ears, the pover:t1.cate among the elderly was,

higher innonmetropolitan areas than in metr6olitan areas.. About.one of every

five (?0.3 percent) elderly People reported incomes below the Government's

poverty threshold in nonmetropolitan areas, compared with one in seven (14.9,

percent) in the central cities and one in nine (11.0 per.cent), in the suburbs. -.4

*In March)1974, there were about 1,2 million elderly deopl,e living in non--, .,,,

metropolitan areas who were in the labor force. The l'abor force participatio'n

rate for elderly males was slightly higher in nonmetropolitan areas than-in

metropolitan areas (?4 vs. 21 percent) and the same in both areas forfemares

percent).' This is inn contrast to April 1970r when the labor force partici-

y,,

l

pation rates for both elderlmales and higher in metropolitan

areas. Since 19/0, these rates have declined by several percentage points in

metropolitan areas while declitnin4 only slightly _in nonmetrop@Jitan areas. -

. Discussio
(

.

Growild-older in nonmetr000litan America presents special and unique

problems for rural eople. The 1971 White House Conference on Aging was instru-

mental in calling the Nation's attention to Ole problems of the elderly. Since

that time much activity has taken place to serve this target group of which most

of us rune day will he members.

Sheer distance between people, and bet people and setwices, is the

most obvious aspect in which rural areas differ frori urban ones. DistArice com-

plfcates'the delivery of any service to rural. older people; the expense of/
4

NOTF: This Paper was nrevfed by the AdMinistu,tion on Icing, Office of

Human Developmentf H1-1.1. Data are from)the 197.0Census_of Population and Cunt

Population Report,: 55, 9',, 10;2,,and Mt), unless otherwise noted. '4 -

1/ rhe'vtropoloan/nonmetrormlif.an '.ifinition used in the text and deta4led .

. .

t,ItIr;' r: 1'. of l''7('.
11.0.
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maintaining private cars .and.shortage of public transportation bar many older
people frOm coming to services.

The distribution of the elderly, like that of the total population,
differs considerably by,race. Vihin.the white population, the elderly are
relatively mane concentrated in the central cities of metropolitan areas than
in the suburban fringe 2/ or in nonmetr000litan areas. In 1975, elderly white
people constituted 12.4 oercent of the white centra, city population, comoared.
to 11.8 percent in nonmetropolitan areas and 8.4'percent in the suburban
fringe. Among blacks, on the other hand, the elderly were a higher proportion
of the tO1,1 population in nonmetropolitan areas (9.3 percent) than inthe
central cities or suburbs (6.7 and, 6.2 percent, respectively).

In 1975, roughly one-third of the elderly resided in central cities,
one-third lived in suburban areas, and one-third lived' in nonmetropolitan
areas. For blacks, however, over one-half resided in central cities, only
one-seventh lived in the suburbs, and ote-third resided in nonmetronolitan

----_areas.

Between 1970 and 1975, the 'Iation's elderly population grew twice as fast
as the population L.I.n.er"65 (9.8 vs. 4.4 percent). The fastAt area of growth
for both age groups was the suburbs, followed by nonmetropOlitan areas. The
under 65 population in .the central 'cities actually declined by 3 Percent,
while the elderly population there grew bAiLonly 2.nercent. The growth pattern
of the white pbpulation mirrored that of t e total oopulation. However, the
black population in the central cities continued to grow. hile this growth
was not as rapid as the po'pulati'on gains registered by suburban blacks, it was
t].:0 .e as large as the growth experienced by the nonmetropolitan'blackpooula-'

Rio -n. 3/
1

The rural el6erlytave a higher incidence of novenI than their ciity

counterparts and the general population. Elderly couples and individuals
reported incomes in 1974 about 50oercent lower than younger couples and ,

in'both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas, fine -half (51.1

percent) of the black elderly population in ponmetropitan-areas was below
the poverty level.

According to a 1974 Bureau of the Census survey, elderly couples 4/
living in nonmetropolitan areas reoorted a median income of 56,000, about
20 percent less than for similar couples living in metropolitan areas. -Two of
every five reported incomes under 55,000. Elderly persons li\ing alone in
nonmetropolitan areas renorted a median income of less than 53,000, and
81 percent reported less than 55,000. ,

.

\

2/ "Suburban fringe': or "suburbs" refers to the,mretropolitan Population that
reides outside the central cities.

3/ It should be noted that athough the black suburban copulation crew by,
1R percent during the period 193.0-751 only one out of six blacks residedin
these areas in 1Q75.
4/ Husband-wife families with a head '65 years old and over.
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The rate of poverty among the elderly has actually declined.since.1971.

.In that year, 29 percent of the rural elderly were considered poor, almost .

3 people in 10. By 1974, this figure had drooped to 20 oercent, or 2 people

in 10. This encouraging trend, however, appeared to have leveled off in

preliminary released by the Bureau of the Censps in 1976. The

probable cause of this stabilization was the 19757aeneral econonic slowdown.

From 1970 to 1974, tne labor force i:art1c7bation rat'

decreased slightly and tne unemployment rate showed sian7f7cart lmzro P-er: '-

rural areas. In 1974, the labor force'part1c!.1pat-on rate for elgerly Ta:es

,was slightly higher in nonmetY000litan areas than in metropolitan areas

1424 vs. 21 percent) and the came lnboth areas or females (B'bercent. 'This

is in contrast to 1970, when these rates were higher for the metro6011t,an

elderly.. The unemployment rate among 7fhle elderly labor force was cut in,ralf

or more in nonmetropolitan areas durjnn this same ':,-year7Period. 4: the sae

time, the unemployment rate for persons under e5 in these areas was r4$1r1::

slightly.

(:),ssible causes :Or these 'rcor-e and erT7ciert ca7rs acro the r,ra'

elderly,inelude the overall gereral lrcreas5 in anufactIr7rc and service

employment in nonmetrapolitan areas; 7ncreases in social secJr._:?nerve =7t3: a

greater awareness among employers :Cr nirirc the elderly; and tne increase 0:

elderly people employed in soecia7 aq111.2 human services cr_odras; that 7s,

area aaencies on aaina, nutrition centers, and coTrunity service erroloyent

Programs.

41/
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RURAL

Status Indicators

*Aboutone-tnird of all social security beneficiaries' resided in nonmetro-
politan areas at the end o'f 1.97'5.; Since.nonmetropolitan area residents re-
ceived 30 Percent o= tne total amount.oayaole to all beneficiaries, they
received a 1oWer snare of tne benefit Nrount in proportion to their number.

The average monthly benefit amount for 401 beneficiaries residing in
nonimet olit n areas was percent as large as the average for metropolitan
area resi, r- at the end of 12.70 and 56 Percent as large -at the end of 1975.
The differential reflects the lower paying cobs and/or greater amount of self-
e-:,0y-ert Ir r,,pr-:atro,,ThIar areas.

SOCIAL. SECURITY BENEFICIARIES

*At tne end b' 1375, cere=,ts '13r retired workers in nonmetropolitan areas
eragecS19C.:5, ccmparec w'tr S274.5: iT metropolitan areas. Comparable

aseraes sere acc S237.29, res;ectively.

.
.

.11-4 tne enc 3; 1975, ano,t,one-thqrb of'all persons receiving social
sec,rity bene'its--roughly 13.3 in areas defined by the Office
c' management and .5.,c`ce:-. as nonmetropol,tan. Frac! 1970 through 1 d5, the
n,Fber of nonmetrop917:ar area Pene'iciaries increased by 4 percent., comlared
it 33 percent or beneficiar'es in Tetropolitan areas. The growth of metro -

Politar, area bericiari-es since 197:2 is Primarily due to cnanges in the
te"nit,on of the var7oJs zetropclitan-areas; any counties which were
class7=lec as berg bart,c" met,00cl'tan'areas in 1975 were not so classified
,r 197.2.

Bene'iciari 2'str7b,,zion. The proportions of specific groups of benefi.-
ciarles ilving 7r. ncrimetropolitan areas in 1975 .yaried somewhat, depending on
the race, age, or sexgrbscInc. A smaller proportion of the'Nation's black
bene=1,:taries',25 percent' -,r,ar of tre white beneficiaries (33 percent) or the
beneficiaries cf ctner races _38 Percent) resided 'in nonmetropolitan areas,
reflecting the low- croportion b' the tilack Population in nonmetropolitan areas
25 Pelocent

I

Pout 34 Percent o' bene'ciaries,undpr.18 lived in rionmetropolitan
areas, compared-witn.215 percent o' ;nose aged 18.-21. The majority of benefi-
ciar'ies aged 18-21 were full-time students.

A
Relatively ewer tene",iclaries aged 65 and older (432 percent) resided in

nonr-,etropolitan areas, comPared wi.tn beneficiaries aged 22-64 (34 percent).
Also, 34 Percent of acurt, 7en,tenefi'ciaries resided in nnmetropolian areas,,
compared,witn 31 Perc41, o' ad,ltwcmen.

NC7f.: Ths,oaperwas preparel by the Of ice of Research and StatistiA,
Social SP,Jritf ,Data are frac, the 1975 Annual Survey of
2SD! cond,oted by the Office of Research and Statistics.,
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The proportion of the Natton's beneficiaries residing in nonmetropolitan
areas also varied among the different benefit Categories. It was about 31 per-
cent for retired workers, about 32 percent for survivor beneficiaries, and 33
percent for disabled workers. It was about 39 percent for dependents (spouses

and children) of retired and disabled workers.

Monthly Benefit Amounts. Social security beneficia'riesresiding inrnon-
metropolitan' areas receiveo lower Share of the total benefit amount in
proportion 'to their number, as well as receive lower average monthly benefits

than their metropolitan counterparts. Since social security benefit amounts,

art related to the average monthly earnings of workers before retirement,

death, or disability, the lower benefits for beneficiaries in nonmetropolitdn
areas reflect lower paying jobs and/or more self-employment in those areas
than in metropolitan areas. Social securitycash'benefits payable at the end

of 1975 to residents of nonmetropolitan areas amounted to Sl..6 billion a MNI

or 30 percent of the total. amount payable to 'all beneficiaries. Since they

represented about 33 per'cent of all beneficiaries, they received 'a lower share

of the benefit'amount in proportion to their number. At the end bf 1970, about

. 39 percent of all beneficiaries lived in nonnetropolitan areas, but they only
received'about .35 percent of tne total benefits payable.

Average n y benefit mounts were glower for beneficiaries in nonmetro-

politan areas t n metropol-rtn areas, both overall and for specified

benefit categorie . Overall, the average benefit for all beneficiaries in
nonmetropolitan areas was 85 oercent as large as the average for metropolitan
area beneficiaries at,the end of 1970"and.86 percent as large at the end of

1975. For retired workers, tne average monthly amount in nonmetropolitan
areas was about 88 percent of the averdge amount payable in metropoliipan areas

at tne end of 1970 and 89 percent asiarge at the end of 1975. The average

benefit amount for retired workersjn nonmetropolitan areas was Slq0.45 at

the end of 1975. Average- benefits for disabled workers at the end of 1975 were

$214..76 for those in nonmetropolitan areas, compared with $231.29 in metro-

politan areas. CorrespoOding averages for widows and.widowers were $176.94 in
nonmetr000litan areas an4 5202.24, in metropolitan areas.

The p'roportion of beneficiaries getting slow benefits was higher for those
living in nonmetropolitan areas than for those residing in metropolitan areas
and the opposite for th!. iiroportion gettinlg high benefits. For example, at

the end of 1975, the pr artions receiving 5150 or less were 35 percent for
the retired workers, 1"8 percent for the disabled workers, and 36 percent for

the widowS' etid widowers in nonmetropolitan areas. The ,corres4onding percentages

for those in metropolitan areas were 24, 13, and 20,'respectively. 'On-the other
hand, the proportions of 4eneflciaries receiving 5275 or more weee 13 percent
for the retired workers and 23 percent for the disabled workers in nonmetro-
polian areas, while in metropolitan areas it was 22 percent for the retired
workers and 32 percent for the disabled workers. Also, about 21 percent 'of the

widows and widowers living in metropolitan a s received monthly benefits of

,$250 or more, while only 12 percent of the widows and widowers in nonmetro-

politan areas received that much. 1
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SoMT security income as well as the AFDC income discussed in the
following pages is a component of income that is importantfor rural develop-
ment even though development emphasis tends to be On jobs and employment income.
This income is importint because of the Nation's concern for people in financial'
need because of retirement, death of spouse or parent, disability, or consid-
erations involved in AFDC programs. It is also important bec-ause transfer

income stimulates the job market and demand for goods and services. This

report is tilting a beginning look at,social security income beneficiaries and
AFDC families as part of a continuing effort to identify urban-rural differences
in'a wide range of areas that affect the quality of people's lives.
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AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN IN RURAL AREAS

Status Indicators*

*One in five of all AFDCfamiliet lived in nonmetropolitan areas in 1973.
This represents a relative decrease since 1971, whem one in four nonmetro:

politan families were recArving AFDC payments.

,

*5.5 percent ofall U.S. families received AFDC, benefits in 1976. Of the

total nonmetropcilitan faMilies, it is estim ted that 3.7 percent received AFDC

assistance, while 6.3 percent of metropolit n families received such aid.

'*Approximately perceht of all AFDC families are headed by a woman.

the poverty rate of familie headed by a woman in 1975 Was 32.5 percent. The

rate for male eaded famileis was 6.2 percent. No data are available for an

urban/rural comparison.

a,

Discussion

Aid to families with dependent children (AFDC) is a Federal-State program
that provides a cash payment to families with children in which loss of support

or care has occurred, due to death, continued absence, incapacity, or unemploy-

ment of a parent. _Through the Social Security Act, Federal funds tare made

available to all States,-the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the
Virqin'Islands for the AFDC program, which is administered in accordance with

an approved plan of program operations that is implemented statewide.

In April 1976, 3,590,803 families received AFDC- -about 5.5 percent of the

total families in the United Stptes. Of the U.S. families in nonmetropolitan

areas, an estimated 3.7 percent receive AFDC cash assistance? while 6.3 percent

of metropolitan families receive such aid.
A

A sample study of the AFOC'fami,lies conducted by the National Center for

Social Statistics in'January 1973 pro ides the most recent available infor:. .

mation on the chaf-acteristics of the rural AFDC population. One in five of

the approximately 3 million AFDC families .in 1973 lived in nonmetropolitan -

areas. Ttis represents a relative decrease in tht proportion of the AFDC
apilies in nonmetropolitap areas from 1971, when 'one in four families lived

In such areas: During this'same awyear period, the Actual number--about,
650,!00 families--living in nonmetropolitan areas remained nearly constant.

Nonmetropolitan AFDC families were larger on the average than families

living in , metropolitan areas. While 4 in 10 metropolitan families were in m

,households of 3 or. fewer members, only 3 in 10 nonmetropolitan families werie

in °,.arable sized households. Nearly twice as many nonmetropolitan as f

metrilitan'househol,ds,had more than sevenmembers (9 anti 17 percent,

. respectively). The mediaolAdmbar of household members for the two groups was

5.1 parsons for rural and 4.4 persons for-urban households.

NOTE: -This. paper was'prepared by the.National Center for Social Statistics,

Social and Rehabilitation Service, HEW. Data are from the 1973 Biennial AFDC

Characteristics Study, con'ducted by the National Center.
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There was a smaller c ncentration of minority families among' nonmetro-

politan AFDC families than metropolitan AFDC families. Although nonmetro-

politan families comprised only one in five total AFDC families, they
accounted for one in four of the AFDC families classified as white. In

comps ison, about one in six of the black families and nearly two in three

Amer an Indian families were in nonnittropolitan areas. The ororortion of
AFDC families in nonmetr000litan and metropolitan areas th'at were of

Spani h ancestry was about the same for the two areas (11 and 14 percent,

respectively).

In 1973, there was greater likelihood that both family planning services

and protective services Were provided to nonmetropolitan AFDC families than to

AFDC families in metropolitan areas. Family planning services are provided to

limit family size, space children, and prevent births out of wedlock, while
proteCtive services are provided in the interest of neglected or abused

children. Of thenonmetropolitan AFDC families, 15 percent received fami
planning and 4 percent received protective services; 11 percent and
3 percent of the metropolitan families received the respective services.

In 1973, AFDC families in nonmetropolitan areas Orticipated in USDA food
distribution programs at nearly the same rate as metropolitan families; that
is, over two-thirds of the families participated. At that time, before the

availability of food stamps in all areas of the United States, however, nearly

four times as many AFDC nonmetropolitan families than AFDC metropolitan
families participated in the surplus commodities food program. While half

the AFDC nonmetropolitan famili'es obtained authorization to purchase food

stamps, 63 percent of e metropolitan families were authorized. The likely

reason for the different' stems from the fact that fn 1973 all areas of the.

United were not yet ing food stamps, with some rural'areas still
being involve :with the surp us commodity food program.

Therelas variation in th- rate of participation in other Federal programs
as well as for AFDC families the wo areas. Nearly three times es many
families on the average in n nmetro olitan areas (9. percent) received social
security (OASDI) Olyments as did tropolitan families. In contrast, sjightly

above half as. many nonmetropa i n than metropolitan families resided in public
housing (9 percent and 15 percent, respectively), because of the greater
availability of, such housing in metropolitan areas. (Of the 1.7 million public

houSing units nationwide in October 19741.35 million were in metropolitan
areas.)

It should be noted that there is a special Work Incentiye Program (WIN)

to hel develop job-oriented skills for adults receiving AFDC assistance. The

WIN pr gram, which uses Labor'Department manpower training anc.other services,
is int nded to make a,major impact on those areas where the greatest number
Of unemployed people and people receiving AFDC benefits is located.

, e ,
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Part II

SELECTED INITIATIVES IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT

The following section presents examples of effort's of several Federal
agencies to improve or expand the delivery of services in certain key areas--
healtb care, manpower and employment, housing, fire prevention and control, and
services to the handicapped--the last named, a subject not given attention in
any previous repo -t in this series. Also discus'sed are new educational trends
and reforms in this counry. In addition, thi section briefly describes, recent
Federal efforts to improve governmental and private decisionmakers' access to
rural development situation infbrmation, and efforts to imprdve local com-
munities' access to development program information.

L
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HEALTH CARE

Recent initiatives of HEW in t4 area of rural health care are discussed

below. Emphasized in this paper are Rural Health Initiative andHealth
Underserved Rural Areas.projects, the two primary new HEW efforts relating to
rural health care.

Rural Health Initiative

1;
The Public Health Service's Rural Health Initiative (RHI) is an adminis-

trative effort to integrate a number of Federal health pr6grams to improve
the delivery of health care to rural residents. Under the RHI, grants and
technical assistance may be given to local nonprofit organizations and gr6ups
to support the development of rural health care delivery systems.

.--

HEW programs that can be used in RHI projects include '(he National Health
Service Corps Program; Migrant Health Program; Community Health Centers Program;
Appala1 ian Health Program; and Health Underserved Rural Areassegogram. In

additi n to using resources of these prog2ms, local RHI prOjects may also us.e
resources from other Federal programs to develop rural health care systems.
Such systems should also be coordinated with local resources, such as home
health services, school health services, and local transportation services.

In seeking to combine existing elements of rural
1

ealth care programs into
integrated units, the RHI aims to demonstrate how local comprehensive rural

health care systems can be formed that are not only self-sufficient but that
also provide career opportunities to attract and retain p'h'ysicians and other
health professionals in rural communities. All Rural Health Rai-dative pro-
jects provide physicians' services--preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic;
emergency medical services including transportation; laboratory and X-ray
services; an0 linkages for hospitalization.

The RHI is beinginstituted in areas thlt are characterized by low popu-
lation density;.high proportions of elderly, poor, or uneducated citizens;
poor transportation; and low physician/patient ratios. Access to medical /
services is difficult in many of these areas and impossiple in others: Fewer

1 rural people have healoph care plans, and third-party reimbursement rates are
lower for those who do We coverage. There are fewer personnel, fewer
facilities, and poorer access to those facif4ties,that do exist.

Health linde'rserved Lral Areas
MN\

.The Health Underserved Rural Areas (HURA) Program is a project grant
program for rural health research and demonstration administered as a key
component of the RHI. 'The program is authorized under the Sacthl Security

. Act, which is the research authority of the SOalal*and Rehabilitation Service.
It is funded by Title XIX (Medicaid) program funds. This reIch and demon-

.

, . .

NOTE: This papergas prepared the Bureau of qmmunity Health Services,
Public Hpalth Service, HEW.
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st atilOprogi* has two principal goals:

(1) To integrate primary care services into a complete system of health

care delivery that is financially viable, professionally attractive, and able

to become self-sustaining. Within that goal are several specific objectives
including services integration with the Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnos-
tic, and Treatment Program, Maternal and Child Health Program, and the cancer
screening programs of the National Cancer Institute. The program is also con-
.

cerrel with physician recruitment and retention, use of nurse practitioners
and physician assistants, and the application of technology.

(2) To develop mechanisMs to provide better health care to the Medicaid

el Able population. Within this goal are objectiyes such as integrating the
Medi \aid eligible population into a single health care delivery system for
rural areas to increase numbers of providers accepting Medicaid patients; an8
dArectly involving/State Medicaid Agencies in experimentation around issues
of eligibility, scope of service, and financing health services to Medicaid
eligible populations:

RHI and'HURA Statistical Summary

°Mthin the United States there are 1,888 counties in nonmetropoljtati areas

(non-Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas) designated in whole or *Part as
medically underserved. Of the 41..5 million Americans living in medically ,

underserved areas in October 197E, 31 million were nonmptropolitan residents.
Using,this indicator plus others medical or dental health manpower short-

age areas, areas of highgt infant mortality, and high migrant impact areas,
RHI priority has-been given to those geographic areas.demonstrating the
greatest peed for health services. As a result of the grant support now

provided t4 the 191 primIry care projects su orted thrOugh, the RHI, including

the HURA Program, 459 nonmetropolitan counties will be receiving services.
Included are parts or all of 375 nonmetropolitan counties designated as

4nedicalb/ underserved, 146 counties designated as critical health manpower
shortage areas,and 181 counties of high infant mortality. (The same county

may be in more /than o,. category.) In addition, 6 ofthe 13 high migrant
impact areas in-nonmetropolitan'areas not previously served will now be

receiving services through RHI projects.

To the 42 RHI projects begun in fiscal 1975, 96 new projects were started

in fiscal 1916. The number c HURA projects--either discrete project/ or ones
that are cofiponents of RHI projects--was increased from the original 9 to a
total of 53 projects in fiscal 1976. A tofalof $17.2 million from the Public
.Health Services Act and $9.6 mill4on.ia grants to States"for the Medical
Assistance program (Medicaid) was allocated in fiscal 1976 to support thes

191 projects. Additional financial support for these rural projects camefr m
the irtegration of certain administrative activities within the Public Health
Service,, and $400,000 was made avafTatrle from Medicaid funds (Title XIX of the
Social- Security Act) for technical assistance and research and demonstration
activitids in RHI and HURA projects.

As mentioned earlier, HURA projects are HEW 's primary vehicle for carrying
1
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out rural 'health research and demonstration activities. SeveM1HURA projects

rpatient tracking method logy. 'Grant funds were awardetfor a process
evaluation for seven demonstration projects. Grant furiOs were awarded to

three State Medicaid agencies to e able an assessment of their financial
impact'op rural health services ivery. Demonstration activities in bio-

medical communication in rural- reas have been approved and will be carried

out in cooperation with the National Center for Health Services Research,
National Library of Medicine, and HURA projects.

The Public Health Service has initiated a management information system
that will provide information on the impact of various PHS programs in rural

areas, including the Rural Health Initiative. Data are expected to be avail-

able-in mid-1977.'

New Health Coordination Efforts

A key element of recent iitW efforts, as should be evident frolM the
0.0

material just presented, is a striving for'. program coordination and integra-

tion. The purpose is to enhance maximum utilization of resources, while.
eliminating fragmentation 4d/or duplication of health GareNkervices.' It is

anticipated that these efforts wil) also result in closer tie between the

public and private sectors of health Are delivery at the local and State
levels and therefore help establish a firmer base for rural health care
delivery systems.

The progress in integration of PHS programs.in RHI projects is an
example of the coordination emphasis being exerted_to improve delivery of
Federal health resources. Ninety-four of the 191 RHI and HURA projects
have received approval for National Health Service Corps staff. Referral

and consultation relationships with Community Mental Health Centers have been
developed or are in the process of being developed in 82 00 the projects.
Linkages with alcoholism programs have beerLor are in the ss.of being

developed in 51 of the, projects. As a further example,, a c tinuing education-

al program for professional staff in all National Health Service Corps sites

has been developed through the cooperation of the Health Resources Administra-
tion and theational Library of Medicine. Additional linkages of Bureau of .

Community Health Services administered programs, such as the Migrant Health
and Appalachian Regional Programs, are continuing, along with expansi6n into :

new areas, uch as the Area Heilth Education ,Centers supported through the
Health Reso ces Administration, the Drug Abuse Program of the Alcohol, Drug
Abuse, and Me tal Health AdmingstratioM; Cervical CytologyClinics and Breast
Cancer Detec ion supported by, t1 National Institutes of Health; and the food
supplement p ogram of the Department Of Agritulture.

In additto , each HEW regional office has assignA h staff member to serve

as a coordina ng contact for RHi activities. Technical assistance contracts
have been awa ded to assist the projects in organizing and maximizing the
delivery of h alth care services. The transfer of fhe Health Underserved
Rural'Areas Program to the Public Health Service from the Social and Rehabili-

tation Service the assigning of the day-to-day respons'ibility for 4

, 1,
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. operation managenfent fsr the HURA Program to thg regional offices are addition-
al examples of.HEO efforts to give stronger dieection to the Rural Health

-Initiative.throukg toordination.

Cooraination ctions have also been taken by HEW in joint consultation
and action with the Department of Agriculture. 'For example, the Rural Health
Coordination Committee of the Public Health Service has been expanded to
include represp:Itatives not only from the Office of Rural Development inSHEW's.
Offiiaof the Assistant Secretary for Human Development but, also from USDA's
Rural Developmept Service. Also, the Rural Health Coordinating Committee has
voted to recommend the addition of the ChairRarson'of the Health Subcommittee
of USDA's National Rural Development Committee to the RHCC. Additionally,
this USDA subcommittq has invited to attend its meeting, the director of the
Office of Rural Development in,HEW .
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MANPOWER AND EMPLOYMENT

- The creation within the Under Secret x's Office of the position of Special

Assistant for Rural Affairs marked the epartment of Labor's first dpliberaite

step to d.gvelop and coordinate an overall policy for real areas. ,This major
step has providedthe basis for new initiatives directed toward the develop-
ment of national policies to assu'e Federal commitment to an. equitable delivery
of resources and an improved quality of service provided to the rural population.

V

Specifically, theDepartment of Labor has recognized the need to create
human resource development,strategies'that will link the training needsof the
growing rural 'population with the skill needs of evolving rural labor markets.
It is taking steps that will lead to the development of a national policy and
the development and implementation of,a comprehensive human resource develop-
ment strategy that systematically and comprehensively addresses those employment/
man '6wer problems within the rural context in which they exist.

In addition to developing a policy and delivery systems specifically
tailored to the special needs and characteristics of rural areas, a second goal
envisioned by the -Department is to allocate its dollar. support, service and

enforcement personnel,.tecfti 1 assistance, and all other resources_equitably

to rural areas.

Proposed departmental objectives that have been suggested,as being appro-
priate and consistent-with the above'policy goals include:

*Development of a data base for the allocation of departmental resources
to rural areas, including an analysis of the statistical bases used in the
allocatibn process.

/,
*Monitoring of fiscal year 1978 allocation of all departmebtal resources

to achieve an equitable distribution of,resources to rural areas. '

*D6velopment of a comprdhensive plan that would include ways to improve the

.delivery of services to'make current programs more effective; new program
approaches; programatic suggestions; and, if necessary, suggested legislative
initiatives.' -his plan would require: (1) analysis of all departmental

procedures and delivery systems to determine their effectiveness given the

unique characteristics of the rural 'areas and population to be served,.and

(2) analysis of available rural market labor data lo assess the kinds of changes
and initiatives necessary to make programs consistent with need.

Consistent with these efforts, the Department, through' its Office of the
Under Secretary, called a meeting 'for late 1976 with people from the public

amid private sectors from all parts'of the country whose professional interests
- are focused on rural labor problems and whose expertise derives from "direct

working relatibnships with or study of rural populations. This one-day Rural

Policy Meeting was.designed to discuss those issues and policies concerning the

rural labor force and its prteiylems. Its results are priding substantial input

4

NOTE: This paber.was orenared by the Aural Development Service, USDA in
-kooperation with the Special Assistantt(for Rural Affairs) to the Un'der Secretary
U. S. Department of Labor.
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to the process of developing a departmental rural human resources policy. The

.entral issues focused on at the meeting and donsiderett essential in developing

a'''ritral',manpower strategy include:

*Meeting the shortfall in jobs and employment opportunitie$ in rural areas.

*Developing new approaches for providing the occupational and other Skills

requireitin the rural labor market.
4

*Clarifying the income relationship between jobs and welfare and food

stamps. X

*Improving the quality of rural employment' unities.
>

*Factors determining equity of access in rural

*Improving data on rural areas.

*Migrant housing enforcement.

as.

In addition to the main initiatives discusSed obove, the Department of Labor
has taken the lead in proposing the establishment of an Interagency Committee on
Farmworker Issues as a special purpose subgroup of the Under Secretary's Grqup
to be chaired by the Department of Labor. The Committee's major pdrpose will

be to act as a mechanism for the development and Implemehtation of a coherent
and cohesive national strategy'on farmworker concerns. Agencies to be repre-

sented 'are Environmental Praectioll Agency, Health, Education and Welfare,
iiHousing.and Urban Development, Community Services)Admnstration, alpAgricul-

ture
Further evidence of the Department of labor's increasing recognition of

the needs of rural areas can be'found in the fact that iCive special rurally -
oriented projects have been implemented througk tfie use of discretionary funds
under Title 3 of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 (Sec.

301 and 304). These monies were allocated to the Department of Labor Regional
Offices to solicit and fund a limited number of proposals that will provide'
innovative and replicable projects designed to serve Selected Segments orthe

population. A brief synopsis of the rural projects follows:

Vir is $283,433 - MobilrEducational Training--This project is
expected to serve 240 people in addressing the joirnt problems of transportation

,and remedial education. The program will be taken to the participants by use
of job-mobiles'at work sites or community gathering points near their homes.

These mobile learning centers will be staffed by teachers experienced in

remedial or job-related education and will provide preparatIvn*for high school

equiNaleney and job-related educatiou'llieeded for entering and pai-ficipatingbin
vided assistance in

!f

-

.

;

New 'York - $187,455.04 - Agricultural Training Program--Twenty persons
will be trained in various aspects of farm operations in Phase,,1 of this project
through a contract with the New York State Agricultural and College

(NYSATC). Emphasis wilt be.placed on maintenance of farm equipment, milking
procedures, feeding, and farm management during a 5-mohth oursefpf. Odocatico

the job.market. In addition, participants will be

obtaining employment.
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and practical experience. A second phase will train 30 young adults as' arm

equipment operators through a 4- to 5-Week on-the-job-training course... a -

addition to NYSATC., supervised site visits, to farms and a series-of perIoinel

management seminars for the farm owners and managers will be held in coopera-

tion with the St. Lawrence County Extension Servjce. Every effort will be made

to match acquired skills with farm needs and to'help trainees' stay in the fan-9

jobs used for training. The preference for participapts includes those,unemblovd

who have a background in farming. 0
4

California S475,527 Job Training for Women in Rural AreasThisroject
#. anticipates strenthening and expanding job opportunities for 200 women: Employ-

ment information, training and workshops will be provided to eliminate artificial

barriers and allow women to have aA, opportunity for jobs in management, tech-

ni-cal, and skillgd trade jobs. The project sponsor anticipates (1) locating

jobs that can hold btit have not obtained because of the fact that they,'

are women an(2) a 'matching process that will link potential clients with

available jobs. Emphasis will be placed on reaching the low income and/or
disadvantaged._.Transportation, child care, and lapguage instructionwll ,alSo

be provided to participants if needed.

NeWillam shire osipo,000 - Career Assessment 'and Development Program--

.This wi be a concentrated work program for 86.persons. .The

objectivP iT to increase the employability of the row-income perion by focusing

on job develo_pment. In an course, this project will concentrate:on. the
assessment'and,-where necessery, augmentation of educational competency and

occupdtionaq skills. It will include educational testing, vocational counseling,

and,c6ping and SO-seeking, skills. There willVlso bp exploration for on-the-

job work,opoorztunities.%

Georgia 4p0,000 - Georgia Rural SkillXeni& for ,YowthThis project

anticipates rving 100 youth through the Office of the Governor as. Prime'

sponsbr for balance-of-State areas in Georgia., The youth'will be-selected .

from balanceLof-State areas d114.enrolled in a 1-year'fourse in agribusiness.,

In cooperation with. 'the Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College, the students will

be provided a mixture of claSsfOoM training, and first -hand experience ln farm

A omanagement and operations. : They wilt live on campbs and receive a small stipend

in addition to room, board,.andstuition. They will have opportunities to run

large farm equipment and perform maintenance 9n some at near* farmO The pro- .

ject sponsor anticipates employment being secured.by the participants upon
completion of the course in tbeirbflocallarbas if they choose not to beOome

employed as-farmers:

, I
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EDUCATION

PROMISING DEVELOPMENTS -

The past decade has,witnessed the advent of several educational trends,ana
reforms which impart a sense of-hope for tne future. Among tgse promising
developments,,are the 'creation of multidiStrici: eaucationalS-e7ice agencis, tne..
growth'of the .community'co'llege movement in rural areas, tne 'emergence of
several rural, school improvement Projects, and the comrunity development move -
riient being sponsored by land grant colleges under tne stimulus of the .Rural

-Development Act.

Multidistrict Education service "gentles - - -he movement to organize
Regional Ehcational ,Service agencies /RESA, tnroughoJt America is gaining'

Amomentum and Probably represents tne most significant innovation in education
governance in Arerica toaay. Accordng to recent studies by hb Stephens,
University of marylarg, _sere, are nob, -,pre tnani,V2 organized. Regional

Educational Service :-gercies.

/Some o= these agencies are so nev, they are sn,1 ertryoric. Some nave been

around for a number of years and are wel7-es-tablisnea,.mature institutions.
wise variety of governance, orograming,,:inancing, and staffing patterns'car- \
acterize these aaencies -and even withth a single State there is a great deal

of Aiversity in tne way RftA's are organized arta operate.'

According to a recert survey by Walter S. Turndr, Longmo
fgllowing progrars and services -were the most fr'eguently. cite2i by Regional ,

Edadational Service Agenc7es: .

Programs

, Colorado, the

Special Education
Remedial Reaaing
Career Education A

Vocational'v Education

Services

Inservice Training
Consultant Services
Planning

Evaluation
Maferials Selection'.
Infolrmatiop Dissemination

4

Thus, through Regiohal,Educational Service Agencies, students attending
1-ural(scqoals have access to many specialized programs, services, and materials
not generally avgille in sparsely popu_lated, remote small districts.

Rural Community Collegqg.--Rural community colleges are incre'asingin
number end changing the natu7e of their services. The reu1t2, is that rural'

s. people ncreasingly gaining access to the beneqits of higher education
former,yi denied them becadse of.their remoteness frdm the larger educational Ni

institublion.

.., In Eastern Washington, the commUOty collIges in Winatchee,.Mdes Lake,
and Spokane'are colliborating with Washington, State University to bring the

services of the university to their cohsigtuents. In New York Stal, the
. ,' .....,

,

NOTE: This paper was pr$ared by Rowan Stutz, Utah State hard Of Education.
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goards (If C000e5ative Educational Services have
.

joined wit+) tommuTity colleges

. to give rural citizens more ready access to nigner education.

The type of nigher eduction being. provided nas ,cranged, too. :nsteel of
offering only 1-zrdditional oellege courses, oc-r+,eity colleges in rural areas
are earnestly seekJrig to De responsie to, people's needS. ,In tri.s regart trey

are !ister7ng to tre reeds o=,ze,:;:t' ':,r "n-oH--at-or, s.<- 's, and ser,,oes
related ::.: tne problems currently 'ac' is ''tee- as well as tnose reeds relllec

,
to trei lob --rgegoa':3. -1,r-ed witri tnese ,-,:s 0' needs-infor-ati:r,7o--''

munity, colleges are des)gririg P- TA'"Or.C' ...,r::;r1C.-S *LT4'... relp o:flrunities 617,r

.ne"0*-r.A' fle:e'oo-ert a:-.7:it°es, _'St e:: -:.dua.1, gal" tre SKI IS art

clzw4bgP reP:Pet =z,r'tireatar s.,--P 'n tee'r o,---ert eeterzeisas. arc teat
erat'e tner to fee ze tre-:ril-eAr';'.e aszraites. t.

\
°. ip' t

i

..-ijra c'OC7',:-Atr: -'7,e,'-3--.2 zaz' .=A"a 'as seer a 4prceete:
oit t0 sy"ve s:-e := -.."e ,e-t'ue eo.tat::ra'. ortl:e-s of oral scnocls, re.

'.:re ::i-:at'3,--=ece: w4stee" St,:"=t *Z.-A'. ',".r7.T5.7--3ect : t'e9e,1 "r

4::a, 1::a:-3, :,e.%a:-:-,...',E,, 1e,-::. (3e: _tar. .rte co' i-fear-:,i% -.:,-a

;,-.:,:t:--a at t'e '.:---west::e_a' E:.:,:at-:r .- ..:oratory. tie :- as,a

'Ik .-.:':,s.e::e::t'e _"e;.,:e :--- :.:::Ise:jez, art _re Oats,- --ea

-TV' Sier..s ro:ett aee a =ew :=,,t"e -ore s.------oart ',ea, scroo, -pry
- -"Erl'. zy-e:P:ts teat T.C'?P o.rect. ::"'-orte: _re zreat :iversty o=ed at-o"a.
'reeds, ;:a s, arC C:r:t"C'S 4":,e'.: r .:-.-ercas oroa: spectrum o= rural ,
o.:7--ur-t-es. des_ ze32eots°'a.e zee" craretter by one ce,:ne ot'ef
' s,teat'w.:-=s =.:,\L.7a's:'-:', --pe:.e-ert. ea:, e'"abtive -^, its own :aetoular t.

I

-'.

. .
.

:re azze:az" nes Dee, tz-atta:K :-eeztloy ire ii-itations i-posed :.',/ sTal'

ze, re-cteress: s:arS-t!, a': '---te: rescurtes. Out o= to -s effort sta-s

tie s:^o:' .3-ste-cf 'reorgar,za;-.-:e a': sz"zol corsoli6atlon ef=orts. .:T. ls ,

a, s: toweed ....-e. e.----at-:, :=-ste c'-tne "`'to ens of s7-all scnools t"at
S.,5.,':rcgra-s as i-,"'"-''P TASE2.. rrESZ:T:er.Ce wars . E", or rural sznools,

jctee: ser.-:as. zra.,e'-j,r; tea-crers. a': -oc:'e Libora' rtes are directed.
; . I& ,

rotter az "bac" toitivi; S.-:r'00- ,--:r:.ec-ert nas been to maxlmize tree

'strenot's :=,S, ..e'l-s;":3;,s:ar: N2taLlze .,DCfltile7,- unique resources. Suchi
e"crs ha.e -focu-sec ,:Dr re, wafs of orgarialrg tne 'smell school to utilize
-ts irrlerart ='ex-P'lity, Cr:: uzon ':'-e f,ll use af community resources for'

":areee JeYelc:-ert.:aof tie out-o:-:cors or environmental and related studies.,

Some .= t'ffese e';',c'ets,w7,tht'e Pelp := tne ilational Facilities Laboratory, have
ex:,ored rev4_:e'S7grs tpr,r,ral school bulldirgstrat opuld aglow flexIbileity.in

' so^ecul,rig are -Llti:'e use o= s:ace. and =acill'tate small group and pupil. :
11rebtnet -,rstrJtt7lr. The 'learn7rg Darr, wrere a team of teacriers and .

resoues are at once a,a1;a:le t: tne,entrehigh school student body, :IS ope
0 of treresIli.5 3t ti's eZ.=-Ort.

iew ways o= C,r0,11-ing continuous oxofessional dedlopment Opborteities
to teacners, irs?eriote rural scrods, sur,-Ial training for "bush'' teachers,,
,lns'.ruct,-icr Neenods tnat rate cazitalized JOOP the 'small Size of cldsses and

sti,11 reconize;' student diversity. and new apali.catiors of instructional
technology- rne:craracterized other pro,:ects that have sight to ,release 'the

potential stren4tr-',s bf Jeal scroo:4. .
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Comunity DevelopmentWith school clistrAt-reorgaolzation and the
increasing 4ofessionalizatiO4-of edu'c.ational decisionmaking, citizens in.many.

distri s have becore as estranged frori'their schools as are many of their :

metropolitan cousins. \Recently, however,, under,the stimulus of theRural
DeVelopmentAct, land grant colleges in cooperation witi-hcipmmunity colleges,
'county commissions, anc boarn of education are finding ways of kivolving
'.citizens in oe.felopmblit inclJaing educa&ronal qvelop-

rlent. in Washington State; 'tr eAarrple7.the Kellog Foundation 'has provided

f!.:,rds to supolerient Releral 'JnOs for a foa'r-county 5-year rural developMent,,

prI,o]ect. The oro'ect, -:acaectoy.eiasnington State University, ha5 two goals:

:1, pro/1de the mecr.rans.--s ano tne capacity ofccitizens for participatory
dercceacy and ;2; deieloo acrdoperatire network o= agencies that have resources
and seriices to s.,oport cor-runty oe,veloorent 'so tnat they will collaborate

rather trar corp 'e 'r treSe reSOIrCeS' and serv)ces to loca,1' problem-

E,oeess:-: of t -.es r oatEor.es ororisl,nc leielogments may be

e,er, oa,0: of -owes r, not all communities Snd

-a,e tee- _eor.4o o t-e- as jet , e,netrr tnese ne. develoorents

-n a.- a r,-a .rstead a' trying to.i ce uroan

.s ,ar 1: tney are sLicceslu their
-

DO-effn:,a, _ Jer,-retassistarte to r,ra' school s 'and rural 'communi ti es,
= .

is encr--cis.`,,
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HOUSING ,

Recognizing the need for better access
o
to Federal housing programs by low-.

income,residents of rural eas, the Department of Housing and Urban Development
'HUD) and the Reparbment o Agriculture (USDA) have entered into a cooperative
agreement fora)2-year out-reach demonstration progrgi. Four States will, be
selected to receive H':, grants.to nelp assist them in finding ways to improve
delivery of nousing and community-development services to low-income persons,
including) the naodicapped and th'e elderly. The program wil be ,implemented with

COmfunity Development Block Grant funds N1 of 52.5 million; tb 535 million
I

,
n armers Home Adminis-trption(FTHA) hou'sing assistance.; and, up to 55 milli-on

in Fm0,4 communtf.program funds. An addit,ional 5500,000 will be provided by

-JD over a 2-year period to'offset.the State's administrative 9sts in 'imple-
-menting'tne demonstratron. tnese funds will bedivied;_pong the four
States selected to baoiticipate

- 00

v,

,

-re 2e-CriStratrAS12eS t'rte rcle.of-States i-rFhousing and community
S=ates are reqAfeed ;.cestanisr. the ile-livery'mecha'hism and to

assess t-e reeds tne 'rget areas. There is no prescribed use of the
s e'xTe:-)t.that tney,must b'e-used in accordance with current regulations for

'tne Prog'ha-. :r- tn's Nay, States will make the decision.as to the types of 1,

corTunit. infrastrJct'dre needed, tne type'of hdusing needed to address the needs,
of tine residents cif.tre target aret, and the type of .mechanism best suited for ,

tne Individual Sate in del;vering these srv'ices. The demonstratiori has an

ev_aluatior compohen.t WP1C-r1 will make'the transferabilit4and the degree of
success and-failure of the demonstration availabl to other. States implemen.ting

or interested"r startirlg t:neir own progr'ams.
4

're.,4.---,-orey 4'11 De or v,.ied-to EmHA. ate Directors'over:and above
existvig.allca-ions% Altbo h th=e immediate impact'wil be in the target

areas, botn agen yes foresee. he demonstration as leading.to and amore coordi-
: o,ati.kd rural deve),onment.. The nreligiinary aoalic tions are -doe in

Februar'y. 197- , , and the actua.K' `Ads should be available to th selected States'
nn ,,rune 1977f, iwBoth DeParttents are also consider, ways Ito port theSe

(4Ctclee,, Nnich rave developed plans but whichare OPT selected to participate.

. .., ,
. b

: 6.
.

- The peparent Xf Housing and'Urban Development (HUD) and th armers Home

Administrat an ,°:`rA,y of the U.S. Departqient of Agriculture have edtogether
tb provide ui'cker processing', of applications for neWly,conStructed housing for

lower income fam,iliies. 'in rural areas. In a MeMorandum of Understanding, executed
on :,une 231-976, Hb:-) and FhHA agreed.to make certain revisions in their opet'ating

pr edures to encourage and.facilitate the use of Section B Housing Assistance .

PayrIals, and Se'ot.iorC-515 Rural Rental Housing Loans. Under this agreement, ,

HL set aside 1,1,1p00 Section 8,gn ts'specifiallY .for join., applications during

k-,FY 1976. and F .1-977-. The'effect f the memorandumsit to accelerate the construc-"
-.tionyvfrental nettl-tg foic. 1*er income hduseholds who need greater rental sui)-

60fes than.:4kiejSecion 515. program's ,interest reduction could provide.
.

, 416T: This varier was nrenared by the ..rural DevelonmenCservice, USDA:
.
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Pi le
Although Sgction

.

8 has been used with Section' 515 on a limiteti basis prior'

to the Memorandum l the agreement fatilitatps the proceSs. Sponsors of rural

rental.houSing, seeking ito use Section 8 subsidies, will now Lave applications

PrOcessed only, by FMHA,Nnho will, in turn, subeilit the preapplication information

to-HUD fortheirdet6mination of whether Section B funds are availabTeVitind can 44

-.be used with the project. FmHA will certify to HUD the projects compliance with

specifications and other conditions upon completionoa which time HUD will enters

into a,Housing Assistance Payments Contract with'the ner and will monitor, for

-Section 8 contract compliance. .

_

,

.1../.
The MeMol-andum &f Understanding basically calls for HUD to accept certifi-

cations from FmHA on contract and far matket rents; site and neighborhood

standards, equal opportunity requirepents, environmental standards, and Davis- 1

Bacon wage rates. FmHA has agreed tb provide ailp-percent interest credit.bel'ow

market rate of 515/Section 8, New "ConstrpctiOn Projects. -

. ..\
- e ,

. .. .

One of the off-shoots .of the Memorandum of Understanding will be.a closer,.. ,

working relationship between the. Department of, Housing and Urban Development A'nd

the Farmers 'Home Administration. Although housing is 1)14 one facet of-Aral

development, this relationship shouldheliahten the effectiveness of both agencies

in providing housing. and related assistance to rural areas. .

. A.

,
-.. r 4

. , : , /

Energy and Hou,ing. .pi

, i . 4.? ,.' - *

Rural residents -- especially those on low or fixed incomes--have beefy hard

hit byrising energy costs, Many find it increasioglydifficult to dope'wit4-1 the

economic pressure, being plaCed-on them>aa,result of, steadily escalating fuel

and utility bills,. ,DevelOpment of alt tive sdurces,orenergy andimplementa-

tion of sound energy conservation measures 9e essential to thefuture economic

weli-being of these rural reSidens and countless oti)er Americans in similar

circumstances. -'
-.

:.

Nt*.. . ' n

0

The -application.of'solar heating technology to rural'housing holds great .

potential for meeting Aeral energy needs apt reasonable costs.' One- of the most °.

foraidable obstacleS 'to realizatierlpf this potential? .however, is the-cur ilin,t.

high initial cost of available solar hea g systems. The development of Mc(-

pensive effective systems is'necessary to p t'solar energy wittifn thei,practical

reach-of low- income rural people who live' ri low-cost housing. ,

. .
. ,

.

.

, . 40 ''

.
..

The Rural 'Development Service in the,beOartment Of AgriciNtUre . ts aUthori2e4
. .

,
.

',by statute and regulation,to_cnbige in coordination and research'attivities:
..

related to variety of rtipV1 develapment-on7blehlt..44Auding those-ofl'utal

hou,' si the adjustments of rural people and tTmammities:to 'changing economic,

and technical fOrces.L In conformance with this authority and out of cdhcer

over the national 'energy problem, RDS has undertaken the ctrordination of s ral.

ntw initiatives designed to stimulate the .developthen oyow-cost .sofer heating

systems fdr- rural housing.. Actions to date'include:"include.: . .. - .

,.

Initiation of-a joint elliLt With the,Farmers Home Adfninisti'ationrthe
.

, Agri,cultural Research service, and the Forest .Service to4West-t'e feasibility of

so , 62 .7
.

.i

.
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/.
.low -cost so la heating apOications fot low-income rural 'housing of the type
financed by the Farmers Home Administration. The Agriculturl Research Service's
Rural Housing Research Unit at Clemstn, Sopth Carolina, designed and is
testing two.solar heating. systems on residences provided by, the Farmers Home

.

Administration. The Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin, is tesn.ng
the performance of wood in solar collectors.'

-0

*Entry int6 a cooperative program with the Energy Research and Development

Administration for testing'of a prototype forced-air retrofit solar heahng'unit
.designed under an ERDA contract. The project will involve Arizona State Univer=''
sity, South Dakota State University, the Farmers Home.Administrgtion, the Cooper-

. ative:Extension Service, the Agrialltural Research Servite, a d other U.S. Depart-
s ment of Agriculture agencies4 Testing will be conducted at th two universities:

The unit at Arizona State UnivArsity will be attached to areAi ence provided by
-the-Farmers Home Administration.

*Cooperation with the-National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the
Farmers Hothe Administration to facilitate the selection of FmHA residences for
use in NASA's ,solar demonstration pro'gramc, and to encouFage.emi5hasis on low-
cost solar designs,and applications for. those residences.

! ,
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FIRE PREVENTION AND CONTROL

The Fedgral Government acknowledged the, need for improved fire protection

in the Nation's rural areas and small communities when the 93rd Congress passed

the Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974 (PL 93-498). This congres-

sional action resulted from the thoughtful rec_opiCendations,of th National

Commission on Fire Prevention andiContrel as written in its r ort, America

Burning. Two chapters in this report were devoted to th oblems of fires in

the rural environment. As a result of\the emph6sis placed on the rural fire

problem in the report, one ,section of the Public Law was devoted to the rural

fire problem. It authorized the National Fi're Prevention and Control Adminis-

tration '(NFPCA); -the agency authorized by the Act in October 1974, to sponsor

and encourage through grants and contracts, research into, approaches, techniques,

systems, and equipment to imp.rove fire prevention and control in the rural and

remote areas of the f,Iation. NFPCA is made up of>four divisions: the National

Academy Ni Fire Prevention and Control; the Fire Safety, Planning., Research,

and Technology:Office; Ahe PubLic EducatiOn Office; and the Nationt Fire

Dato Center.

The NFPCA has begun several new initiatives to assist rural communities

to fire,pr Ation and control. One of these initiatives is. rn cihe -area of rural'

"master plan ing."

The concept of "master planning for fire-,prevention an'd control" was
1
heavily

emphasized in the Federal Fire Pr ention d Control Act as a means for the

'total community, whettier.rural,or urban, t assess its current fire s uation

anticipate fu re needs, aoq create an Iffordable "plan" to solve b h problems. t,r'

To initiate t .se/efforts, the NFPCA awarded a grant to the State If alooma - "
Fire Marshal to develop a step-by-step manual to assist communities ln,carrying

,out the muster plagning process. The manual, entitled "Fire Prevention and- '.

Control Master Planning for Small Communities and RUral Areas," is currently

being field tested in 14 s1431 -commUnities around the country representing- .-- --

different geographical locations, populations, alhd types of communities ,(suth as
.

unincorporated areas,--settlements, and countywide areas).
,-

.,

,

f .

41 The purpose of the manual is touide interested-people in impro\Ong theit- 4,1
.fTre protection througA the use'of systematic planning. Following the procedures, .

, ,

in the manual should result in the selection of, a fire protection concept, a . :

.c

legal and financial 'start-4 Nan,' and a clear decision as to whether a more

detailed fire prptection"master plan is necessary. Fire protection master plans.

thus can be 'expected to include:: : '.

. *41 survey of the re ources and oersonnel Of any existing fire

services,. and an a alysis of the effectiveness of Jan locally /

applicable' fire and buildingjocies,

*Anjnalysis of short-term and long-term local flit prevention I

. r

and-control:needs. #. , ,

.

*A plan to meet the identified fire defense needs.,
I

, . % .
I

NnTF: 'This paper was nrepared'in cooneration with the Natone0 Fire Safety and
Research office and the matioial FireTata Center; both in the,46tional Fire
Prevention andContro1 Administration.'
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*An estiqite of the costs of putting the plan into operation,

and rea istic methods fbr financing.

*Eftimates of the yearly'operating costs of the fire protection
system%

.

t
1

.

. le
*Information about problems that are anticipated in putting the
'master plan into operation.

The manual "Fire Prevention and Control M ster Planning for Small Communities 4,-

'and-.Rural Areas" will be available for public ribution and use by fall of
1977.

Additional NFPCA efforts in. rural fire prevention and control include the
followchg

*The National Fire Data Center has marked the collection of rural fire
data as an itemof special concern. Emphasis is being placed on improving the
quality and scope of data from rural fire 'departments, in lthe National Fire
Incident Reporting System, which was dstablished in 1976. The Center is paying
particular attention ft getting more reliable and complete information from
volunteer fire departments s.o that the dimensions and characteristics of the

, rural fire problem will be better defined. Data on rural fires are also being
* collected from other sources, such as the National Housettold Fire Stirvey, which

collecte.d data on unreported as welka\reported fires.
.

*The Public, Education Office of the NFPCA has developed a rural fire
safety education manual,. in cooperation with the West ViOinia Fire Service
Extension Of the University of West Virginia at.MorgantOwn. That,,office is
also working With BuffalO Creek, W.Va., in a demonstration project on- p,rdblems
in rural fire safety education.

--. .
. .

. .

**Another active program of great'potential value to the rural population
is the NFPCA's campaign to encourage the installation of. home smoke detectors.
T,Oese wilts, wh' h proVide early warning of a fire and cdn alert ocOparts in
time for them t cape, are a critical part o a good home fire safety program.

*The NFPCA''s National Fire Academvl'is startin an ambitious outreach orooram
to brill Management skills and fir safetytraining to fire, epartments that
current y have nd ,access to .such training.

t-

,,,
,

c4.

I 4ntrast to the 40 NFPCA,-with its responsibili for firb prevention
'f

and Control in all areas/Of-the coOtryAboth rural and u an, the U.S. Depart=
meht of AgriCulture has long had fire-related responsibilities on the national

I

forOts and :if) Wildlands. USDA responsibilities were enlarged under the 1972'
Rurll DeVelopwt Act, which-authorized the Rural Community Fire Protection,
pil6tprogram. _Our* FY 1975; approximately.$3.5 millionAas appropriatedby
CorOres.s_for the pilot test. Over 2,000 applications were approved for assist-
'ance,"under 'this program, which achieved the folloviing accomplishments: 1,9 fire

. ;
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departments
insurance ra
and 18,000 fi

Fire Protecti
status of ru
and analysi

ere organized, 18 communities were able o achieveyiroved

es, 240 fireitrucks wer7 assigned to luflfeer fire departments,

efighters were trained. The respo e to this-Rural Community

n pilot test is also providing important indicators as to the

al fihe protection and rural community needs. A complete report

of the pilot project will be submittedto Congress during FY 1977. ,

Experience thut far indicates that the National Fire Trevention and
Control Administration programs and the Rural Development'ACt community fire

protection effort are highly complementary. NFPCA, which has no grant authority

foprovision of equipment and training, reoeives a substantial number of

requests for financial assistance for these purposes. These requests are

referred to the Rural Development Act program.officers where apnropriate.

Fire in forests,andlwildlands a.re a' part of the rural fire proqlem which .

hats,already,received the attention of a number of agenties'of the Federal

'Government with some Considerable success.. The Secretaries of Agriculture and

Interior, in Lioperatron with the Associatiop of State Foresters, have appointed

d National Wildfire ,Coordinating Group to coordinate national wildfire programs

to prevent du4lication of effort and improve the efficiency of wildfire protec-

working in training, fire Tetardance, equipment development, air operations,

protec-

tion. The National 'Wildfire.Coordinatino Group presently has active task

fire prevention, communications, and fire planning. The task forces are to

address in part wildfire problems as related to wildlapd',and urban-wildlmid

interfacing. Close liaison is maintained with the NFPCA.,

rr .
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. SERVICES TO THE HANDICAPPED
_...S

..0 , HEW's Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA) was authorised under
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-112) and subsequent amendments to pro-.
vide 80 percent lederal matching rants to State vocational rehabilitation
agencies for seAices 6 handic ped individuals, serving first those with the
xi st severe handicaps so that they may preia're for and engage in gainful emplovmeit.
The services include referral, counseling,' guidance and plaCement, physical and
ment4:1'resto.rg,ttgo (medioldond corrective surgical treatment), hospitalization,
pr6the.tic andorthotic appliances, training, work adjustment, transportation,
maintenance, MObility services for the blind, and post-employment services.

It is estimated that there are some 7 milliOn handicapped people in the-
United States who might benefit from vocational rehabilitation services:.The
effect of the 1973 legislation and amendments has been to strengthen Federal
support of programs to assist these people....

In rural areas,, problems of serving the handicapped are being overcome by,
efforts to improve transportation opportunities, by use of mobile diagnostic .

and evaluation laboratories, and by increasing the number', of rehabilitation
facilities and wOirkshops that provide residential accommodations for rural clients.
State agencies are also encouraging the present efforts f the President's Corgi
mittee'on.the Employe nt of the Handicapped l work-w -ith theiCooperative Exten-'
sion Service of the Department of,Agr'iculture to'establish a joint program to

0 enable handicapped r al'people who can benefit from rehabilitation and place-
ment toldtilize such Services. Although there are as yet few formal star ide
cooperative programs with the Extension Senice arthe State level, ther:e. re a.
number of-informal arr'angement between service-providing agencies and Extension
officesat the lo'al level.

While 4. major thrust of the basic State-Federal vocational rehabilitation-

.

programs are statAide, some projects are specifically aimed at special 'target
populations and disability categories. Included are a numberof grant authori-.

ties that are funding `research and demonstration and other pioneer and l'xpansion
efrts in meeting particular probleMs of the rural disabled and i creasing ser-
vi es to them. Examples of projects to assist rural residents are discussed -

below.
-r

Innovation d ExpansOlo n Projects

In FY 1975; 10 projects involving about $590`,000 either ini4iated or ex-
panded services to particular groups of the rural disabled. Five of these
provided mobile services to disabled Native Americans on reseryations and in remote,
rural areas,,eye examinations for the hoMebound, home management for the home-
bound blind,'and diagnostic services for the mentally retarded and mentally ill.
Other projects served those disabled, by Sickle Cell Anemia and provided special.
vocational evaluation work adjustment; and placement services, to jhe rural deaf
and .the hard of hearing. , ',/

. e .4
NOTE: ihi0Sper was prepared by the Office of Handiapped Individuals and

. the Rehabilitation Services Administration, both Tn th'e Office Of Human,Deelop-.
ment, HEW. ..,
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Cl ient :Assistance Projects!
Client assistance projects are authorized to improve the vocational reha-

,bilitation' program by providing ombudsmen to work directly with 'handi.capped

clients or applicants. of the 19 projects operated by the States, two are

directly concerned with assisti ig the rural disabled.

A project in.North D serve a 10-tobg\ty aelp covering ,Part of the

\Standing Rock and-Fort Berthold Indian reservations: In FY 1975, 135 handi-

apped Native Americans were provided assistance and guidance in t)eir voca-

ibnal rehabilitation problems. ,

A project in th ,State of Washington served one rural and one urban site

to \meet the needs of 'he disabled and also to compare rural/urban differences
in heed. Some'304 disabled individuals received services, includio the rural
Natl-e American communA ies of Olympia, Shelton: and Aberdeen: This project

emphasizes outreach to t e eight separate Indian reservations, where it is
believed that travel res fictions prevent many'handicapped'individuals who

could qualify and benefit from vocational rehabilitation frOm applying for ser:

vices. -
4

,'Farmworker Projects

RSA has had a long inter st in the yocational rehabilitation of disabled,
farmworkers. _For many. years t e State >1.6cational rehabilitation agencies have

served migratory workers and t eir disabled family members despite problems of,
providing services to very mob cltwits. Two national training conferences ',

were conducted by RSA in fiscal ears°1974 and 1975 in Washington, D.C., and

San Antonio, Texas, with migrant ' ocational rehabilitation project directors ,-,

and "St te\agencis, s well as re resentattves of other agencies such as the

Departm nts-of Aaric lture and Lab r. The corNrences urged all State-vocational
rehabili ation progr ms to improve the provisidn of services to handicapped

. migratory'l-al6rers and seasonal far workeri and to develop a folloO p system .

to assist them a er they leave the tatein'cases where serviCes ere initiated
-and not complete 2 Other recommenda ions included. the development of bilingual

instruction mate als and instructio a jdcts.located in areas of\large

Spanish-speaking populations-. Furthe , n ent on migratory workers and seasonal
.farmworkers was introduced into the co nselor training programs. States with

largetimmbers,Of migratory workers wer = urged to include this as a high-priority
target group within their State,plans. It

RSA has provided $7351000 grant sup ort to State vocational rehabilitation
agencies for the conduct of migratory wo ker pNjects in Califbralla, Florida, 2

Idaho, New Jersey, New York, qregon, Texa , am Wisconsin. In'llY 1975, 4,200

handicapped migrants were served and 1,42' Jere rehabilitated into emp oyment
through these projects:, ,

.

, An example of these projects is the o e in the Belje Glade area of (Palm '

,, Beach County, Florida. Some 15,000sseason 1 farmworkers and some 5,000,migrant

woekers.assist in thegierge vegetable and sigar cane production operation in the
,area. The project uses4pe Glade'Sliabilttron Center at Lake Worth as a 'focus,

a staff bf eight persons including two "area tides" who do most of the out-

reach-it the disabled workers. Two buses aroused to transport workers to

'-'IN 4 e8 ,
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training anchher services, whiAinclude lawn maintenance, food services,
commercial sewing, and motel and domestic maid service. On-the-job training
with coMmuriity eMployers is used together with vocational-technical training
programs in adult education available from the county schools to supplement
the project's tr4Nning and service program.

ro ect2Serving the Older Blind in Rural Areas

In Ft 1975, four _projects in Colorado, Texas, Oregon, and Arkansas 'received
$523,000 in Fedei-al Apport. These projects served 1,005 older rural blind and
rehabilitated 344 into empjoitent.

The.Arkansas project uses a combination of a comprehensive rehabilitation
center and serviceramsworking with blind persons in comparatively rural areas
The Colorado program gives special attentiQn to intensive services to older
blind persons in selected mountainous counties in the State ,using a rehabilita-
tion service m and availabl,ettommupity services. Oregon is using a self-

0containe avel home staffed by a rehabilitation teacher and mobility instructor
in serving ol. -r blind persons living in extreme isolation Texas is deliverirk
services to older blind persons who are also members of minority groups in a
selected rur. tin . ; k

r.
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NATIONAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

/
The p, rovision of leaderhip and coordination for the, meny departmen0Pand

agencies involved in rural development from within one department of the'execu-

tiVe branch of Federal Government requires different approaches from those

normally employed in line management.of.a program. With no line authority, it

has been necessary for USDA's Rural Development Service to employ a variety of .

innovative approaches to meet the leadership and coordination mandate of Sec-

tion 603 of the Rural Development Act of 1972.

The most recently delAped approach will further help in'carrying out 4t11111L

mandate. The Service has-designed and is implementing an jnformation system

which will provide policy and program decisionmakers with up-totdateLinformation

and data ref ting the status of rural conditions and program perfofmance here-_

tofore unavai e.

The system, called the National Rural Development Information System (NRDIS},'

builds'on the fact that many in the public and private sectors L'ollect a wide

variety of data and information describing and analyzing specific conditions in

rural areas, and recognizes the need for a central source where those concerned_

about rural.-America could obtain needed information.

NRDIS will maintain a catalog ofthose routinely collecting and/or analyzing

rural data and information,- at the national level,and will, select and incorporate

the mOst'timely_and relevant data into the system. The status and performance

data and information selectedfrfor inclusion in NRDIS will then be analyzed and

interpreted for rural development implications, and reported to the Congress,

Federal and state agencies, and puplic and private interest groups.

In addition, the wstem will prepare the required annual rural development

reports (such as this annual Rural Development Progress report); xoutinely pro-
duce meaningful displays of a wide variety of rural development status and

performance data; and quickly prepare wany of the data -based special reports

'that, the Rural Development Service is called ,on to produce.

A ipecia IT fe-ture,of MD'S is a "situation room" irk whith the most signifi-

cant rural deielopment status.and performance data will be displayed _using a

variety of audiciLvisual techniques. The situation room will-be used ih briefing'

meMbers of Congress, Federal and state executives, and public and private interest

groin on the current rural situation. 4
,

AlthoughNROIS will use only data collected by othrs- and will, donno4primary
data collecting itself, it will encourage others - "to obtain data needed but,not

-'now being collected. For example, a methodology which can be used by States to
collectildata reflecting the availability ot-communify,facilities and services.._

to rural residents as well,a's give indications of the perceptions of regl res7-
dents as to the adequacy of the services and facilities, has been developed and.;
is cursdritly being tested. Should the test be successful, each-gpvernor wills

be encouraged' jo conduct the survey:.
,.

1 41,

4
. - 4

NOTE: Th paper was prepared by the Rural eloPMent Service, USDA.
4
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PROGRAM INFORMATION ASSISTANCE FOR LOCAL COMMUNITIES

Developed by the Rural Deveitpment Service, USDA, the Federal Assistance
Programs Retrieval System (FAPRS) is a computerized program information kystem
that provides information 'concerning Federal aid programs tO ihteresied persons
throughout the United States. It isdesigned to identify'specific Federal aid
programs for which a particular community May be eligible. FAPRS is presently
available in almost every State through various Federal-, State, and local
organizations and agencies.

The system contains prtrgram information on approximately 600 FedeT:al pro-grams classified in 37 categories of community need, and eligibility informa-tion on all of the more than 3,300 counties in the Nation. In April of 1977,4
it will contain information on virtually all .Federal domestic assistance pro-graMs, and the number of community-need categories will be increased from 37 to 82.

Operation of FAPRS requires no special knowledge of computers-. The person
requesting information provides his/her name, the name of the community for
which assistance is needed, and-the name of the county and State in which e
Community is located. The computer then proceeds to ask a series of clues tons
about the community-and the type of aid requested. The requestor then answers
the computer's questions by typing his/her responses into a keyboard similar to
that of a typewriter. .The computer gives simple instructions about how these
questions should be answered.

If the person is unsure of an answer, the computer has the capability to
provide additional information which will enable the Person to answer the
question correctly.' If, for example, the requeStor is not sure about whether
the community is within an EDA Redevelopment Area, the computer will provide a
list of all counties in the applicant's State which are,witKin these areas.
The person requesting information need only know what type of aid is needed and
the approximate population oirthe applicant community--the computer can provide
assistance in answering other strategic questions.

This entire procedure takes only a few minutes, and once the computer
program has been run one time for a specific community, a special short version
of the program can be used, and the desired information can be obtained in evenless time.;

When all questions have- been answered the computer prints at by program
name and number all of the federally funded'programs in the applicant's area of
interest for which the applicant meets the basic eligibility criteria. These
programs are keyed to the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance, which facili-
tates the additional research required to identify the program best suited to
the community's needs. The Catalog also proyides the essential.information
needed to. initiate the application procedure. In February 1977, FAPRS will be
'providing a more up-to-date version of the informatibn now supplied by the
Catalog.

NOTE: This paper was'prepared by the Rural Development Service, USDA.
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FAPRS is a quick, inexplsive program capable of idlitifying Federal aid

programs responsive to the needs of communities. It,aids smaller units of .

'Overnment,IWnich.are less experienced' in the Process of searching for Federal
Sid, by providing information to them that previously was, available pririarily

to larger cities with their areate.r resources. FAPRS can also help experienced

researchers by providing a definitive source of information about lesser known

aid programs as well as the ones they are probably familiar with. Manual

searth.es for the same information take much longer and cost substantially more.
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Part III

STATE PERSPECTIVES ON RURAL DEVELOPMENT

SUMMARY

In6oduction
i

The Governors of the 50 States were asked by the Rural Development
Service to, provide information on 'issues, goals, plans, and recommendatiohs
pertainiNg 'totheir States' rural areas...The information received from the.,
40 respond1ng States'was screened for currency, relevancy, and geographic
coverage, and the material from 21 was selected foria detailed content review.
The geOgraphic distribution of the 21 States selected is shown in figure 1,

°, The population of the more densely shaded States'live predominantly in Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas

The findings of the detailed content review are organiled by national
rural development progress category (for example, income and employment). Within
each category, the findingsare arranged by rural development trend, concern,
and respons.,

This summary of findings presents, except in the population and trans -
portation categories, only those developmental responses which wert shar&I by
two or more 'States. The trends and con6grns reported .in the other categories
are usually °apparent from the waythe response is worded. Furthermore, the
responses are not usually stated to differentiate between those that are in the
early recommendation stage and those that arc closer to thei-mplementation
stage. The detailed content review which follows the summary makes these kinds
of distinctions, and also presents the trends and concerns expressed by single.
States. 0 4

r ,

Income and Employment

For the most part, the 18'States that providedlinf'orma ion relevant to
the income and employment categories combined their discuss' ns: Twelve of
these States have predominantly nonmetropolitan populations IA,, IQ, KS, KY,

MT, NB, NC, NH, NM, SC, VT, WVA). The majority of the population of'the other
. ',Seven (CO, HI, LA, TX, VA, WTTlive in metropolitan areas. These States

reported the following responses (either as goals or-as actions already begun)
to rural development income afid employment concerns:

Support and improve manlobwer training and development progrdms. (KS, KY, NB,
NC, VT, WVA, CO, TX-, VA, WA) (10) . '

4
.

Develpp) promptt,'and support programs.and facilities isfor vocational- technical
trathing,'counseling, and placement services as we 1 as adult education. (KS,

. NB, NC, VT, WVA, CO, TX, VA, WA) (9)
. ._

,---..

.Develop-a decentralized and divAified industrial base. (NB, NH, ;SC, HI, LA,
TX, WA) (7) , ,

N ..
)

, ,.
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Expand existjing industries in and attract new industries to nonmetropolitan
areas. (ID; KY, NB, CO, LATX, WA) (7)

Develop employment services: :(KY, NB, NC, WATX, WA) (6),

Develop and support a ttate industrial Development authority, commission, o0
corpOration. (IA, VT, WVA, CO, HI, TX) (6)

Concentrate on the unemployed, underemployed, and economically disadvantaged.
(KS,'KY, SC, IN, WA) (5)

Eliminate discriminationlIn employment. (ID, 16, NC, SC, LA) (5)

Establish an economic development policy. (CO, LA, TX)) (3)

Improve communication and cooperation among all three.levels of government.
(CO, HI, WA) (3)

Increase management and technical assistance to small farmers, businessmen,
and industries located rionmetropolitan areas. (CO, TX, WA) (3)

Provide adequate educatibrial opportunities and day-care service for the children
of workers, especially migrant workers. (NC, VT; LA) (3)

Alter'Sate tax policies. (WVA, CQ, HI) (3)

Issue industrial revenue bonds. (WVA; TX) (2)

Reverse the out-migration trend of the nonmetropolitan laborforce. ('SC, CO)
*( 2 )

Population

Information related to this rural development category was supplied by 15
of the,21 States. The majority of the population of six of these States (IA,
ID, KS, KY, NC, VT) live in nonmetropolitan areas, while the popUlation of the
,other (line States (CO3,FL, HI, IN, LA, MO, TX, VA, WA) live predominantly in metro-
politan areas. Of these 15 States: .

*Ten States reported downward trends in their rural population due to a
lack of job opportunity. (ID, KS, NC, CO, IN, LA, MO, TX, VA, WA)

*Eight States reported a growing over-65 population. (ID, KS,-,KY, HI,
IN, LA, MO, TX)

*Seven reported growth rates lower than the national average.. (ID; VT, .

FL, HI, TX, VA, WA) 111e other .eight States reported a growth rate greater than
the national average.

*Six States have'developed and /or aldopted growth policies. CQ, FL,
IN, VA, WA)

/4 95 t
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*Four States which' are expecting a rapid increase in their population

growth rate found through surveys that- the majority of their citizens think

the present population is about right'. ;(ID, FL, HI, WA)

*Four States reported that blacks are more'likely to live metropolitan

area's. (KY, 140, VA, TX)
1

*Three Statesreported that their-Indian and)lexican-American population

is about equally divided between metropdlitan and nonmetropolitan areas. (NC,

LA, TX)

. *One rowing State (FL) found in a survey tliat.its county limissioners.

would prefer a reduced popUlation growth rate.

,

The St ates supplying pOpulation TnfOrmation,reported the following

responses:,

*Six States say they want to promote a befter;balance between growing and

depressed areas on even geographical distribution in terms of population

growth and economic activities. '(KS, CO, FL, 'IN,, VA, WA)

* Three States report that they are considering the use of the growth

center strategy which focuses on the use of State planning regions or districts

to encourage the development of population centers of a certain size. (CO, IN, LA)

°

*Two States -recommend for adoption or' consideration the use_of the carry-

irig capacity concept which is based on the prevention'or reduction of overloads

for environmental as well as natural and manmade resource systems. (FL, HI)

Two States mint out'that they plan to consider using new towns as a

growth center, strategy. (CO, IN,)
.

- *One State says it is considering the use 'OTthe growth cluster strategy

or area development strategy .planning regions and distriCts are viewed in-terms

of the concentration of public investments in "areas" where the potential multi-

plier effe6t is greatest (IfI)

.*One State (LA) has established stateede 'population goals.
,

Housing

O.

Fourteen of the 21 States pi-ovided.material relative to housing. Nine of

these States. had predominantly nonmetropolitan populations (IA, ID, KS,KY,,,,NB, NC,

NH, SC; VT) and five, metropOlitan (COHI, TX, VA, WA). The responses of

these 14 States which were related to housing and which were shared by 'two or

ittlYre States are:

pfovide adequate housing for ami eliminate discriminatory housing practices

against all Gonmetropoliten residents. (ID, KS, KY, NB, NC, NH, SC, VT, CO, HI,

14A,'W1) (12)

.
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Establish statewide or regional housing authorities. (IA, KS, CO, WI,
TX) (7)

Repair or replace most of the obsolete and dilapidated housing unit's in a ll and
more especially declining nonTetropolitanareas. LD, KS, NC, NH, WA) (6)

Coordinate, disseminate:and analyze 'nonmetropolitan housing information related
to programs, projects, and agencies as a means of pluming for the'future. (KS,
NC, SC, CO, WA) (5)

Adgpt a uniform, minimum statewide construction and housing code. (NC, NH,
TX, VA, WA) (5)

&legate to a State official or agAcy the authority to deposit State funds in ,

nonmetropolitan,institutions for the construction and rehabilitation of housing.
(IA, CO, HI, WA). (4)

Sell bonds to provide seed money, construction loans, mortgages, and low-
.

interest loans for low and moderate-income housing.. .(MT, NC, CO,'TX) (4)''

Prdvide technical advisory services in nonmetropolitan areas to deliver housing
services to nonmetropolitan residents. ,(NB, VT, TX, WA) (4)

Adopt a State rural, housing public policy'. (KS, CO, TX) (3) ,
.

.

Research the innovative uses of construction and design techniques' and, materialt-
to meet changing family needs and reduce housing construction costs. (NH, T1(,Y
WA) (3).

.

. .

Appropriate funds for vocational-technical training in the building trades to.,
provide low-cost housing and develop the nonmetropolitan skilled labor market-,:-;-
(TX, WA) (2) 4

* \ I
Organize housing corpdr,ation. (SC, WA) (2)

,

Health
4

Eighteen of of the 21 States provided information relevant to the Health.
category; 11 had predominantly nonmetropolitan populations,(IA,'ID, KS, KY, MT,
NB, NC; NH, NM, SC/ V-5) and seven were predominantly metropylitan (CO,'FL, IN,
LA, TX, VA, WA).--The reviekA of the material supplied by these States identiaked
the following developMental responses:

Build regional or areawide health care facilities and outpatient mental health
centers or modernize exi'sting health care facilities. (IA, ID, KS, MT, NB
NC,.NH, NM, CO, FL, IN, LA, TX, VA) (14)

Establish Or mprove and support compPehensve facilities,.services, and/,or
programs-in rionmetropoljtan areas for tie elderly and migrant workers as
as for the treat ent, education, preven on, and rehabilitation of the mentally
andphysically andicapped, emotionally and mentally disturbed, drug addicts,
and alcoholics. (IA, KS, KY, NB,'NC, NH, F1:, IN, LA, TX, WA) (11)



Develop a continuous and comprehensive program which plans for, experiments

with,and evaluates health care services and needs. (IA4 ID, KS, NC,-CO, FL,

.
IN, TX, VA, WA*), (10)

---; ----

.

s r

Control the.costs of health care and/or.provide assistance to the large numbers

of nonmetropolitan residents who'are unable to afford the expense of health

care services.- (IA, ID, KS, MT, NB; NC, Fr_,)IN, VA, WA) (10)

-11, A
Provide treatment to reduce communicable diseases and-preventive hekith care

services such as immunization, diagnostic and preventive screening,t.physical

.and dental examjnations,imaternal and infant pare, and family planning. (ID,

KS, NB, NC, FL, IN, LA%TX, WA) (9)
k

Mbtivate dentists, physicians, para-professionals to work in nonmetropolitan

and ru'ral areas: (8) )

Award scholarships, grants, and loans to encourage students to practice

in rural areas after they graduate. (CO, FL, LA, TX, VA, WA) (6)

Establish continuing education programs in nonmetropolitan areas to train

para,professionals and update their skills and knowledge. (KS, NC, CO,

. FL, VA, WA) (6)
D

Provide clinical training, internships, and field training programs in

rural areas. (CO, FL, TX) (3)

Recruitstudent's from rural areas who are interested in the health

professions. (VA, WA) (2)

Clarify or revise the' legal constraints associated with malprattice by

para-professionals and physicians. NA; WA) (2) .

.
Design and implement or strengthen locally based school and consumer health

'education programs. (ID, KS, KY, FL, IN, TX, VA, WA) (8)

Develop and operate emergency medical services programs which incorporate

emergency ambulance service; programs to train, certify, and license local

ambulance attendantsland emergency room personnel; and communications equipment.

(CO, FL', IN, TX, VA) (5)'

Education

Twelve of the 19 States reporting developmental responses in the category

of education had greater nonmetropolitan than metropolitan populations (IA, JD,

KS, KY, MT, NB, NC, NH, NPR, SC, VT, WVA). The seven predominantly metropolitan

States were CO, FL, IN, tk, TX, VA, WA. In sumwary, these 19 States reported

an objective or some activity'to: , 4

Expand: improve, and make More efficient use of educational facilities in less

densely populated areas and provide modern teaching materials and edutational

programs to nonmetropolitan students. (KS, KY, NB, NC, $, NM, SC, VT, CO, FL,

IN, TX) ( )

4
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Design and deliverspeOlalized educational sAvices programs,and/or facilities
. .

far exceptional student in every dimension. KS, NB, 10, SC, INIVA, FL, IN, LA,
TX, VA, WA) (11) : . ,

, ""

.

,

Evaluate and plan for education at- all levels of'learning. (KS, NC,
CO, FL, IN, LA, TX, WA) (10)

.

r 'Develop an equitable and adequate school finance, program in 9onmetropolitan.and
more especially rural areas. (4D, NB, N6, NH, SC', CO, FL, rk, VA, WA) (10)

Support and promote training programs and refreshen_courses., fon teachers and
/, 'administrators at all levels. (KS, NB, NC, NH, FL,. IN, LA, TX) (8)

1

Provide preschool_or early childhood education 'for young children'in nonmetro-
politan areas. (KY, NB,/1C, SC, WVA, FL, IN, TX, VA) .(9)

Develop or improve approprate'support serTrCe---s in the fOrm of guidance, place-
ment, and counseling programs. (NC, WVA, FL, IN,'LA, WA) (6)

Provide or expand high quality mass media resources and mAterials in nonmetro-
politan areas. (IA, NB, NH, IN, TX, WA) (6)

Allow public school 'facilities in nonmetropolitan communities to be available\
ifor after-school'activities. (FL,-IN, TX, VA, WA) (5)

'X'spand'and Improve library,facilities and services. (KY, NB,VT, IN TX) (5)

Increase utilization of para-professional personnel to assist full-time, pro-
fessional teachers., (KS, IN, TX, WA) (4)

. .

Encourage' students and citizens to become active] involved irithe planning
and implementation of educational programs. (NB, CO, WA) (3) if,

..,,,/ .------\ .

Water anc? Waste -4-
#

'

Of the 16 States reporting on water and waste, the majority of'the
population of,e4ght live in nonmetropolitan areas. (ID, KS, KY,,NB; NC, NH,

i SC, VT). EightStates are predominantly metropolitan TO, FL, HI, IN, LA, MO,,
TX, VA). The States reported the following, concerns related to water and

.waste: , .

. . . .

Eliminate pollulion from water sources, especially streams, rivers, and lakes.
(IP, KY, NC, NH, VT, HI, IN, LA) (8)

,

--. Identify, acqujre, and protect known or pAentially valuable wat resource
areas. (ID, KS, NH, SC, VT, FL, .H1) (7)

Protect 'Pend areas and the quality of the enViroment near important sources of
watu. (NB, NC, VT, FL, IN, VA) (6) °

1
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Guarantee a sufficient smantityof high quality water for domestic as well as

agricultural and industrial Uses. (KS, NC., NE-I, CO, MO, TX) -(6)

4 Develop,a comprehensive Water resource ManageMent program which involves

inventorying water needs and problems, developing and pontinsally revising

water resource Projections,,forMulating-qanagement alternaei;05, and developing

intergovernmental approaches and plans. (KS, NV, NH, SC, FL, III, TX) (7)

Ensure that adequate-water levels exit and water resource needs are met in

the future. (KS, 'NC, FL, LA, VA) (sy

°

4 Develop and enforce d statewide and regional solid waste disposal management

. plah. (NC, FL;411, IN; TX) (5)

Design, establish, and enforce water quality stagdads. (NB, VT, CO, IN) (4)

Improve and upgrade policies and procedures for reviewing, approving, and

\finanCing Federal projects. (NB, NC,-MO, VA) (41

Toansportation

Of.the 20 States that reported on transportation, the majority of,the

ipopulation of 11 live in nonmetropblitan areas.(IA, ID, KS, KY, NB, NC, Nil,

. NH, SC, VT, WVA). Nine States are predominantly vetropolitaW (CO, FL, HI, IN

LA, fT15, TX, J. They reported the.folowing shared concerns:
%

1.

Road and highway needs are much greater. than the available funds and revenue.

(IA; ID, KY, NM, CO, LA, WA) (7) ,

r .

..

-I?roperly,masintaining and improving road and highway systems is of utmest

importance. (IA, ID, KY, NM, CO,, LA, WA)-(7)

The greatest road4OeficieR ie6 exist on rural roads. (KSFL, LA, VA) (4)

State highways and ,intersate system have by-passed many small communities

thus contf'ibutihg to rux.a.I decline. '(CO, HI, IN) (3)

Existing fqight shipping structures discriminate against small shippers by

charging high carrier freight rates. (CO, TX> (2) ..

They reported the following developmental responses:

% .

Expand and updatthe capacity of existing aircraft facilitierand construct

new airports as well as extend regularly schedul community service or third-

level airline servin to small commqn444es and leers populated regions. (KS,

NB, NH, SC, WVA, CO, HI, IN, LA, MO) (10.)

Encourage the expansion and improvement of mass transit service to less populated

areas in order to facilitate and stimulate economic development and make small .

communities more accessible.. (KS, NB, NC, SC, CO, FL, WA) (7).

fr

,
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Repairand mprove rural reads. (KY, NB, NM, FL, .IN, LA) (6)
.

Establish a cOmpreheilsive State transportation pban'or policy. (IA, KS, NB
NH, IN, WA) (6)

Identify transportation needs. (IA, NB, CO, FL, IN) (5) .

.

Plan for transportation in a way to eflcourpge optimal dhd a.more coordinated*
use of land resources and foster land development in harmony with the natural
environment. (IA, KS, NH, (5)

Formulate s ateuide aiti5ort plans tcrevaluate present conditions and develOP
a master plarr for immediate and future aviation requirdments. (WVA, DL., LA, MO,
Ix) (5)

Give special attention to the unique_transpbrtation'needs
,
of pQor, young,

elderly, and handicaued citizens because they are either unable-to affprd
and/or to operate aTrivate vehic -le. (KS, NC, FL, LA, WA) (5)

\
,Utilize school buses during school hours or off-hours of operation to prociide
-low-cost public transportation to disadvdntaged rural residents. (KS, CO,
WA). (3)

Encourage the use of various communications as a substitute for transportation.
(KS, WA) (2)

Construct satellite warehouses and adjust shipping rates for consolidating' . .

shipments JP and out of small urban areas and making it more advantageous for
carriers to extend their service into isolated areas. (TX) (1).

Emphasize energy-efficient modes of transportation and assess energy trends.
(IA, KS, NC TX) (4)

.

4
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reported similar trends, concerns, or responses, the dumber of States and the

abbreviation of their name is shown. Those Stdtes in which more than 50 per-
cent of the population live in nonmetropolitan areas ape indicatea by under-
lining the abbreviation of the State name.

6

Only_the findings of the content review of information provided by the 21
States.is presented in the following materials. No spdcific conclUsions were
drawn from the finding in the course of the study and the reader is cautioned
against doing so. For example, it should'not be assumed that only 5 of the 21
States mentioning emergency medical service share this. concern, or that 23
ArCent.of all States share this concern. .The, finding means merely that 5 of
the 21 States studied mentioned emergency medical care services in the docu-
ments they provided. Om the other hand, since 5 States volunteered commdnts
onthis subject, it is well to bealert to the possibility that this health
care service may well be a primary concern in the rural areas of other States.
Similarly, only two.States report a strong negative citizen reaction to
encouraging.further immigration to the State at the present time.. However, -'

residents of other States may also feel this way or may assume this posture in
the future. -r

INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT

The stage of econric'development for each of the 18 States who provided
information relative to income and employment varies considerably. A look at
nonmetropolitan unemployment rates, employment trends in the industrial sectors,
nonmetropolitan income, changes in the nonmetropolitan labor force, and needed .

improvements and assistance provide some indication of how the economies of the
18 States compare. The majohty of the residents-of 12-of the 18 States (IA,
ID; KS, KY, MT, NB, NC, NH, NM, SC, VT, WVA) live in nonmetropolitan areas,
Tile most of the residents of the other States live in metropolitan areas -

(CO, HI, LA,, TX, VA, WA). Four of these- 18 Stales (KY, NB, NH, SC) outlined .

only their goals and rec mendations for economic development while the other
14 discussed their econo -lc concerns as well as approaches and recommendations
for their improvement.

According to seven s tes (MT, NM, WVA, HI, LA, TX, WA), their nonmetro-
politan unemployment rate is ove the national average. In contrast, 5 other
States (IA, KS, NC, VT, CO) report that unemployment in their nonmetropolitan
areas is not a problem. Three of these 12 states (IA, NC, LA) mention two
trends in unemployment that they have observed: the incidence of unemployment
for two.ninorities -- blacks and Indians--is higher than it is for whites;' and,

the number of employed women has not caught up with the employment'figure for
men..

In order to facilitate a discussion of employment trends among the indus-
trialsectors, the various sectors were grouped together to form three'cate-
gorie9P-those sectors that ddpend on natural resources; those that are centered
aroundsome aspect of manufacturing; and those that are sustained by human
resource employment. Eight States (IA, KS, NC, CO, HI,'LA, TX, VA) repOrted
that natural resource industries sucfias agriEulture, mining, forestry, aid\
fisheries are losing ground as dominant sectors of their economy. However,
five other States (.ID, MT, NM, VT, WA) said they attach a special significance
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reported similar trends, concerns, or responses, the dumber of States and the

abbreviation of their' name fs shown. Those Stdtes in which more than 50 per-
cent of the population live in nonmetropolitan areas are indicated by under-
lining the abbreviation of the State name.

4

Only_the findings of the content review of information provided by the 21
States,is presented in the following materials. No specific conclusions were
drawn from the findtnOn the course of the study and the reader is cautioned
against doing so. For example, it should'not be assumed that only 5 of the 21
States mentioning emergeikk medical service share this. concern, or that 23
ArCentof all States share this concern. .The, finding means merely that 5 of
the 21 States studied mentioned emergency medical care services in the docu- ,

menus they provided. Om the other hand, since 5 States volunteered comments
onthis subject, it is well to be' alert to the possibility that this health
care service may well be a primary concern in the rural areas of other States.
Similarly, only two States report a strong negative citizen reaction to
encouraging.further immigration to the State at the present time.- However,
residents of other States may also feel this way or may assume this posture in
the future. -f

INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT

The stage of econpmic 'development for each of the 18 States who provided
information relative to income and employment varies considerably. A look at

nonmetropolttan unemployment rates, employment trends in the industrial sectors,
nonmetropolitan income, changes in the nonmetropolitan labor force, and needed .

improvements and assistance provide some indication of how the economies of the
18 States compare. The majohty of the residents-of 12-of the 18 States (IA,
ID;,KS, KY, MT, NB, NC, NH, NM, SC, VT, WVA) live in nonmetropolitan areas,
174File most of the residents of the other States live in metropolitan areas
(CO, HI, LA, TX, VA, WA). Four of these-18 States (KY, NB, NH, SC) outlined
only their goals and rec mendations for economic development while the other
14 dikcussed,their econo ig concerns as well as approaches and recommendations
for their improvement.

According to seven s tes (MT, NM, WVA, HI, LA, TX, WA), their nonmetro-
politan unempToyment rate is ove the national average. In contrast, 5 other
States (IA, KS, NC, VT, CO) report that unemployment in their nonmetropolitan
areas is not a problem. Three of these 12 states (IA, NC, LA) mention two
trends in unemployment that they have observed: the incidence of unemployment
?or two.minorities--blacks and Indians--is higher than it is for whites;' and,
the number of employed women has not caught up with the employment'figure for
men.:

In order to facilitate a discussion of employment trends among the indus-
trial,sectors, the various sectors were grouped together to, form three'cate-
goriegm-those sectors that depend on natural resources; those that are centered
aroundsome aspect of manufacturing; and those that are sustained by human
resource employment. Eight States (IA, KS, NC, CO, HI,'LA, TX, VA) repOrted
that natural resource industries sucFas agriallture, mining, forestry, and\__
fisheries are losing ground as dominant sectors of their economy. However,
five other States (ID, MT, NM, VT, WA) said they attach a special significance
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to natural resource industries as major employers of their niumetropolita%

work force. In contrast to the different opinions voiced by the States
relative to the importance of natural resource industries, all of these 13

St.ates pointed out that jobs in human resource sectors such as services,
government, and trade'ere becoming and will continueto become more numerous.
These 13 States also,discused their manufacturing employment record and all
but three (NM, VT, HAS indicated that manufacturing based on replenishable and
exhaustive natural resources is their most important industrial employer. The

three States say that manufacturing is of little slgnificance totheir economy.
Two trends in nonmetropolitan.manufacturinq were identified by three States:

*The three ,States (WVA, LA, VA) point out that nonmetropolitan manufac-
turing is develoOing a pattern of decentralization.

*According-to the observatidns of two States (LA, VA),the most rapid
rates of growth in nonmetropolitan manufacturing have occurred in small urban
centers and areas adjacent to large cities.

Of the five States (IA, WVA, )-fl, LA; TX) that mention gross personal'
income, the three that are predominantly metropolitan point out that human
resource sectors are the most significant contributors to their total personal'
income. The other two States, the majority of whose population live in non-
metropolitan areas, note that manufacturing is their most important industrial
sector ihr terms of the percentage of their gross personal income it provides.
Agricul,tare and/or mining are considered to be the least profitable sectors,
according to four of the States (IA, HI, LA, TX).

The -level of nonmetropolitan per capita income for all but two of the 14
States (HA, WA) is below the national average,,,,:4cording to their estimates.,
Five of these States (ID, NC, LA, TX, VA) report that Iley can substantiate at---,-
least one of the following correlations between nonmetropolitan per Capita
income and poverty levels commonly pointed out:

'*people with a low level of education,..according to four States (ID, NC,
LA, TX), are likely to earn a low income.

*These same four States also 'said that elderly citizens, who are becoming
an increasingly greater percentage of the nonmetropolitan population, as well
as minorities and migrant workers are prone to high rates of poverty.

*Four States (NC, LA, TX, VA) say the poverty rates are higher and income
levels are lower in rural areas than they are in more urban areas.

The nonmetropolitan labor poollwa generally destribed as earning low
wages, possessing low skill leve1-s, and being employed by labor intensive
industries by five States (KS, NC, HI, LA, TX). 6,ach of these States identified
one or two changes that are occurring A their nonmetropolitan labor force:

*Not surprisingly, four States '(KS, NC, LA, TX) report that since agricul-
ture has been dwindling in importance as a source of employment, many workers
living in their nonmetropolitan.areas have turned to nonagricultural indus-
tries, especially manufacturing, for their livelihood.

,



*AccoHing to.information provided by two'Statet (NC, HI), the size of .

the nonmetropolitan work force is increasing owing t migration into nonmetro-
politan areas and/or growth in work force participation.

In establishing goals and developing recommendation's allof the-T4'States
plus the'four other States (KY, NB, NH, SC) providing some income and employ-
ment information said they focused their attention on ways to develop their
economy end create quality jobs. The following recommendations and goals
were those mot frequently mentioned by several of the 18 States in conjunc-
tion with of needed improvement:

*The development of a decentralized and diversified industrial base was
a goal mentioned by seven States (NB, NH, SC, HI, IA, TX, WA).

*Two goals--the expansion of existing industries in and the attraction
of quality industries to nonmetropolitan and, more particularly, rural
areas--were identified by seven States (ID, KY, NB, CO, LA, TX, WA).

*Five States recommended that efforts be concentrated on those who are
unemployed, underemployed, and economically disadvantaged as well as those
who live in undeveloped rural areas (KS, KY, SC, IN, WA).

*Five States reported that they planto enforce their goal of eliminating
discrimination in employment based on race, sex, age, religion, arid national
origin (ID, KS, NC, SC, LA). -

*Three States sa44 they have already established an economic develop- 11

ment-policy (CO, LA,-TX).

*The improvement of communication and cooperation between local, State,
and Federal Governments is a recommendation established by three States (C9,
Hi, WA).

*Two States identified a goal which focuses on reversing the outmigration
Qf the nonmetropolitan labor force, especially these workers living in less
densely populated 0. rural areas and young workers (SC, CO).

The recognition by some States of available and potential sources of
institutional assistance or the need for such assistance is documented by the
following recommendation's and goals:

*While 10 States identified as one 'of their goals the need to support and
improve public, private, and business-sponsored manpower training and develop-
ment programs, 6 of these 10 States have already established their own publicly
supported program and/or are involved in CETA (*KS, KY, NB,*NC,*VT,*WVA, CO,

*TX,*VA, WA).

*0f the nirePStates that have adopted a' goal to develop, promote, and
. support programs and facilities for vocational-technical training, counseling,

and placement services as well as adult education, two of these states report-
ed that suchrfacilities and programs are currently available ...CKS, NB,,NC, *VT,

*WVA, CO, S(, VA," WA). /-
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*Four States indicated that they have alreaay developed employment

servics,sand two other'States said they intend to (KY,*NB,*NC,*WVA,*TX, WA).

*A recommendation for increasing management and technical assistance to .

small farmers, businessmen; and industries located in nonmetropolitan areas
was offered by three States (CO, TX, WA).

*Three States suggested that prbgrams be created to provide adequate
educational opportunities and day-care services for the children of laborers,
especially migrant workers (NC, VT., LA).

The following programs and recommendations'have been designed by five
States who recognize the significant role financial assistance plays and the
part their State government can play in economic development as well. as some
of the limitations and handicapping features of the private nonmetropolitan
financial system and of public sources of funds:

*Four States have developed and support a State Industrial Development
Authority, Commission, or Corporation for the purppse of supplementing and
expanding business loan programs as well as providing grants for community
facilities that can attract new industries and help existing industries
expand. Two other States are recommending that a plan for the development
of one of these agencies be created and adopted (*IA,VT.*WVA, CO, *HI; TX).

*The alteration of State tax policies has been established as a goal by
one State and is being-considered by two other States (*WVA, CO, HI).

*Two States have developed program for the issuance of industrial

revenue bonds (WVA, TX).

POPULATION

Introduction

Of all the rural development categories, populationwhich was discussed
by 15 States (IA, ID, KS; KY,-NC, VT, CO, FL, HI, IN, LA, MO, TX, VA, WA) - -,
offers the most concise examples of the diverse and varied trends among the
States and between metropolitan areas and nonmetropolitan and rural areas.
Trends reported by these States sh& that the concentration of people varigs
as much as the rate and cause of growth. Nine of the'States (CO, FL, HA, IN,
LA, MO, TX, VA/ WA) indicated that,a majority of their` population,lives in
metropolitan areas, while the other six (IA, ID, KS, KY VT).reoorted that
a greater,number of their citizenry live in nonmetropolitan areas.

Trends and Concerns

Of the 15 States that mentioned growth rate trends, seven (ID, VT, FL,
HA, TX, VA, WA) reported that they have experienced lower rates of growth than.-
the national avehge.since 1960. The growth rate.in the other seven States
(IA, KS, KY, NC, IN, LA, MO), according to their estimates, has exceeded the
Nation's growTF rate, either during the past 15 years or since 1970. One
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State (CO) disd not report on its rate of growth. Of the six nonmetropolitan

`States -'(IA, ID, KS, KY, NC, VT), four *(IA, KS, KY, NC) painted out that their
growth' rate:has been declining. In coD;rast, the other two States (ID, VT)

7N,eportedi aiudden increase 'in population. The 15 States note that tfiTses
t ends in Statepopulation growth,(esulted frbm migration in or out of the
State and/or an increase or a decrease in the State's birthrate.'

Seve0ral.treads were reported in metropolitan 014 nonmetropolitan areas
with respest6 popu)ation dynamics:

) ...

*Five States'(NC, IN, LA, MO, VA) reported that they are aware of a ten-
dency among people tO move away from the central city to the outer fringes of

7
metropolitan°6reast Additionally, three of these States (NC, IN, LA) pointed
At that a more ,recent'trend.is occurring in the movement of people to small
population centers in nonmetropolitan areas that offer adequate community

,

services and good job opportunities.

*There is eviijence, ,according to 10 States (ID, KS, NC, CO, IN, LA, MO,
TX, VA,:-WA), of a downward trend,in the growth rate of the rural population, .

as a result of inadequate job opportunities for young people living in rural
areas and more deaths than births.

*Eight, States (ID, KS; KY, HI, IN, LA, MO, TX) mentioned that their
elderly populatian ,(65 ancrolder;,) is growing, and all but one Of these (KY)
said they are expecting their elderly population to continue to grow. Infor-
mation collected by four States (ID, SS, MO, TX) indicates a large number of

'.elderly people living in rural areas, and these four States plus two other
States.(IN, LA) reported that they are worried about providing the services

,-these older people. need.

*Four States (KY, MO, TX, VA) observed that black people are more likely
to reside in metropolitan'areas than in sparsel,Lpopulated nonmetropolitan
areas,, while three States (NC, LA, TX)'noted that ethnic minorities, such

, as Indians and Mexican-AMericans, have naspecial tendency to Tocatp in either
metropolitan or rural areas disproportionately.

Future Growth Projections and Citizens' Attitudes

Three States (ID,'HI, WA) of the nine (ID, KS, NC, FL, HI, IN, LA, MO,
WA) thdt project growth trends for their' population reported"that Iheir, pop-

. ulation will expand by over 1 million during the next 10 to 25 Years if their
current growth trends persist. Another State (FL) indicated that its popula-
tion will probably triple to 12 million by 1990. Two state0Ne, LA) mention
reversals (inmiqration and rising rates of natural increase) in their current
growth'trends.and presume that the result of these trends will be an increas- .

ing rate of growth for their populations. One State.(IN) expected no,signifi-
cant changes in its growth rate and felt its population will, continue tp

.

increase at its current rate, approximately the same rate as that of the
Nation. Two Plains States (KS, MO) reported that the lag in their growth
rate, compared .to the national average, will continue Por the next 15 to 20
years and will possibly be combined with reductions in natural increase. These

o States plus one other State (LA) also pointed out that the number of



households will probably increase due to the declining number of persons per

household. One of these three States (KS) noted that reductIcirs in fertility

and increases in the number of people 1TVing alone are partialy responsible

for tte development of this trend. k
A

In addition to making predictions regarding the growth Of their popula-
tion, four of the nine States (ID, FL, HI, WA) plus one other.State (CO) asked

a selected portion of their citTiens through the use.fof surveys What their

attitude is toward the future'growth of their State s population'. The fou
States,(ID, FL, HI, WA) expecting a rapid increase in the size of.their popula,
tion indiEated that the majority of their citizens think the present size of

their State's population is "about right." One (FL) of'these'four States
also polled its county commissioners and another State (ID) surveytd some of
its community leaders on their views about their State's growth rate.. The

greater percentage of the county commissioners indicatedlthat they would
pref_v to see the State reduce its population growth rattas well as encourage-
futdc--e growth in small communities. Over half of the community leaders sur-
veyed reported they want "limited growth" for their State's population. The
majority of citizens in the other two (HI, WA),,States indicated that they are
adamantly opposed to encouraging future inmigration. ,Judging from the survey
results of these four States and their, corresponding expectations of future
population growth, it may be conclukd that the kind of growth citizens want
and the grXwth that will actually occur may not parallel each other in every

State.

The fifth State (CO) questioned citizens residing in rural areas width
increasing and decreasing rates of population growth as well as metropolitan
areas and reflorded their responses according to their place of residence.

Over half of the citizens living in both types of rural areas reported that,

the,rate of growth for their community is "about right" while the majoril of

metropolitan citizens reported that their area-is growing "too fast."'

Growtp Policies, Goals, and Strategies

As a means of encouraging desirable population growth trends, 6 of the

15 States (KS, CO, FL, IN, VA, WA) have developed and/or adopted growth

polies, while another State (LAT has established statewide goals. Six

States (CO, FL, IN, LA, VA, WA) indicated 'the need to promote a 'better balance

between growing and depressed areas or an even geographical distribution in

terms of population growth and economic activities.' The other State (KS)

ideptified the development of an urban/rural balance as one of its growth pol-

icy opttons,in contrast to the option of'allowing population to concentrate

in one area. Three States (CO, LA, VA) noted that plans must be made for

.,,efuture settlement patterns. Special concerns related to their metropolitan

,areas are.mentioned by three States (CO, IN, WA). Two of these (CO, rm) noted

that there is,a need to regulate metropolitan growth, while the other indicated

a need tQ revitalizeits central city areas.

Four of the States (CO, FL, IN,-LA) that have developed policies and

goals related to population growth and one other State (HA) have adopted or

are considering the use of\4c.gwth strategies based on such concepts as

carrying capacity, groWth centers, new tows, and growth clusters as a means
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of planning for future population growth. Two of these States (FL, HI)
reported that they intend to use the carrying capacity concept, which is
based on the prevention or reduction of overloads for environment-a," as well
as natural and manmade resource systems. One of these two States (FL)
indicated that A plans 4..13 implement this strategy at the local,level rather
than on a statewide basis because of the uneven distribution of'growth stresses
in the State.

The three States (CO, IN, LA) that are studying the use of the growth
center strategy report that it focuses on the use of State planning regions
or districts to encourage the development of population centers of a certain
size. Two of these States reported the growth center size in their State.
that is most capable of sustaining growth. One State (LA) noted that centers
of the 5,000 to 10,000 populatiolisize.have been consistent in their growth,
while the other State (IN) pointed out that centers ranging from 25,000 to.
50,000 people constitute the minimum size.

The three Stat s also indicated that the growth center strategy allocates
specific responsib lities to the State--managing and coordinating public in-
vestment funds fo local gaveirnment as well as improving the infrastructure.
The regions also have certain responsibilities--providing adequate public
facilities and services. Two (CO, LA) of these State's reported that they are
enthusiastic about this strategy because of the, potential benefits it has to
offer--the improvemept of.employment opportunities and communications between
local and State governments as well as the development of a balance between
urban and rural areas. The other State (IN) mentigned two concerns it has
with this strategy; they are related to the division of decision-making
responsibilities among the local, regional, and state governMents as well as
the adequacy of the ?rocess used in designating-the centers.

Two (CO, IN) of the three States that are studyingithe growth center
strategy are also considering another method, towns. Both States described
new towns as.being self-sufficient communities lopted near major urban cen-
ters whose purpose is to bring jobs and homes, closer together. One of these
two States (CO) noted the suitability of the new town strategy for rural
areas.

The other,State (IN) mentioned an interest in the growth clusters strat-
.

egy or area development, whiCh it reports.as being similar to the growth
center Whoa. This State noted that the growth cluster strategy is br6ader
in scope than the growth center strategy- planning regions and districts are
viewed in terms of the concentration of public investments in "areas" where
the. potential multiplier effect is greatest rather than in specific "centers."

I' 1
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HOUSING .

. .

Hou&ing.is' an important issue in nonmptropolltan life as viewed by the
15 States (`IA, ID,.KS,'KY, MT,-.NB, NC, NH, SC, VT CO, RI, TX, VA, WA) who

identified housing concerns and sasequent.responses to these concerns as well

at new trends in housing.:, AS a rural development progress category, housing

represents anotqer ex,am!llemhei.e there are very different conditions in each

State and a great viAiety of recommendations offered by the States for
_improving these conditions. While eight'of the States (IA, KS, KY,-NC, VT, CO,

HI; TX) discussed someof their concerns and.recommendations related to the

quality of their housing stock and new trends in housing, seven others

presented, only tWir recommendatiOhSv.

All but one of the'eight States (;'I)Aiscussed two major houSing
concerns--the scarcity of adequate, affordable housing for low-income people
and substandand'hbusing conditions (homes that are overcrowded and without

complete,-indoor plumbing facilities). According to six of these States (KS,

4<Y, NC, VT,,CO, TX), minorftlet, migrant farm laborers, and low:Ancome people

who live,in less populated' nOnmetronolitan areas suffer to a greater extent

from deterioratina and substandard housing conditions than most other nonmetrO\-

politan residents. .TWO States (KS, TX) pointed out that the prboortion of

deteriorating and substandard houses in their rural areas appears to be larger

than the proportion in most of their more closely settled.areal

A third housing concern, discussed by three States (KS, CO, TX), is the

problem .of financing the construction of, houses in nonmetTEpolftqn and more

particularlyrnra.1 areas. Although all three States wem.quick to point out
shortcomings.associated with Federal housing Programs, all but one State (CO),

said they rely, on Federal sources orhousing assistance as their major source

of subsidy to fina.nce.their State hous4n projects and ,programs.

There are two nonmetropolitan housing trends--the growth of mobile homeS

and theconstruction of multifajni4 dwellings--which may become problems in

the future, according to thre'States (VT, CO, HI), even though as these States

plus two other States (KS, TX) noted, these trends evolved as solutions to the

need for more good quality, less expensive horries..

5

-Realizing the pivotal role housing plays in the future of their economy,

all of the eight States-plus seven others (ID, MT, NB, NH, SC, VA, WA) _have

developed and plan to adopt and implement housihg- assistance and. services as

well as housing controls asa means of improving their nonmetropolitan housing

stock for the benefit of all. njnmetropolitan residents but especially low- .

income and elderly people. Fdilbwing are some solutions common to several

States that suggested housing assistance and'Service improvements:

*While three.States IA, HI, TX)have already established statewide or .

regional housing authorities, four ethers (CO, KY, SC)`reported that-they

are recommending that a housing authority be developed as-a means of accom-

plishing their goals of decent housing for all nonmetropolitan residents; and

more particularly low-income and elderly people, and of securing funds for

housing subsidy programs.,



*Two other States '(SC, WA) mentioned the establishment of such agencies
as h sing corporations a5.-a housing goal whose purpose is to provide assis-
tance in the development and management of housing in nonmetropolitanareas.

*The authority to deposit State funds in nonmetropolitan institutions for
'the construction and rehabilitation ofjp.using has,been delegated to a State
agency or officials irk four States. (IA, CO, H:, WA)

*Est4blshing a State ageny or prep4ing a plan to sell ohds to prOvide
seed money, construction loans, mortgages, and low-interest loans for low and

TX)
moderate income housing are solution Odentified by four States. (MT,_NC, CO,,_

\

*Providing technical advis.ory services in nonmetropolitan.aleas is t
recommendafibm made by four States as a means of assisting local oovernments
and low-income citiirens in,applying for Federal-and State funds and,4in 4

general, deliveriq housing services to nonmetropolitan residents, especially
those who have low Or moderate incomes. (NB, VT, TX, WA)

.

*One goal of two States' Overall State hous..ing, plan' is the .appropriation
of funds for vocational-technical training in the buildidg trades for the
purpose of .providing low-cost housin'g and developing the nonmetropelitan'
skilled labor market. (TX, WA)

.

*Providin'g adequate housing for dnd,ellminatina AiscriminatOry housing
practices against all nonmetropolitan residents, especially low-inftme people,
are goals mentioned by,17-States, who said these, goalsoare essential components
of their housing plan. (ID, KS, KY, NB, NC,-NH, SC, VT; VA, WA)

, .

*Proposals. for tbordinating, disseminating, and analyzing nonmetropolitan
housing information related to programs, projects,-!and agencies have been
designed by,five States as a means of planning for. the future. (K 'NC; SC,
CO,'WA)

*,Six States recommended that most'of their Asolete and dilapidated
housing stock he repaired or replaced especially in declinincoonmeePolitan
areas.--, (IA, 14, KS, NC, .NH, WA)

,.

pi. ,

A *Reducing construction costs and ai-otecting. housing investments by
adopting a uniform, minimum, statewide construction and6housing code was an
objelive mentioned by five States. (NC, NH, TX, VA,, WA)

1

] *Three States noted that planning fdr the future could be facilitated by
.the adoption of a State rural housing pdblic policy. (KS, CO, TX)

*The need to do research into the innovative use of construction and-
design techniques and materials is a recommendation made by three States for '
the purpose of adapting to changes in the American family and reducing housing
contruction costs.. (NH, TX; W4)

S
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HEALTH

Introduction
1

}Thera are more similarities among the fi ings of the 18 ,States that\

wrote about the status of health care. in their nonmetropolitan.reas than there

are differences. Discussions 'of several aspects of health--manpower, facili-
ties, services, and improved care,,verify the States', tendency to offer related

nformation. The 'sevenpredominately metropolitan States (CO, FL, IN, LA, JX,

VA, WA) made a distinction between health care concerns in their nonmetropolitan-
:areas and their metropolitan areas. The information provided by the other .

11 States (IA;' ID, KS, KY, MT, NB;.NC, NH, NM,'SC, VT) is 'representat'ive of

needed improvements in iTict137obieMst7,itiiheilthEarein nonmetropolitan areas.

\c'

r.

.An acute shortage of available health mApower, especially physicians, in
nonmetropolitan areas and in particular small coMinunities and less populated
areas was mentioned by all of the 18 States except,three (NH,'NM,.VP)Q Four

of these, States (KS, FL, IN,. TX) said they are also aware of a shortage of''

dentists. Seven States (ID, KS, NC CO, TX, VA, WA) indicated they gre using

or are,considering using paramedical support--paramedits, physician's

assistants, and nurse practitioners--to assist in the delivery of primary ./

health care, However, they said trying to attract para-professionals to rural /

( areas can ba equally as difficult as trying to attract doctors and dentists.

A number ofStates%\are also encountering 'problems with medical and health e

,

, .

care facilities, especially hospitals. Or the one hand, five States (IA, MT1, -'%,

CO, LA, TX) reported that they have adequa4egeneral and pecialized health. 0

care facilities in.their nonmetropoli n aS-eas, but'the e facilities are. 47

operated iinefficiently and expensively wing to inadequate staffing anyor,low

occupancyrates. On the other hand, four States -(ID, KY, rl,'IN) said their
health care, facilities are concentrated in their m6re urban centers, making

easy access to hospitals andhealth care facilities ifff6lt for many non tro-

, olitanjand most rural residents. ,
. .

P
, .

.

i
.

- , N.1:,.
. d

4 i- .

`Several States offered a number of recommendations for the purposlef
motivating dentists, e9sicians, and pdva-professionals to work nonmetropol-

le
.

itan areas: 4

. s

. 4.

*Six States suggested that a state plan for awarding scholarships,!grants,
and loans be used to encourage students to practice in rural areas after they

graduate. (CO,' FL, LA, TX, VA, WA) . 0

i t
\ J

.

*The establishment of continuing education Programs in nonmetroptlitan

areas for the purpose ofitraining_para-professionals-and updating their skills

and knowledge is a goal commorto six States. (KS, NC, CO, FL, VA-, WA)

*Recruiting "studenLfrom rural areas is a'prpposal made by two Stags. ;

( WA)

'proposal

, --

*The provision of clinical -fining, internships, and field training ,F

programs in rural areas is an objective of three States. (CO, FL, TX)
Q

*Two States recommended that legal constraintsassociat withjmalprac-

tice by para-professionals and physicians be clarified or:revised: (VA WA)

112
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Four trends in health care and'servicits--emergency medical -)ser,Y.Ices,

health education, preventive health programs, and areawide and Mgional health
care facilities and outpatient mental health centers--were cited by a number
of States as remedial approaches to the shortcomings of health manpower and
health care facilities: .0

*Three States (NC, FL, LA) noted thiat they have already built regional or
areawide health care facilities and outpatient mental health centers; while,
Il other States (IA, ID, KS, MT,4B, NH, NM, CO, IN, TX, VA) said they plano
construct these fiCilities or modernize their existing health care facil'ities.

*Emergency medical services programs that incorporate emergency ambulance
service; programs to train, certify, and license local ambulance attendants and
emergency room personnel; and communications equipment were identified by five
States as being either in a stage i deveTopMent or in full operation. .(CO,
PL, INLTX, VA)

*Eight States (ID, KS, KY, FL; 141, TX, VA, WA) said they are promoting the
idea of designing andimflementing or strengthening locally based school and

_consumer health education programs. Additionally three of these States (KS,
VA, WA) fldicated they want to concentrate on ed cating dfsadvantaged families
who live in more sparsel=y populated areas,-so the re developing outrea5

.programs such ,s Visitation'Programs.
..

*According to nine States, treatment to reduce communicable diseases and .

preventive health care services such as.immuniz&tion, diagnostic and'preventive
screenino,lohysical and dental examinations, maternal and infant care, and
family planning should be available to all nonmetropolitan residents, especially
those people w.ho live in Less denselysettled areas. (ID, KS, NB, NC, FL, IN,,
LA, TX, WA) ' /

1

. -

TITe-following three recommendations offer additional ideas and suggestions
for 'improving the availability and quality of, health care services in nonmetro-
politan areas: J

' .

_..,0

*Eleven ,States indicated they have placed among their health ca
priorities the establishment or improvement and suppor;of comprehensive facilit
ties, services, and/or programs in nonmetropolitan areas for the elderly and

1 migrant workers as well as those for tUktreatment, education, prevention and
. rehabilitatPn of the mentall!,/ and physically handicapped, emotionally and

mentally disturbed, drug addicts, and alcoholics. (IA, KS, KY, NB, NC, NH, FL%
IN, LA, TX, WA) ir

... ..

_ .

*Ten States recommended that a continuous and comprehensive program be
devel4ed that plans for, experiments with, and eyaluates health care services
and needs. An integral part of this program is, the' collection, dissemination4
and analysis of health care information. (IA, ID, KS, NC, CO, FL, IN, TX, VA,

...._

WA)

s'
*Owtng'to the rising cost of personal health care, 10 States recommended

that action be taken to control the costs of health care and/or that assistance
be provided to aid the large numbers of nonmetropolitan residents who earn a
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law income and are,otherwise unable to afford the expense of health care

services. (IA-, I0,-6,,MT, NB, NC, FL, IN, VA, WA)

EDUCATION
A

The plans of the 19 States that discussed education offer a wealth of
varied information particularly with respect to the quality of public education .

in honmett-opolitan areas; the financial state of public and private education;

career education; and measures for 'proving the'quality of education. The

greater percentage of residents in ven of these 19 States live in metropoli-

tan areas (CO, FL, IN, LA, TX, VA, WA): while,most.of the residents of the

other'12 States live in places wi h 50,onn or' fewer inhabitants. - (IA.,: ID, !KS,.

KY, MT, NB, NC, NH, NM, SC, VT, 11 .

^ e
.0

.The qualit4,of education available to students whO-attend schOols located
in many nonmetropolitan and most sparsely populated areas was discused ip

'depth by two States (FL, VA). Bath said that it is inferior compared with the

quality of education available to students w'io attend their metropolitan

schools. Both States substantiated their concluion by noting some ofthe ,

prevailing rural educational trends:

*Generally soeakina,Thotti States reported thpt f,44-educational facilities

and equipment a'smell as the curriculum in their nonmetropolitan schoolsystems

are well below the standards of most metropolitan schools.

*According to one,State(FL), the merit's associateg with education are

-judged to be few by most of the peopl-e who live in the State's small communi-

ties. This is consistent with the low level crf ambition this sere Sta,te noted

that many of the youngpeoPle living in these alP...a.s? have to attend college and

to find jobs that require special training or knowledge.

*The other State (VA) pointed out that the'low standardized test scores

made by marry .students who attend nonmetropolitan schools reflect the poor

quality of these schools and are one manifestation of the relatively lower
of educational achievement Ponq such students.

In sum, when contrasted with the results of educational opportunities in

metropolitan areas, bo 'th States. plus another St4te (IN.) asserted that the

results of condition's in 'nonmetropolitan school systems are as disthal as the

conditions themselves. Young people who grow up in small communities spend

fewer years in the'clav-oom, on the whole, than youth in metropolitan areas

and the quality of the 4jobs available to them is not as good.

The primary concern regarding quality of education as specified-by

14 States (IAKS, MT, NC, NM, SC, WVA, CO, FL, IN, LA, TX, VA, WA) centers

around the provistion of adequate finanCial support. Two of these States

(FL, VA)-pointed out that small communities usually reserve a larger portion

of their budget to Support their school system 'than do more densely settled

,population centers. However; thE4 size of the small school systems budget

seldom permits it to make expenditures for anything other than basic educa-

tional needs such as teacher salaries, bus transportation, purchase of supplies,

and property maintenance.
114
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On the subject of State support for public education,, three States (IA,
KS, NC) (the majority of whose population resides in donmetropolifan area
said th y 1,dequate State revenues earmarked for public education Ahrough-
og the State. Four othertates (CO, IN, TX, WA) that are predominantly
riftropolitan re orted that a more justsystem for_distributinq State funds

' needs to be developed. ,

Eight Stabs (KS, MT, NC., NM, WVA, CO, LA, WA) said another financial
concern that is, demanding their attention is the need to )mprove access to and
assistance for private "institutions of higher education, owinn to the rising

. .cost of this education and many students' inabtljty to afford the cost of
's"college. 6

''v

Sixteen of the 19 States (ID, KS; KY, NB,
.

NC, NH, NR, SC, WVA, CO, FL, IN,
LA, TX, VA, IVA) reported ,that they belieie career education, a new concept in
education designed to help students become better prepared to enter-the labor
force and cope with changes .in society, should be integrated into,the curricu-
lum at all levels of education. Vocational, technical, and occupational

. training plus continuing and adult education were identified by-13 States.,,(ID,
Y, NB, aC, NH, NM, SG, WVA,, CO, FL, IN, VA, WA) as areas of career education

i''--Isat should receive special emphasis, particularly at the secondary and post-
secondary levels.

--.....
..

t.

, KResponses

..'"`

With the future needs of their citizenry in mind, all of the 19 States)
with the exception of one (MT) indicated that they feel very keenly-the need
to ensure that the educational opportunities available to citizens in the)r.
unmetropolitan areas are of an excellent quality. Each of these States
offered one or more of the following recommendations:

r

*Telve States indicated that they are tnterelgin "expanding, improvipg, .

and making more efficient lAe of education facilities in less densely popunted
areas as well assproviding modern teaching materials and education programs to
nonmetropolitan students at all levels of education according to their needs,
interests, and abilities. (KS, KY, NB, NC, NH, NM, SC, VT, CO, FL, IN, TX)

*Eleven States indicated that they are intemested in depting their*
t,,,,-attention to the design and delivery of specialized educational services,

programs, and/or facilities for exceptional students in everydimension--gifted,
multi-lingual, culturally handicapped, and mentally and phystcaily handicapped.
However, as two States (VA, FL) pointed out, many rural schobl districts cannot
afford to provide for special:Ind educational nelds of students. ..(KS, NB, NH,
SC, WVA, IN, LA,,IX, VA, WA)

*In light of changing intellectual, social, nd economic needs, 1O.States
indicated that they are aware of the importance of ,educational evaluatiol and
planning at all levels of learning., (KS, NC, 1?' IA, CO, FL. IN, LA, TX, WA

*Ten States recomended de4loping and adopting an equitable and adequate
school finance program in nonmetropolitan andlmore especially rural'areas.
Additipnally, two of these nine States (KS, NM) noted that public school
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enrollments have declined during the,past fear years and will continue to

decliine at all leVels, a trend-with' implications,f¢r_school financing. (ID;

NB, NC, NH, SC, CO, YL,,T., VA, WA) ,' )....'__ ...._
.....,

./. .. . .... .
.

*Eight States reported that there is a need to improve the quality of
their nonmetropolitan public schOo143ersonnel and to meet the chandting needs_in
education and students' individual'needs by supporting and promoting training

programs and refresher courses for teachers and administrators at all levels.,

__.(KS; NB, NC, NH, FL, IN, LA,'TX). . ,
\

*Nine States reported that preschool or early childhood educalOoo isor

shouldbe.availabLe to young children,in their nonmetropolitqn 'areas. (KY, NB,

NC, SC, WVA FL, TX VA)
...z , 1 IN 3 - 1

t I . 0

. . r

Sfates discu'ssed the need td develop or improve appropriate support..
services in the form of guidance, placement and counseling programs for
students and their o;a.rents throughout all phasesiaf the educational process.

(NC; WVA, FL, IN,*LA, WA) '.\)

.
*Six Afate§ indicated,that there is a need to provide or expand high

qbality.Oss media resources and mateHxls in nonmetropolitan areas, but more
especia4ly rural areas, (IA, N6 IN, TX, WA)

*Five tates fF IN, TX; VA, WA) disussed the benefits nonmetropolitan

com nities, especially small rural con' ties, can gain if access td' publ is

schdol faCillties is expanded for aft -school activitikas, such 'as adult and

occupational education classes,lanei for communityLenrichment, such as recrea-

tional and' cultuedit opportunities.. Oqe of these five States (WA4,pointed out

the central role the sc'oo't can play in many small communities lat -an :argument

against consolidation -- which this S.tate_plus two other States KID, TX) acknowl-

edged, to be a sensitive issue.

*The expansion and improvement of libr facilities and services. is a° '

qoa ,establiShed byfive States to Improve rur 1 resider' access to edotafion.

_I NB, VT, IN,.TX) ° 4

,*Foori; States offered recommendationsAhat would permit ublic Schools to

utilize .para- professional personnel, to assist full-time, pr fessional teachers.

(KS, TN', TX, NA) _ig
A "5

4 46

*Three States recommended that students and citizens encouraged to

become actively invaPved in the planning and implementati f educational. 40

programs,, (NB, CO; WA) , ., e

%WATER AND WAATE
CI

.
---

4 (c.

. Introduction

Sixteen States'-outined at length or list d goals and.recomm?ndations' .

related'to their nonmetropolitan water and waste situation: More specifically,

these States discussed the quality and quantity-of the surfacewater and ground-

water supply currently available to them, the absence of adequate water,and

liquid and solid waste disposal facilitjes, and some of the goals and recom-

mendations they have developed to ensure that an adequate supply, of hiah

/

.a.
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quality water is available now and in the future to meet their various water
resource needs.. The citizens of 9 of the 16 States (ID, KS, KY, NB, NC, NH,

'SC,'VT) reside primarily,in nonmetropolitan areas, while the larger percentage.
.,of-the populations ofthe:other eight States (CO; FL, HI, IN, LA, MO, TX, VA)
live.inAetrdPoliktanf,areas.,The eight predominantly metropolitan States
idepti water'and waste disposal problems and recommendations that are
peen ar to their nonmetropolitan areas.

Con
rcer.rrs

- . -

Cvrent Status.of Nonmetropolitan Water Supply. Of the 10 States that
,discussed the sources of their water supply--surfacewater and groundwater--six
(iD, XS,INC, FL, HI, LA) reported that their total water supply, is ample.
However] five of these six (KS, NC, FL, HI, LA)Plus another State (TX) also
noted that the abundance of water resources varies from one region to another.
Examples of regiopal variation were, provided by five States (KS, NC, LA, MO, VA)
who indicate that they are concerned about the, eventual depletion of ground-

'p water in specific areas, especially in their less densely populated areas.
Three of these five States (NC, LA; MO) noted that groundwater sources account
-for a large percentage of their domestic, or public water supply because.they

do not require additional storage facilities and, in general, they need less
treatment and provide higher quality water than surfacewater sources. One of
these three States NO) pointed out that a significant number of communities
that rely ow groundwater sources do not treat their water: ,However, all five
States. noted that the. most serious threats to groundwater sources are pollution
fromiimproper_.disposal'of industrial and agricultural wastes as well as from

'truS'ton of saltwater in freshwater aquifers 'and drainage from lowering
the wgt able over a large area for open pit mining and from use for agri-
Cultural p Roses'.

I Five States VT, FL, HI,)LA, MO) reported,fhat sources of surfacewater
are relatively_A dant.bUt many of these sources cannot be used to supply
community wate'r systems.. One State pointed-out that.the quality of sur-

.

fiacewarer depends to ,a large'degree upon the characteristics of its
source--precipitatio0, runoff, inflows, and groundwater. Mbre specifically,
two of these five Stated (VT, 12A) mooted tilt much of their surfacewater cannot

be used for domestic ac. Ilublic.use because it is an open system and therefore
\e§ACIally subject to contamination'. Once surfacewater sources are contamin-
ated ; these two States pointed, out, they are'expehsive to treat. One State
(VT) further noted that sUrfacewater systems are deyeloped at a considerable
cost: Additionallpi these two States reported that a primary source of sur-
facewater contaminatph theqiutrients in industrial, municipal, and agr-.

cultural wastes which contribute to oxygen deficiencies and,gccelerated
eutrophication!:-.or the growth of algae--in surfaCewater Sources.

No;gtropolitan,Water andSewage Problems and Concerns. In addition to .

,

the quality and quantity of the'available water,supply, five States (FL, HA,
IN, MO,. Ii0.mentioned,thcadeguacy of sewer andwater-facilities as signifi-

. cant factor.in the determination of and the most visible form of potential
State, influence on the growth pattern and economic development, that occurs im
a lOcarearee.' In genesel,' two of these States (FL, VA) pointed out that 4
central water supply and public/sewage facilities are absent in many sparsely
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_populated areas owing to the high cost of providing such services and the

growth pattern of the area. Seven Stiates (KS, NC, VT, FL, HI, IN, MO) that

discussed the types of water and sewage disposal facilities that serve their

population noted that most households in each,State are serviced by public

water facilities and municipal water systems. However, these seven States also

pointed out that those homes located in areas outside the boundaries of munici-

pal water systems, such as new housing developments and isolated areas, rely on '

private water supply systems such as wells. One of these States (HI) mentioned

the fact at it is expensive to integrate an external area into a public water

system. Two other States (NC, VT) noted that many private and smaller public

water systems, in general, are poorly maintained and provide an inadequate

water supply.

One State (FL) reported that improper and inadequate liquid waste disposal

is a greater problem in less densely populated areas than is the lack of water

for domestic use.` Another State (MO) noted that waste water will become a

water supply source as the demand for water increases; thus, proper treatment

of waste water is important. These two States plus four other States

(NC, VT, HI, IN), pointed out the fact that while municipal treatment facilities

and public sewers service larger communities, areas with a low housing density

are serviced primarily by septic tanks as.well 'as cesspools and other individual

private methods of liquid sewage disposal. Three of these six States

(FL, 'NOT) in addition to one other State (TX) indicated that they are aware

of the potential health hazards and serious pollution and contamination prob-

lems associated with septic tanks. The occasional failure of septic tanks may

be attributed to two possible causes. Two States (FL, VT) noted that the

capacity of the soil to absorb waste water is a measure of suitability for the

use of septic tanks. These two States plus two other States (HI, IN) reported

that under certain circumstances soils are incapable of properly filtering

sewage, causing waste water to seep into wells and other domestic water supplies

as well as groundwater sources. A second cause of septic tank failure--faulty

design or improper construction--was mentioned by two States (TX, VT).

Although One State(MO) pointed out that the relationship between solid

waste disposal ,and water is not as important Qr siantficant as the relation-

ship between liquid waste disposal and water, seven States (KY, NC, SC, FL, HI,

IN, TX) identified solid waste disposal as a problem that currently plagues

many, small communities and rural areas. Two of these States (HI, TX) noted

that until recent years little attention has been paid to solid waste col1lection

and disposal in less populated areas and the public health hazards and environ-

mental, problems that can develop from the absence of Proper solid'waste dis4

posal management and planning. OneState (NC) in addition to these two States

reported that landfills are the most commonmeans of disposing of solid waste.

Moreover, one of these three States (TX) mentioned the fact that the majority

of its substandard landfills are open dumps, Most of which lre located in rural

areas.

Responses

IMprovealents for the Nonmetropolitan Water Supply. All of:the sixteen

States fndicated that they have a keen awareness of and deep concern for the
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quality and quantity of their"water supply, especially as it relates to future
domestic and industrial uses. In antici,pation of future nonmetropolitan water
resource needs, the States offered the following recommendations and goals as
Measures to aid in the preservation or expansion of thg quantity of water
currently available to them and the improvement of the quality of their water.

*Eight Statg indicated theyfeel very strongly about eliminating pollu-
tion from their water sources, especially their streams, rivers, and lakes,
and have established goals to facilitate the accomplishment of this objective.
(ID, KY, NC, NH, VT, HI, IN, LA) ,

*Seven States that reported they are concerned about meeting future
water needs have established goals for the identification, acquisition, and
protection of known or potentially valuable water resource areas. (ID? KS,
NH, kSC, VT, FL HI)

*In order to maintain the value and quality of existing water resources,
six States offered a recommendation to protect land areas and the quality of
the environment near important sources of water. (NB, NC, VT, FL, IN, VA)

*Guaranteeing a sufficient quantity of high quality water for domestic as
well as agricultural and industrial uses is a goal which six States established
because they feel that water quality is linked with its eventual use. (KS, NC,
NH, CO, MO, TX)

*The development of a comprehensive water resource management,program is
a recommendation made by seven Statgs for the purpose of (1) ensuring-that
sufficient water will be available at a reasonable cost to enhance economic
development and growth patterns and (2) developing_water resources in a
coordinated and efficient manner. An inventory of water needs and problems,
the development and continuous revision of water resource projections_,_ the
formulation of management alternatives, and the development of intergoverq
mental approaches and plans are several of the steps these States identified\ '**-

.as being involved in the design and implementation of such a manaaement
gram. (XS, NC, NH, SC, FL, HI, TX)

*Five States indicated they are interested in ensuring that adequate
water levels exist and water resources needs are met in the future through
using the most efficient method and minimizing impairmegt to the environment.
To accomplish these objectives, these States have established goals for long-
range planning which involves noting anticipated water_resource demands and
sources of supply as well as providing a course for policy and action.
(KS, NC, FL, LA, VA)

*Two States (NC, HI) remrted they have already designed and are imple-
,

menIing a statewide solid waM disposal management program, and three other .

States (FL, IN, TX) indicated they believe an essential step in protecting
the quality of the environment and preventing publito health Problems is the
development and enforcement of ,a statewide and reaional solid waste disoosal
management plan,

_ 4'

*Foul, states said they recommend the desian% establishment, and enforce-
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ment of water quality standards which should function as a guide in water use
I

arld especially water waste di pose.] for' small communities and industries

located in sparsely populated eas. (NB, VT, CO, IN)

/ *Four States described their State policies and procedures for reviewing,

approving 4. and financing Federal ater and sewer projects as being uncoordi-

nated and inadequate, and therefo e recommended that they be improved and

upgraded. (NB, NC, MO, VA)

*One State (KS) offered the recomMemiatjon that serious attention 19e

gin to'water resource development throurh private and State funding based

on what this State and another State (IX) consider to be insuffitient Federal

funds available for water resource development.

TRANSPORTATION'

Introduction

.
The theme of diversity is evident in the information on transportation

(\a'r

supplied by 20 States. .A greater number of the residents of 11 of these

20 States live in nonMetropolitan eas (IA, ID, KS,.KY, NB, NC', NM, NH, SC,

VT, WVA). A larger number of the r idents of the remaining nine States live

in merTTopolitan areas (CO, FL, HI, IN,,LA, MO, TX, VA, WA).
,

Concerns

Five States (KS, NB, CO, LA, WA.) noted that the private automobile is the

most commonly used form of transportation in their State. This fact is con-

sistent with thepajor emphasis placed on and large investment made in the _

development of highway and road systems reported by six States (KS, NC, WVA,

IN, LA, TX). Five of these six States, (KS, NC, WVA, IN, TX) plus two other

States (VT, VA) indicated that they are aware of the impact their system of

roads has on the growth of their economy. .

.

.. .
, 11P

According to three States (VT, WVA, (X), interstate and State highway

systems have played a very,important role in stiniilatinq and accelerating

the growth and development of small..growth'centers, by improving the linkage
1k.

i

and reducing the distance between these centers and larger urban areas. In

contrast to these States, three other States (CO, HI, IN) indicated that their

State highway and interstate systems have bypassed many small communities,

and this has contributed to rural decrine in addition to reinforcing and encou-

raging growth and expansion in more urbanized areas.
.. .

Two States (KS, NC) noted that the agricultural base which sustains their

economy and the economy of a numher of States in the past caused them as well as

the other States to build and construct a mprehensive rural road system to

id

facilitate farm-to-market transportation. hus, as these two States plus six

other States (KY, NB, NM, FL, IN, LA) point out, the need for new rural

road construction is not Nas great as the need for repdir and improyement.

Additionally, four States (KS, FL, LAY VA) noted that theirgreatest road
,
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deficiencies exist on rural roads and the most urgent expenditure needs are
for thew rqpds.

In general, seven States (IA, ID, KY, NM, CO, LA, WA) said they agree
that properly maintaining and improving their road and hiahway system is of
primary impbrtance. However, because road and highway needs are much greater
than the available funds and revenue to remedy them, proper care of their
5yftem of roads was a source of concern to these States.

To adequately accommodate the increasingly significant role aviation is
assuming in economic and industrial growth, air service needs to be expanded,
especially to small communities and less populated areas, according to 10
States (KS, NB, NH, SC,. WVA, CO, HI, IN, LA, MO). These States also noted
that the construction otf new airport facilities and the improvement of existing
facilities must accompany the expansion of air service: In order to meet
these needs, five States (WVA, IN, LA, MO, TX)' mentioned that they are formu-
lating orhave established statewide airport plans to evaluate Present
conditions and to develop a master Plan for immediate and future aviation
requirements.

Public transportation is a term that encompasses several modes of trans-'
portation such as intercity transportation, rail passenger service, and urban
mass transoortati.on. Id general, three States -(KS, LA, WA) note that public
transportation systems receive les emphasis and are less profitable than
highway and air transportation: However, four States (KS, NC, LA, TX) said --
they need to reexamine their public transportation services because of the
fuel situation and the diverse transportation needs of the public.

Although urban mass transportation has'been steadily declining in quality
and decreasing in size since World War II according to two States (KS, LA),
both of these States plus 3 others (ID,'SC, WA) noted that it provides an
indilTensable service to citizens living in metropolitan areas. Three of
these 5 States (KS, SC, WA) plus four others (NC, NB, CO, Fl) reported that
they are,encouraging the expansibn and improvement of mass transit service to
less populated areas in order to facilitate and stimulate economic develdoment
and make small communities more accessible. These six States also indicated
that they are aware that more sparsely populated areas and small urban areas
require different solutions to their public transportation needs than those in
metropolitan areas. One solution mentioned by three States (KS, CO, WA)
as having the potential to provide low-cost service to rural disadvantaaed
residents is the fuller utilization of school buses during, school hours or
offhours of operation.

In contrast, five States (IA, ID, KS, TX, WA) indicated that rail mkenger
service and intercity passenger transportation are waning and are expected to
continue to decline in importance in their States.'

The movement of freight by air and rail transportation as well as common
carrier or shipment by trick was cited by four States (NH, CO, IN, TX) as an
asset to the economic development of nonmetropolitanareas and in particular
remote and less densely populated areas. Nevertheless, -two of these States
(CO, TX) reported that existing freight shipping structures discriminate
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against small shippers (and most shippers in more sparsely populated areas are

small) by charging high carrier' freight rates. One of these States (TX) recom-

mended the construction of satellite warehouses and the adjustment of

shipping rates for consolidatina shipments in and out of small'urban areas and

making it more advantageous for carriers to extend thej4 service into isolated

areas.

Recognizing the importance of promoting and supporting an efficient and

integrated, multi-modal transportation system, each of the 20- ates offered

one of several of the following recommendation.a,and proposals for the purpose

of achieving this objective:

*The importance of encouraging optimal and a more coordinated use of land

resources as well as fostering land development in harmony with the natural

environment are objectives that five States have established which they believe

must be incorporated the planning and development of their transportation

system, (IA, KS, NH, HI, IN)

*Six States indicated that their goal of establishing a'comprehenstve

State transportation plan or policy for efficient and economical intrastate

.
gavel should be beneficial, in integrating and coordinating all modes of

transportation into a unified system with adequate facilities and services to

meet future needs. (IA, KS, NB, NH, IN, WA)

*Five States pointed out that their goalthe identification of transpor-

tation'needsshould be instrumental in improving transportation services for

their population and in developing the more standard modes of transportation

such as highways, airports, and Mass transit. (IA, NB; CO, FL, IN)

v *Four States that discussed energy as it
f
relateS to their transportation

system offered recommendations which stress' the need to emphasize energy=

efficient modes of transportation and to'assess energy trends. (IA, KS, NC,

TX)

*The need to reduce transportation was mentioned by two States who are

encouraging the use'of 'new transportation technology such as communication as

N substitute for trans4portation. (KS, WA)
- f

fL
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